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Community engagement is an essential worthwhile collaborative process, 
critical in establishing a true foundation for addressing the issues.

Based on this communities unique insightful perspective of Tyldesley high street, 
each questionnaire provides the participant with an opportunity to put forward 
personal issues, values and problems which have informed and shape this Town 
Guide. The responses collected also provide a basis and resource for shaping 
future grant applications and other visioning documents for the area.

Each questionnaire aimed to be:

• Usable and accessible to all

• Establish the issues through clear questions

• Create individual unique responses

• Provide a forum for tabling views without fear of redress.

NOTE: All questionnaire comments collected and transferred to this document are unedited.

A1: RESULTS

Our Approach
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Q1. Within Tyldesley Conservation Area do you think that the existing high 
street, Elliott Street and Stanley Street, provides a good shopping 
experience for the local and wider community of Tyldesley?

Q2. Does it represent the history and unique character of the area?

Q3. Do you think that your shop front would benefit from redesign/
refurbishment?

Q4. Do you think the street facing walls on the first/second floors also 
require sensitive refurbishment?

Q5. What elements of the shop front require improvement?

24
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21

11 11
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14

Q6. Please feel free to expand on any of your answers or list elements that 
are not listed above

8 responses

Response 1:
We recently refurbished our shop front 

Response 2:
Unfortunately, I did not get to experience Tyldesley in its glory, but from the 
stories I’ve been told it was a bustling town, although the 4 years I’ve been 
here the town has come on leaps and bounds. Tyldesley is my second home 
and the people here deserve a proper town centre.

Response 3:
I think that an array of canopies along the high street all matching would make 
the town more attractive. The town is improving but needs a lot more work, 
I know that a board with list of shops and information was thought about but 
don’t think it has gone any further. Maybe some Tyldesley history boards 
dotted around too.

A1: RESULTS
Shopkeeper
Responses

12 Questions
Total of 41 responses 
No personal data questions displayed
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Response 4:
We need a new front door and possibly door frame.

Response 5:
I was thinking of changing or improving the above but would prefer to keep the 
heritage of the shop fronts if able

Response 6:
The main improvement to the look, security and efficiency of our shop frontage 
would be to upgrade the window panes. Our windows in autumn and winter 
are soaked with condensation which we find very difficult to keep on top of. 
Not only does it look terrible, but the water will be rotting the wooden frames. 
The panels are single glazed which I believe is the problem, if we could 
upgrade to double glazed panels, whilst still maintaining the current look of the 
windows, that would be ideal.

Response 7:
I’m lucky that my shop front is quite traditional. 

Response 8:
I have recently moved into the framing shop and my front shop desperately 
needs a new shop sign.

Q7. Do you think that there is anything missing from the high street that 
would improve the shopping experience? such as:

29
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28

6

31

5
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8
5

Q8. Please feel free to expand on any of your answers or list elements  
that are not listed above

4 responses

Response 1:
Not necessarily more parking for shoppers but better parking for longer 
especially down at the Atherton end and more parking needed at bus way to 
free up parking spaces for shoppers. We need to stop the influx of takeaways, 
hairdressers, bargain shops etc and attract more individual unique shops.

Response 2:
Would be good to have outdoor space to socialise and encourage the 
community together. Ideally where heron is etc where there’s large outdoor 
space.

Response 3:
I think what we really need its the main square to be turn in to a seating area 
with café’s and eateries... also more retail will help with less bargain shops as 
i believe this kind of shop only downgrade the town but make it look like a low 
income place which isn’t very appealing.

Response 4: 
When the b and m moved from the market square, my hope was that it would 
be turned into smaller units and some cafés and restaurants might go there, 
tables and chairs on the square, improve the cafe culture and sociability of 
the area, which would in turn improve the footfall to other local shops and 
businesses. Its not the right place for a supermarket as the parking is dreadful 
and at certain times, traffic into Tyldesley makes it not worth the time it takes 
to get there. But parking restrictions don’t suit every business, e.g. limited wait 
parking suits quick turnover shops like The Little Chippy and the Post Office, 
but not us at 180. We have customers on our premises for several hours at 
a time and parking for them is becoming more difficult with the limited wait 
parking that is there. 

The bus way parking is a major issue during normal times (it’s quiet now 
because of covid) as all the long stay parking is used up by people going into 
Manchester. I know the bus station at Tyldesley was designed to be a hub for 
the town, but the lack of substantial parking for it has had a negative effect on 
local businesses instead of the designed plan to boost local businesses with 
the bus way. I believe there are plans to remedy this but whether they are 
substantial enough to help will be seen with time.

Q9. Do you think that improvements to the shop fronts and high street will 
have a positive or negative impact on the overall footfall?

A1: RESULTS
Shopkeeper
Responses

12 Questions
Total of 41 responses 
No personal data questions displayed
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Q10. Do you think that the bus way has had a positive or negative effect on 
the overall footfall visiting the high street?

Q11. Would you be interested in further information about grants available 
for improving your shop front?

Q12. Do you own the shop or are you a tenant?

SUMMARY TO SHOPKEEPER RESPONSES:
Overall, 41 responses were collected from local businesses along Tyldesley 
high street, comprising 68.3%  - tenants and 31.7% - owners.

From the data and responses collected, 58.5% of those asked believe 
that both Elliott and Stanley Street offer a good shopping experience. A 
large 82.9% majority believe that the current shopping experience is not 
representative of Tyldesley unique historical character. Furthermore, the 
high street shops should be redesigned and refurbished.

The areas outlined within the questionnaire for improvement received 
consistent support, with the most popular ‘remodelling of the front fascia 
and panelling’ selected as a popular option. Areas that were missing from 
the high street followed a similar even spread with particular support for 
additional parking.  A lot of additional supporting statements from shop 
owners related to lack of shared communal outdoor space with seating 
promoting a café culture. 

Better use of the Market Square as a place to meet and congregate was also 
suggested. Overall the lack of identity was a strong running theme through 
the responses collected.

It is encouraging to note that 100% of those questioned felt that improving 
the high street and shop fronts would have a positive impact overall footfall.

Out of the 41 returned questionnaires 60% believed that the bus way had 
improved overall footfall on the high street. With the potential of increased 
shoppers visiting Tyldesley high street, 100% of all questioned would be 
interested in finding out about available grants for improvements to shop 
fronts. 

A1: RESULTS
Shopkeeper
Responses

12 Questions
Total of 41 responses 
No personal data questions displayed
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Q1. Within Tyldesley Conservation Area do you think that the existing high 
street, Elliott Street and Stanley Street, meets with your shopping 
needs?

Q2. Does it represent the history and unique character of the area?

Q3. What shops and services do you use regularly on the high street?

• Library when open. I used to use the free cash machine before it changed to 
charging people for withdrawals.

• Library, Card and Stationery, Charity Shops 
• Card shop 
• Bookies 
• Card shop
• Clippers Barbers Shop
• Vets
• Charity shops
• hobby shop, library, charity shop, news agents 
• Vets
• The library 
• Card shop
• Takeaways
• Craft shop
• Pet Shop & Vets 
• Takeaways
• Library, Card Shop, Florist 
• Childrens clothes, toys, sewing shop, big name shops, cosy tea rooms, 

classy looking buildings
• Pet shop
• Butchers/fishmongers
• Vets
• Takeaway
• No
• Pet Shop 
• Bank 
• Pet Supplies
• Launderette 
• Card shop
• Sandwich bar 
• Wine bars and drinking establishments
• Opticians
• Craft shop, card shop, dry cleaners, hospice charity shop 
• Card shop
• Takeaways 
• Gas and Electric credits
• Vet
• Vet
• Library, florist, card shop
• Market on the square 
• Costa Coffee or Starbucks; Wine/Cocktail barbar
• Doctors 

A1: RESULTS
Resident
Responses

14 Questions
Total of 531 responses
No personal data questions displayed

Q4. Anything else not listed?
199 responses
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• Nothing there
• Pet shop and sunbeds
• A lot more
• Gym
• A lot more
• Newsagent 
• The guided busway is a great asset which we 

use regularly by bike or on foot to access the 
town centre. 

• The guided busway is a great asset which we 
use regularly by bike or on foot to access the 
town centre. 

• No
• Vets
• Vets
• Florist and charity shops and library and children 

play groups.
• Craft shops, florists
• pie shop
• Grocers Library
• Butchers coffee shop
• Home store ( Living Room)
• Pet Shop. 
• Card shop
• Vets
• Pet shop, sewing shop, charity shop, stationery 

shop, Vetinary practice, 
• Craft shops, shoe shops, card shops, 
• Takeout food
• Takeaways 
• Dog’s Deli, craft shops, charity shops
• Takeaways 
• Pen 2 Paper, Old Bank Tattoo. DRB Photos.
• More high-end/quality food shops
• Card shop
• Card shop 
• Card shop 
• Card shop
• Card shop, pet shop 
• Dog’s Deli, craft shops, charity shops
• Aldi supermarket, occasionally.
• Butchers; Costa Coffee
• Youth engagement 
• EE/BT store
• Pen to Paper card shop
• Florists
• Newsagent

• Newsagent
• Sunbed shop 
• Shoes
• Card shop
• Vets
• Library
• Pet shop
• Vets 
• Vet
• cafe, gift and card shops
• Card shop 
• Card shop 
• Take aways
• Vets 
• Podiatrist, Card shop
• Cafe house and more restaurants 
• Fishing tackle shop LKT
• Card shop
• Model Shop, Newsagents, Charity shop, Chip 

shop
• Vets. Dentist. 
• Opticians, dry cleaning, legal services and florist
• Craft shops, library, crystal shop, charity shops, 

greengrocers
• Craft shop, card shop, hairdresser
• Cafe with outdoor seating area. 
• Card shop. 
• Green grocers and bakers 
• Green grocers and bakers 
• A barbers (clippers) and A online shopping 

returns service (monks newsagents)
• Cafe street food any special event world food 

type of evenrs
• Coffee shops
• I would love a really nice coffee shop 
• Pen to Paper card shop
• Pen to Paper card shop
• Coffee shops
• Pet shop
• A few but not many of the takeaways 
• Card shop, 
• Charity Shops & Fast food but I don’t use them, 

too many of them
• Charity shops ,craft/haberdashery and card 

shops
• Fast food but I don’t use them, too many of them
• Pet shop 

• Coffee shop, local butcher, bakery 
• Coffee shop, local butcher, bakery 
• Big Apple, I know it’s good but we use it because 

it’s zero waste
• Nice bars
• Greengrocers
• No
• The vets, dentist
• N/A
• Butchers and fishmongers 
• The vets, dentist
• Takeaways, pet shop 
• pet shop
• Craft
• Pet shop
• Pet shop, sewing shop, charity shop, stationery 

shop, Vetinary practice, 
• Takeaways
• Bank, if we had one anymore :(
• Nothing else is offered for my needs
• Card shop
• Card Shop
• Purrfect
• Card Shop
• Fish & Chip Shop/Greeting Card shop/Barbers/

Fast Food
• Pet store, fancy goods, bakers, butchers, 

newsagent, service till
• Pet store, fancy goods, bakers, butchers, 

newsagent, service till
• Florist 
• Card shop
• Pie shops
• Card shop
• Greetings cards shop, takeaways
• shops for foods/conveiince store post office 
• Greeting Cards
• Pie shops
• Pen to paper
• Card shop, off licence, 
• No
• No
• Pet shop
• Pet shop
• There is nothing else!
• Greengrocer 
• Card shop, butchers, greengrocer

A1: RESULTS
Resident
Responses

14 Questions
Total of 531 responses
No personal data questions displayed
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• Take aways, card shop
• Pet shop
• No
• Takeaways 
• Vets
• The many many takeaways. These are not restaurants
• Restaurant 
• betting shop
• Library 
• I think Tyldesley needs a supermarket, like we had in Morrisons ,
• Cafes/restaurants 
• Little Chippy
• Takeaway 
• Little Chippy
• Cafe
• Resteraunts
• Card shop 
• Florist
• Card shop 
• Vet 
• Card shop
• I dont shop anywhere as its mainly takeaways, barbers, hairdressers and 

beauty salons
• Chip shop, card shop,
• Cafe
• Card shop 
• I don’t use any
• No
• Pet shop, take away food, cafe, sandwich shop
• Pet shop, card shop, vets
• Vets : dentist : 
• Coffee shop Costa style
• Market. Use to love going around a market getting fresh bread cakes cheese 

meats maybe try something once’s a month 
• Flower shop card shop bakers off license

• sustainable/zerowaste shops, bank, facilities tor teens qnd kids
• Another coffee shop. 
• More wine, gin and micro breweries. Play centre for the children. New 

function room for parties. Museum that includes Tyldesley’s past. More 
clothing stores and higher end retail shops to attract custom. Locally 
sourced delicatessen as well as a live music/jazz venue. More restaurants. 
Pedestrianised walkthrough.

• Up market restaurants, bars, coffee shops. Get rid of cheap shops like 
Heron. Needs to be brought up market like Boothstown & Monton - I drive 
there often and end up spending my money in these towns instead of 
tyldesley where I live because they are nicer 

• Butcher fish monger
• More bars and restaurants. 
• Traditional Butchers 
• Proper clothes shop for adults and children, Jewellers, Pop up shop.
• Butchers
• Greengrocers and butchers/cooked meats.
• butchers
• Butchers shoe shop bank good supermarket 
• Fishmongers /Butchers/Greengrocer
• ‘Clothes shops. Cafes. Environmental
• Shops like as in zero waste. Bakery cake shop. Small business’
• Shoe shop. 
• Nice coffee shop/cafe that is child friendly 
• Independent clothing and footwear 
• A Tesco/Asda/main supermarket. A bank. Cash machines that doesnt 

charge. Cash machines that are restocked. More flowers and greenery. A 
proper bakers/cooked meat delli, coffee shop like Starbucks/costa. Look at 
how lovely monton high street is - it’s a mix of local and high street shops 
and it does well.

• Local artisan shops, coffee house, bookshop/ jazzed up library
• More fresh food- local bakers, butchers etc and restaurants or cafés to pull 

shoppers to the area
• butcher, groceries
• Less takeaways, more local grocers, butchers, 
• No more takeaways. More clothes shops, another nice bar
• A gift shop, a community space and community cafe, youth services
• A bakery that’s reasonably priced. More clothing for kids and adults. 
• Bars & restaurants (not takeaways) 
• BUTCHER, BAKER,CONFECTIONARY, NO MORE TAKE AWAYS
• Less take-aways and more practical shops, shoes, clothes etc. Furniture and 

banks
• Any major high street shops that every other town centre seems to have. 
• Fewer take aways
• New bars/coffee houses with character... no more hairdressers and take 

away 
• Butchers. Bakers. 
• Butchers, and Bakery 
• Bakery [fresh bread]; Fishmonger; Butchers; Gift shop; Childrens wear and 

Shoe shop.
• Fruit and veg store. Refill type shop/bring your own jar and refill type shop. 

Q5. What additional shops and facilities do you think are needed on the 
high street?

440 responses

A1: RESULTS
Resident
Responses

14 Questions
Total of 531 responses
No personal data questions displayed
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A1: RESULTS
Resident
Responses

14 Questions
Total of 531 responses
No personal data questions displayed

Butchers. Bakers. Health shop. Sports type shop selling walking, running, 
bike type things.

• Butchers, greengrocers, bakery 
• ‘Somewhere that sells ‘Free From’ products so I don’t have to go to Atherton/

Leigh etc for those. 
• Some kind of hot desk space/cafe with the use of ports etc so we can mix it 

up abit while working from home. 
• Me and my 6 year old would love the library to open back up and for them to 

have activities on for kids. ‘
• Fishmonger, butcher
• Shoe shop 
• Bank, butchers. 
• Outside seating /dining areas, ability to eat/drink outside coffee shops/

restaurants. 
• No more take always! More pop up bars. 
• Gardening and house plants. 
• More general stores, better grocery and a butcher. There is now 
• Something to draw your attention, cafes you can sit outside that look more 

European but retain rustic tyldesley charm.
• Public art, more restaurants, more planting, pedestrianised in the evening
• Fishmongers/butchers
• Butchers, fishmongers. More nice cafes and independent shops and less 

takeaways. Another dentist maybe? A bookshop would be lovely, some 
places have community bookstores, not for profit, which would be nice. 

• Independent butchers, bakers, cake shops, cafes, coffee shop. If I want to go 
out for something to eat or drink I get the V bus into Manchester along with 
many other people. Tyldesley needs a vibrate night scene, trendy bars and 
places to eat like in Monton or even atherton at night. Get rid of cheap food 
stores like heron, put outdoor seating in, lighting all around and get people to 
stay in tyldesley and spend their money. 

• Less takeaways, more pubs and restaurants 
• Shoe shop, clothing
• Butchers open daily
• Bringing it back to it’s former glory is a big one (so aesthetic improvements 

more than anything). When I first moved to Tyldesley 15 years ago I worked 
on the high street at a solicitors office. There were all the shops you could 
need. A co-op on the square as a central shop, a great fruit/veg shop, 
bakery and a decent butchers on the main road etc. Sadly over the years a 
lot have closed due to retail parks and the price of rent being too high and 
the residents of Tyldesley not wanting to come to the high street because 
of how rough it’s got.  Heron Foods and a pound shop moving in as our 
main centre shops on the square haven’t dont any favours for Tyldesley’s 
overall look even though I appreciate they’re bargain deal shops. Too many 
takeaways and barber shops are being given permission to open. We don’t 
really need 10 kebab shops in such a short space. Tyldesley has so much 
potential and there a shops opening now really trying their best to get it back 
to how it used to be but I feel the council have let them down allowing a lot of 
buildings to go to wreck and ruin.

• Coffee shop/ Deli/ butchers/greengrocers/ cocktail bar 
• Clothes shops and shoe shops 
• Perhaps some more small/independent local businesses with USPs that are 

currently unrepresented on the high st, e.g. more card shops/newsagents, a 
butchers etc.

• Fresh food, 
• A reasably priced bakery

• Fish momgers - vegetables - decent clothes/shor shops. 
• Upmarket cafe bars restaurants. Need Informal youth provision. More 

accessible shops. Dementia friendly training for shopkeepers and staff to 
ensure vulnerable people feel safe and welcomed on the high street. A 
package of support to help new and existing traders to be more resilient as 
they emerge from the pandemic. New measures to prevent commuters from 
filling the carparks therefore reducing parking for shoppers who want to use 
the high street instead of the busway. Look after our civic buildings like the 
town hall and library so future generations can enjoy them. 

• Tea Room no more takeaways please a decent pub 
• More wine bars
• Healthy eating brunch/cafe aimed for younger audience
• More clothing shop choice and independent businesses
• Clothes and shoe shops 
• Plus size clothes
• butchers, fishmongers 
• Small bars like atherton, indoor market 
• Small businesses, cafes, clothes shops
• Cafe or daytime dining
• Supermarket
• Small businesses, cafes, clothes shops
• Men’s clothing shop, wine merchant 
• Anything that’s not a takeaway, more independent shops/businesses.
• A master butcher and a bank
• More fresh food/bakers 
• Non budget food shops. Shoe shops. Bistro. Cafe culture
• New bars/coffee houses with character... no more hairdressers and take 

away 
• A Community centre in Franks cafe with computer suite upstairs and cafe/

community space downstairs
• Banks or free cash points, Tyldesley only has a post office and paid cash 

points
• Banks or free cash points, Tyldesley only has a post office and paid cash 

points
• Fresh food shopping/artisanal food and drink
• More small local independent shops including butchers, bakers and fish 

mongers etc.
• Bank
• Burchers, general shops to increase foot traffic
• More local independent shops, not supermarkets 
• Butchers, fishmongers, couple more restaurants, nice bars, a deli
• Pop up butcher/fish merchant 
• Fresh meat ,fish and delicatessen 
• More local independent shops, not supermarkets 
• ‘Butchers
• Green Grocers
• Wine/Cocktail Bar’
• Supermarket 
• Menswear 
• Butchers, fishmongers, couple more restaurants, nice bars, a deli
• Everything 
• A milk shake/dessert shop
• Wine bar. Restraints. Boutique 
• Bank
• More variety of food shops... A fishmongers etc 
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14 Questions
Total of 531 responses
No personal data questions displayed

• Coffee shops
• Less takeaways
• A bit of everything
• Better Quality retailers
• A bit of everything
• More clothing shops, grocer, bank
• Butchers, 
• Shoe shop/sports shop 
• More Quality Butchers, craft bakers. Bongs toffee shop and other unique 

shops similar to Dawson’s, Whittaker’s, .......home made Ice cream parlour, 
coffee shop. Market or special events days. 

• Well stocked Superdrug type shop with hair/ make up/ health products. 
• ‘Cocktail/Wine Bar
• Delicatessen
• Costa Coffee
• Mexican restaurant
• Clothing
• Green grocers
• Butchers’
• Well stocked Superdrug type shop with hair/ make up/ health products. 
• Local food stores butcher, baker etc
• Less takeaways more retail shops
• Men’s clothes, sports shop, health shack 
• More upmarket food spots (like one two four), more upmarket bars (like hop 

and hazel wood), quality butchers, fishmonger, bakery, good cafe, coffee 
shop 

• used to be independent butchers, fishmongers, grocers, sweet shops etc 
and was better with the independent shops but think the rents are too high 
for them to survive now and it’s a shame

• More cafes open in the day for lunch, drinks. 
• Fresh bakery, coffee shop, cocktail bar, eat in chippy, themed diner
• Butchers, Deli, decent coffee shop thats open (H2t4 Deli was never 

predictable) Fishmongers
• Less takeaways and more diversity, like shoe shop, clothes shops and 

electrical goods
• Good ladies and gents clothes shops
• Good butcher
• A kfc 
• A kfc 
• Butchers, delicatessen, coffee shops/ pubs with outdoor seating 
• Trendy bistros. Decent public toilets. Wider paving for outdoor seating for 

bistros
• Coffee shop(costa) Nandos (somewhere for the young) a big name brand 

shop to pull the punters in
• Butcher. Subway, rather than lots of pizza take-aways. Ice Cream parlour/tea 

room
• Bank
• Bank, free cash machine, butchers, fishmongers, 
• I would love to see an organic vegan fresh fruit and vegetable/ food shop run 

as a proper cooperative (not the co-op). I would like a butchers, delicatessen 
with much more access to locally produced ORGANIC foodstuffs. Maybe an 
ice cream parlour. A proper market with opportunities for craft/ clothing/ local 
produce.

• Casual dining/coffee shop
• Clothing

• More independent shops a decent butcher and fishmonger/deli gift shop 
sweet shop bakery modern shops not shops stuck in the 1990’s

• Craft shop, 
• A bank
• Coffee shop or another deli 
• RESTAURANTS and gin bars
• Fruit & veg
• RESTAURANTS and gin bars
• A general space for entertainment, such as a gig/arts/comedy venue, empty 

unit down chapel street seems ideal. I personally own an online early years 
and educational shop which I would love to bring to the high street. We 
already display in Bon Bons and Highams but eventually want to have our 
own shop.

• More variety of small independent traders including coffee/wine bars and 
restaurants to encourage use during the day and night

• M&S type food store/independent stores
• Butchers, Fish Shop Bakery 
• Pedestrianised 
• Pedestrianised 
• Butchers, Fish Shop Bakery 
• Quality Restaurants + Costa Style coffee shop
• Somewhere showing all the history of the area. 
• Fruit & veg
• Tyldesley square should be for bars and restaurants, enable people to 

dine and drink outside, within the square. Lots of shops will soon open in a 
thriving community.

• Costa Coffee     Shoe Shop.   Wine/Cocktail bar
• Combined Butcher/Fushmonger
• Home furnishings... Clothes... Home decor.. Nice cafe bars
• Bistro or Costa Coffee, work stations, meeting venues
• Supermarket/Convenience Store
• ‘Veg/fruit greengrocer
• butcher 
• Bakery 
• Coffee shop with outdoor dining
• Any small business!
• No more takeaways! ‘
• Subway
• Bakery. Butchers. Hardware store. Independent stores from local people not 

big chains. 
• Restaurant 
• A quality barber shop, book shop.
• Butchers
• A decent coffee shop
• Clothes
• BUTCHER, FISHMONGER, SHOE’S, CLOTHING, DIY, NEWSAGENT, 
• Another ladies clothes shop 
• Bakery/coffee shop,butcher,fruit and veg. Mixed use shops combining the 

above with somewhere to eat. Weigh and save. People are looking to be 
more environmentally friendly. You could sell flour but then make and sell 
bread/pizza You could sell local micro ales but also have a cafe. Abit like a 
low key bents or Altrincham market.

• Somewhere to buy clothes/shoes 
• Somewhere to buy clothes/shoes 
• Coffee Shop - Bakery 
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• Car parking so it is easy to nip in to use the shops, cafes, restaurants. Too 
difficult to park so generally go further away when Tyldesley has what we 
need but no where to park. 

• Clothes shop, gifts/homeware, nice cafe that’s not a greasy spoon. 
• Freezer shop, supermarket, clothes shops 
• Butchers, coffee shops (ie Costa), more upmarket bars, restaurants
• More reasonable food.shops
• Shoe shop, gift shop 
• Play area, family pub
• Clothes, fragrance/ makeup, shoes, comic book shop
• More bars
• Nice sit in coffee shop
• Plus size clothing
• Family friendly facilities
• Music venues, eco-friendly/plastic free shop, nursery, garden centre, wine 

bar
• Mixed varieties and no more takeaways 
• Free cash machine. 
• Independent Coffee shops, wine bar and bakeries 
• Shoe shop, proper butchers shop
• Independent coffee shops, wine bar, bakery’s 
• Butchers fishmonger bakers make use of the market square . Bring back the 

market .
• butchers, bakery, local individual shops selling their own produce/goods
• Butchers, fruit and vegetables and maybe a gin bar.
• Gift shop
• Would be great to have a music venue 
• Family cafe with activities - cake and create shop - travel agent - 
• Book shop
• Deli
• Restaurants ‘
• Fruit and veg butchers fishmonger market bistro eateries music venues 
• Decent independent Bakery, market (top chapel would have been a good 

market), a nicer bar, perhaps 1 more restaurant, a bank
• More clothes shops & bars & more food shops 
• Free cash machine
• Butchers, Fruit and Veg, 
• Butchers 
• Community cafes or meeting places, ie for young parents, older people, 

minority groups, traditional shops like butchers, fishmongers, 
• More cafes
• Independent Coffee shops, wine bar and bakeries 
• Bistros/ coffee shop
• Unsure
• Cafe and more independent greengrocer and butchers etc 
• butchers/deli/bakery (affordable) fresh veg like we used to have, petrol 

station, more free parking. 
• Coffee shop, restaurants 
• Better quality clothing shops - Boutique style, Home interiors - candles 

cushions, Fresh meat/Deli, shoe shop, Menswear, (less generic than 
currently on offer)

• Coffee shops, more urban bars and independent shops
• Cafe restaurants bistros 
• Non
• Early morning Bakers. Butchers. Better fruit and vegetable shop

• Decent coffee shops wine.bar restaurants needs to attract people like 
Stretton and Alderley Edge

• Cafe
• Independent clothes shops and more cafes and delis 
• Gift shop
• bank
• Something for children. Toy shop, sweet shop. Also nice eateries durning the 

day and coffee shop, pet friendly. My little boy would love a gaming shop/
cafe and play centre. 

• It would great to see the addition of an outdoor coffee shops or delicatessen 
with seating on the square or an ice cream parlour, an amusement arcade, 
a full time butcher and/or fishmonger to complement the new green grocery. 
I remember there used to be a proper sweet shop too ..! How about an 
Internet cafe?l or better still more artisan shops and facilities similar to 
Didsbury or Altrincham. There is a lot of new money in Tyldesley and Astley 
with the uplift of new development and transport links.. It needs shops or 
facilities to encourage to visit and remain and spend their money. Requires 
the heritage of the Victorian buildings to be enhanced and the cheap plastic 
windows and roller shutter shop fronts to be removed. Currently it looks a 
mess and no wonder people drive past to other locations and spend their 
money...!

• Good butcher/fishmonger. Updated restaurants/cozy bars with live music. I 
know hop and hazelwood are doing this now. 

• Tea shop, book shop, loose flour/oats/ nuts/seeds etc. scoop & weigh shop, 
art shop

• More independent shops, coffee shops. All need nice looking frontages. No 
more takeaways or barbers!!!

• Butcher
• Butchers, delicatessen, bakery
• Stores are okay just need updating and all take card payments etc
• Butchers . Fruit & veg shop
• I’m sure there are more and more professional people moving into the area 

and it would be nice to have more to pull them into the high street. For 
example, deli/Cafe, bakery, restaurant chain(s) (e.g. Pizza Express/Nandos), 
wine bars, supermarket chain (sainsbury’s/tesco/morrisons), boutique 
clothes shops (selling nice stuff), a lcoal farmers market

• Butcher, fishmonger, Greengrocer, Artisan bakery
• Over all face lift needed.
• More nice restaurants and smart bars 
• Bank Fishmonger Drop in Centre for people of a ages struggling with 

everyday life 
• Independent gift shops, cafes and gin bars 
• It would be good to get more pubs/bars back on the high street.
• Independent gift shops, cafes and gin bars 
• Adult clothes men 
• All the shutters need to be kept clean and tidy, get rid of so many takeaways 

, shops that need painting need to be done
• A community centre/cafe with computer suite and printers/copiers
• Adult clothes men 
• Artisan gifts art shop or gift shop 
• Individual and independent grocery shoos
• I drive to spend the afternoon in Monton the shops/bars restaurants are so 

inviting I would love Tyldesley to have the same facilities more like the hop 
and hazel wood and deli 124

• Quality cafes bars restaurants, Good quality convenience stores. Diverse 
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range of good quality shopping opportunities to encourage people to visit. 
• Food shops, such as a butchers. And a clothing boutique.
• Artisan 
• Another ladies clothes shop 
• Another ladies clothes shop 
• Something different other than pubs and take away, a nice tea room just a bit 

different 
• Pound Bakery, health food shop, home furnishings shop, coffee shop with 

outside seating that stays open until early evening
• Traditional Butcher/Fishmonger ; Bank ; Shoe shop; DIY; the new veg shop 

is great but their offering needs expanding.
• Green grocery & butcher
• Vegan food. Unique/trendy bars
• Just more of range of shops, less takeaways but mroe shops to get local 

people into the town.
• Butchers , fruiterers 
• Fish shop, patisserie/bakery continental shop, fresh fruit and veg shop, 

cocktail bar, bank.
• Pound bakery or Greggs/Card Factory/shoe shop/other general town centre 

stores/Home Bargains
• A nice coffee shop with outdoor seating. Clothing. A convenience store that 

actually feels welcoming, like a tesco express or coop.
• If I want to buy a quality card or gift, I could not get what I wanted in 

Tyldesley. I would have to drive else where. There are no quality clothes 
or shoe shops. Whilst the high street is full of Takeaways and fast food 
restaurants there is very limited availability to meet up with friends and have 
a quality eating experience. It would be good to have an afternoon tea place. 
Tyldesley Square could be massively utilized to have upmarket concerts, 
outdoor music events, community event and outdoor eating/drinking 
experiences.

• The Cadence cafe for the short time it was open was a friendly, locally run 
bar that provided music from local bands. The Cadence festival was always 
an excellent event that brought the community together.’

• Craft shops, tea rooms, clothing shops, butchers, cafes, gift shops, book 
shops , cultural centre focusing on the rich local history.

• Butchers
• Butcher or fish shop
• Butcher or fish shop
• More independent shops , butchers, fish monger , coffee shops, book shop, 

more upmarket shops rather than pound shops and charity shops 
• Free to use ATMs
• Coffee shops with outdoor seating on the square. Independent shops - gift 

or art shops. Community interest space or a hub for promoting or advertising 
concerns. .... sport, nature walks, local history , photography , meeting place 
for young and old

• Pet friendly cafe 
• Just less pizza shops, charity shops less bookies
• Fresh food such as butchers 
• Butchers
• Music venue
• Bank, ‘upmarket’ Bistro or restaurant, gin bar, afternoon tea. But no more fast 

food take aways.
• Independent bakery 
• Nice cafe bars, craft beer shop, craft shop similar to one in Boothstown 

where you can buy a gift 

• Would love to see Tyldesley replicate the success of Monton and become a 
destination. More bars, restaurants and independent eateries would really 
help change the perception of the area and bring people from the local and 
surrounding areas. 

• Would love to see Tyldesley replicate the success of Monton and become a 
destination. More bars, restaurants and independent eateries would really 
help change the perception of the area and bring people from the local and 
surrounding areas. 

• Family friendly cafe 
• Cafes and bars
• Nice bars/restaurants 
• Bars 
• More nicer bars and restaurants also some nice clothing shops, could do 

with looking less scruffy the area and modernising the area
• Something like the Replenishery in Leigh.
• Gym 
• It would be nice to have a local butchers, nice cafe and some nice 

restaurants. 
• Coffee shops 
• Family restaurant 
• Butchers
• Micro bars
• Coffee shop/cafe but NOT greasy or tacky breakfast cafe. More independent 

gift/pop up shows 
• Butchers, hub for young people, more restaurants (no more takeaways or 

barbers), diy store, places for window shopping 
• Food market 
• Butchers and a grocers. 
• General shops, Superdrug, boots 
• A decent, coffee house not a tatty cafe that is dog friendly 
• Greengrocers, delicatessen and luxury coffee shop
• Butchers and a grocers. 
• Clothes shops for more choice, more places to eat during the day such as 

cafes, 
• Big brand food shop, more nice bars, another clothes shop
• Independent retailers 
• Green grocers, coffee shops, cafes 
• Shoe & clothes shops, 
• Boutique shops, not pound shops or takeaways 
• I would love to see an organic vegan fresh fruit and vegetable/ food shop run 

as a proper cooperative (not the co-op). I would like a butchers, delicatessen 
with much more access to locally produced ORGANIC foodstuffs. Maybe an 
ice cream parlour. A proper market with opportunities for craft/ clothing/ local 
produce.

• Non plastic shop (refills etc.). These shops are starting to crop up a few 
places now. It will fit well with the new grocery shop 

• Less takeaways - supermarket!, coffee shops with somewhere to sit outside 
(on the square??), bank, restaurants, DIY store, clothing

• Less bars, takeaways and restaurants
• Clothes and shoes, cosmetics and self care shops. 
• Bars, restaurants & Delhi
• Independent shops that sell good quality produce. Deli, butchers, shoe 

shops, ice cream parlour, gin bar. Community cafe. Men’s clothing. 
• Cleaning up the facade of the too numerous fast food shops
• It would be great to have a family pub, and somewhere that we could take 
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the kids like a play area, or a shop to make crafty things
• None
• I suggest trying to entice (selected) market traders to establish a Friday 

market in the square as used to happen some years ago (no charge to stall 
holders) and give it a 6 month trial to judge its success or otherwise. A low 
cost implementation.

• Less traffic, especially large HGVs, less barbers, old fashioned sweet shop, 
pavement cafes/bars, pedestrian areas, ice cream parlour, less vandalism, 
more cameras/police presence.

• Less traffic, especially large HGVs, less barbers, old fashioned sweet shop, 
pavement cafes/bars, pedestrian areas, ice cream parlour, less vandalism, 
more cameras/police presence.

• Gift shop. Furniture 
• Bank, clothes shop,
• Butchers and Greengrocer
• Cafe bar & restaurants
• Restaurants
• Quality bars and restaurants 
• None, think we have an excellent range of shops.
• Quality bars and restaurants 
• More individual shops, no more fast foods
• Butchers, market stalls 
• Coffee shops. 
• Nice cafe’s/restaurants 
• A zero waste shop would be great, more higher end alcohol shops rather 

than bargain booze, some social elements that aren’t pubs like cafes etc, a 
good library and of course a nice restaurant or two!

• Up market cafés selling afternoon teas etc. Nice bars and restaurants 
catering to couples and families. No more takeaways or barbers!

• Affordable food stores
• Nice upmarket cafes to have brunch/lunch & a small Tesco local or similar 

closer towards the peel hall Avenue estate end of the high street
• Butchers, shoe shop
• Clothes shop, good food shop
• just improved shops - already a good variety 
• more variety of shops, cafes, meeting places - using the square for more 

things for the community (markets/events) etc. -  supporting upcoming small 
businesses, facilities for young people.

• More Restaurants. Greengrocer. Bakery. Regular markets such as 
food,crafts etc. 

• Extra Butcher & Greengrocer, Car accessories
• Butchers, market stalls 
• More Restaurants. Greengrocer. Bakery. Regular markets such as 

food,crafts etc. 
• Antiques
• Decent Greengrocers, coffee shop
• Shop that look appealing from the outside and in. 
• A wider range of food shops, clothes shops, a bank, more diversity, make the 

market square a useable/more interactive space - cafes which open onto it 
with seating etc. 

• Family friendly cafe 
• Clothes, shoes, pavement cafes
• No more takeaways 
• A steak restaurant, shoe shops music venue 
• Fruit & Veg, Butchers, Fishmongers, market, bistros, eateries, music venues

• Health food specialist food 
• Coffee/Bistro bar possibly a few more restaurants 
• Bank - free to use ATM, ethical wholefood/healthfood vagan shop, 

community cafe, space for craft and creativity, market hall
• Coffee/Bistro bar possibly a few more restaurants 
• Individual food shops - not take aways
• Modern coffee shop/cake shop/ice cream vendor, convenience shop eg co-

op/homeware and gift shop
• Cool cafes. Bakery. Coop. Ice cream shop. Cocktail bar. Weekend artisan 

market. Homeware store (candles etc). Gift shop. Monton vibe coffee shops. 
• Coffee shops 
• More variety, mainly takeaways
• Another Butcher
• Good quality clothing
• Cafes with outdoor seating and good coffee
• Book shop
• Market including food and craft stalls. Altrincham is a good model 
• Butchers, deli, wine shop, branded coffee
• Coffee shops 
• Cafes, shops, bars, restaurants 
• Bakery, butcher, decent cafe that isn’t a greasy spoon
• Artisan market shops - food, bakery, butchers, deli
• Proper coffee shop with outdoor seating 
• There are a good range of shops. Part of the issue I have is that I work full 

time and struggle to get to the shops at the times that they are open.
• More clothes and shoe shops
• Parking. I am disabled so would use more if I could.
• Music shop for instrument players, youth centre for teenagers maybe some 

where they can play pool, listen to or play music with different areas for 
different interests

• Bars and resturants
• Bars and restaurants 
• real butchers, bank, cafe bars and family friendly restaurants 
• Seating area outside cafe with outside seating market
• Bakery/ butchers 
• Greggs, Subway 
• Something with a little character. Hard to say as generally in the UK the high 

street is in decline. It would need something that the big supermarkets don’t 
sell and wouldn’t work mail order

• Outdoor dining - market square & pop up stalls for SME’s
• Bank
• Victorian street lamps, Victorian litter bins
• Butcher, fishmonger
• Butcher fishmonger
• more clothing, shoes and sportswear for all age ranges. More accessible 

parking to allow passing trade to support local businesses. Improved public 
toilets and seating areas.

• Butchers 
• Fish mongers, Butchers, clothes, 
• Indoor play area for kids 
•  child friendly cafe for New parents to be able to meet with their little ones. 
• A decent supermarket, like a Tesco mini one 
• Coffee shop. Mens clothes shop.
• Butchers, 
• Butcher 
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• Butchers fishmongers
• Clothing shop, nice cafe, butchers, 
• Butcher 
• Butchers/deli
• Fishmonger, greengrocers
• Bakery
• ‘Clothing
• Traditional sweet shop
• Shoe shop 
• Butchers fishmongers
• Butchers 
• Toy shop/toy library
• Clothes, Weigh & Save Eco, Shoes, Butchers
• More hardware/garden shops, clothes shops 
• Butchers 
• Sweet shop
• Higher end boutiques, shoe shops , sports shops , coffee shop , outdoor 

seating , higher end licensed eating places less barbers , less pubs , less 
takeaways , more family orientated businesses 

• Wine bar/pizza
• We need a mix of different shops like on most high streets rather than an 

abundance of takeaways and barbers shops
• Butchers, fishmongers, green grocers, more bars like hop and hazlewood 

and onetwofour deli
• Nice coffee shop, cafe culture on the square
• Children toy and bookshop with activities, events on the squares, markey/ 

2nd hand market on the square 
• Adult Shoes and quality clothes;  Bank, high brand coffee shop, furniture like 

tables, beds and sofas
• Butcher, fish shop, greengrocer, clothes, shoe shop
• Butchers, deli
• Butcher and cafe with good coffee
• ‘Health Cafe
• Coffee shop’
• Nicer restaurants
• Butchers, a proper greengrocers (the new one is lovely but overpriced 

compared to other greengrocers in other towns and villages), convenience 
shop a bit more upmarket than a poundshop and heron foods (it looks 
AWFUL when you drive up from Astley Street and makes the town look very 
run down and at the risk of sounding snobby, it looks like a poor place to 
live. Even a co-op would make it look nicer), an ice cream/dessert shop that 
makes children feel welcome, a bookshop, a coffee shop that doesn’t have a 
‘greasy spoon’ feel to it (somewhere you can sit and read a book or arrange 
to meet with friends - nowhere in Tyldesley meets that criteria), maybe a 
pottery place/crafts place that focused mainly on children rather than a 
place for adults that occasionally does children’s events - there is nothing for 
children in Tyldesley. 

• Good quality small businesses- butchers,bakery etc
• Gift shop, boutique clothes and shoes, bakery, culinary/kitchen shop that 

would sell pots pans kitchen utensils maybe herbs spices and oils etc 
possibly olives and artisan breads. Stationers. Camera/photography shop. 
Bike/cycling shop. 

• Wine bar, gin bar, cheese and delicatessen shop, shoe shop 
• A butchers, a decorators shop, travel agents
• A unique cafe or bistro but can’t beat a Greggs. Greenhalgh is far too 

expensive 
• More fresh produce shops 
• Boots/superdrug style. Pharmacy doesn’t house enough of the beauty and 

hair products 
• A quality butcher
• We need a bank, fish/meat shop. A Nice coffee shop with a terrace on the 

square . More flowers and trees on the square. New stuff for kids in the park. 
The kids area is really poor compare to other parks.

• Sweet shop
• Grocery 
• Book shop
• Clothing shop’
• Fishmongers, butchers
• A butcher delicatessen or fishmonger 
• Mens clothing shop, shoe shop, butchers, bank, free cash machine, 2nd 

newsagent, linen shop
• Restaurants, bank, supermarket
• Lingerie , curtains etc , shoes
• Deli, coffee shop, bank
• American dinner/ Wetherspoons 
• Coffee shop , clean toilets , gift shop 
• Butchers fruit and veg dentist a general store 
• Market better toilets 
• Butcher,bank,
• Deli would be nice I don’t like all the bargain shops and takeaways. They 

look scruffy
• Boutique and independent shops, cafes, bars, restaurants, cocktail bars, 

family friendly places 
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Q7. If you visit the high street in the evening, what shops/services do you 
visit?

354 responses

• If you do visit the high street of an evening, what shops/services do you 
visit?

• takeaways
• Bars and restaurants hop and hazelwood 124 and Turkhan
• Very few restaurants, bars and entertainment at present. Too many 

takeaways 
• Hop and hazel wood, turkan, rema 
• Pubs 
• Pub/ restaurant 
• Pub/restaurant 
• Mort Arms
• Takeaways bars
• Sometimes a bar/pub but not regular. I’d rather go somewhere else that had 

more of a choice rather than old man pubs and kebabs 
• Restaurants
• restaurants, pub
• Pubs/restaurants
• Pubs
• Take aways, restaurants and pubs
• Resteraunts only. 
• Pubs 
• NON
• Takeaway 
• Bars & restaurants 
• Bar... hop and hazle
• Chemist, off licence, takeaway 
• Pubs and restaurants
• Bar & restaurant 
• Late night chemist is always handy and for socialising with friends in a pub/

bar.
• Bar & restaurant 
• Takeaways
• Very occasionally The Union Pub. 
• Pubs/restaurants 
• Bargain booze/take aways
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• Pubs and restaurants 
• Bargain booze
• 9 Seathwaite Close, Tyldesley
• Nothing is open worth visiting these days, but do call for a takeaway now 

and then. It just doesn’t feel safe any more.
• Restaurants/ bars e.g. Turkhan and Hop and Hazelwood
• Pubs/restaurants 
• Restaurants, occasional takeaway or pub visit
• Food and drink 
• Pubs and restaurants
• N/A
• Convenience food or pharmacy 
• Convenience stores/resturant/takeaway/pharmacy.
• Restaurant/bar 
• Pub/Restaurant 
• Mainly restaurants
• Takeaway 
• Restaurants
• Nail bar, clothes, etc sunbeds pubs restaurant
• Takeaway
• Bars and restaurants 
• Restaurants 
• Flat 7 Clifton Grange
• None presently
• Pubs/restaurants
• Restaurants, bars, pubs (in usual times)
• Pubs and bars
• 7 Crawley Close Tyldesley
• Herons, chemist
• restaurants or pubs
• Food and drink
• Shops and pubs
• Wine bar 
• Food and drink 
• Pubs/restaurant 
• The bars or takeaway 
• Takeaway pub 
• Bar... hop and hazle
• Pubs and bargain booze for groceries and gas/elec credits
• Bars and restaurants and take aways
• Bars and restaurants and take aways
• Mainly pubs and restaurants 
• Bars/pubs 
• Pub’s
• Bars and restaurant 
• Pubs and restaurants 
• Supermarkets/ convenience shop
• Hop and Hazelwood. 
• Pizza take away
• Bars and restaurant 
• Hop & Hazelwood; Turkan; Spring Deer; Rema
• Pubs/restaurants 
• Pubs/restaurants 
• Pubs and restaurants 
• Food/pubs 
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• Restaurants
• Pubs, take aways, sunbeds
• Bars 
• Bar/bistro’s
• Bar/restaurant 
• 84 Henfold Rd
• Bar/bistro’s
• Off licence.
• N/a
• I don’t visit at all
• Heron/Diy
• I don’t visit at all
• Restaurants/pubs
• Pubs 
• Convenience store 
• Restaurants bar and grocery shop
• Occasionally for a curry.,
• Pub/restaurant
• Occasionally for a curry.,
• Take out
• supermarket and restaurant very occasionally
• One two four, hop and hazel wood 
• Takeaway
• 16 Ely Drive, Astley, Tyldesley
• Pubs, restaurants 
• Occassionally visited Hopa decent place to get 

a drink would not feel comfortable in the others 
Little chippy (for cheekie tea)

• Pubs and food
• None
• None
• Pubs, restaurants, pharmacy
• Pubs & restaurants
• food shops/convenience stores/take away
• Restaurant/pub
• Pub, restaurants 
• Chip shop, pharmacy, and I like browse the shop 

windows 
• Pub restaurant 
• Hop and hazelwood/ curry restaurant/ Aldi 
• Takeaways, restaurants
• Pubs (Hop & Hazlewood mostly), fast food, 

restaurants
• Takeaways, restaurants
• Pubs and restaurants when open
• Restaurants/takeaway
• None 
• None 
• Pubs/Bars/Fast Food
• 5
• Pubs (Hop & Hazlewood mostly), fast food, 

restaurants
• Pubs & Restaurants
• 5 Bude Avenue
• Restaurant 

• Pubs , restaurants
• Pubs & Restaurants
• Restaurant & bar 
• Bars 
• Restaurants.
• Takeaways
• Little Chippy
• Hop Hazelwood
• Takeaway or pub
• Takeaway
• Takeaway
• Restaurant and Pub - I think eating out is a key 

factor on improving any high street.
• Very occasionally for Rema or Enzos. 
• Bargain booze, pubs. 
• Sunbed shop, takeaways & pubs 
• Try to avoid in the evening
• Pubs when open
• Pubs and restaraunts when they are open
• Hop & Hazelwood, Rema Tandoori
• Takeaway, pub
• Aldi and pubs
• Hop and Hazelwood. Occasionally Santorini
• Take away, heron, bargain booze, aldi, pubs and 

bars, restaurants 
• None
• Pub, restaurant, pharmacy.
• N/A
• restaurants, dance studio
• Hop & Hazelwood, Spring Deer and Rema.
• Restaurants 
• Restaunts & bars
• Bars - restaurant
• Pharmacy, The Spring Deer, Bargain Booze
• Pubs
• Pubs/bars/restaurants 
• Bars & restaurants 
• Pub and restaurants 
• Takeaways 
• Restaurant or takeaway
• Hop and hazel wood 
• The chemist and the dance school 
• pay point (booze busters) for gas and electricity
• Hop and hazel wood pub 
• Podiatrist, Food shop, Enzos, Turkhan, Hipe& 

Hazelwood in non covid times
• Bars
• Bars 
• Herons
• Late night pharmacy B&M Aldi
• Take sways and restaurants 
• ftake aways, pubs
• No
• Restaurant/pharmacy/occasional pub visit
• Food and drink, takeaways, restaurants, 

• Bars & restaurants
• Restaurants
• N/A
• Bars restaurant 
• Pubs and restaurants 
• Restaurants 
• Pub, takeaway, restaurant 
• Restaurants 
• Take away pub restaurant convenience shop
• bargain booze for gas/elec credits and 

occasional pub visits
• Take away pub restaurant convenience shop
• I don’t visit due to the lack of the right space or 

facilities offering the enrichment to visit. 
• Restaurants
• Hop and Hazelwood Enzos Turkhan
• Bars and restaurants. 
• Restaurant pub
• Little Chippy
• Little Chippy
• Supermarket 
• Chemist
• Pub/bar
• Pubs, bars
• Ussually bargain booze to get my gas and 

electric sometikes a few takeaways too or Heron 
foods before it closes for the evening.

• I have visited a bar on one occasion between 
lockdowns 

• I stay at home
• Heron Foods/Aldi
• Aldi, Heron, The Railway and Hop and 

Hazelwood when they were open
• Pubs
• Pubs
• Pubs
• Off licence/chemist
• takeaways
• Restaurant and pubs
• Na
• Pubs
• Pubs, Restaurants 
• Pubs
• Pub
• Restaurant
• Hop and Hazelwood, Rema 
• At present I do not go to Tyldesley as it doesn’t 

offer me what I need not does it feel safe. I would 
want to see new bars/restaurants which would 
give me reason to visit and spend money.

• At present I do not go to Tyldesley as it doesn’t 
offer me what I need not does it feel safe. I would 
want to see new bars/restaurants which would 
give me reason to visit and spend money.

• Pharmacy, newsagents 
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• I go in the Turkish restraint and hop and 
hazelwood

• Food shops
• Pubs. Take outs
• Very rarely I pick up take out there
• Pubs and restaurants
• Restaurant
• Rema and turkhan 
• Restaurants/ pubs/ takeaway or pharmacy 
• Pub
• I don’t visits as there is nothing worth visiting for 

at present 
• Rema and turkhan 
• Pubs, off license, takeaways, pharmacies, 
• Restaurants and bars
• Wine bar 
• Hop and Hazelwood 
• Bars
• Hop and hazlewood 
• Chip shop, pharmacy, and I like browse the shop 

windows 
• Hop and hazelwood 
• Aldi, pubs, Pharmacy, takeaway
• B n M
• Pubs, bars, restaurants & take away 
• Bars & restaurants
• Very occasionally pub or restaurant 
• Little Chippy
• Half moon, Hop and Hazelwood
• Pubs/bars pre lockdown
• Bargain booze, take aways, pubs, service till
• Bargain booze, take aways, pubs, service till
• Pubs restaurants 
• Restaurants and bars
• Cafe bar & restaurants 
• Mort Arms, Hop & Hazelwood
• 4 Burnet Close
• Public house 
• Take aways, Bars, restaurants 
• Pubs/restaurants
• Restaurants/pubs
• None
• Takeaway or alcohol store
• Hop & Hazelwood
• Aldi
• Restaurants and pubs
• Little chippy, Top Nosh, Italian and Indian 

restaurants
• very occasionally use restaurants 
• Varies
• supermarket emergency foods
• Take aways, Bars, restaurants 
• Restaurant
• Off licence and pubs 
• Food 

• N/A
• Pubs and restaurants 
• Pubs and restaurants 
• Off license 
• Convenience stores  off license, pubs, 

restaurants 
• No shops but the bars and restaurants 
• Pubs
• Pharmacy
• Its not safe at the moment! Needs freshening 

up and i would feel much safer visiting my high 
street. At the moment just takeaways open and i 
dont feel safe.

• I would go to pubs, but they are mostly worn 
down and not appealing. 

• Aldi 
• Restaurants 
• Bars, restaurants, takeaway
• Hop and Hazlewood pub
• Takeaways 
• Pubs and restaurants 
• Restaurants, bars, pubs, takeaways
• Chemist, restaurants 
• Bars and resturants
• Pubs and bars
• Takeaway food 
• Takeaway
• Only takeaways open in the evening hopefully 

pubs soon but nothing else
• Supermarket, pubs
• Food pubs’bars
• Pubs, restraunts.
• None
• chemists/vets
• Pub, restaurant 
• Pubs 
• The takeaway and bargain booze if i need loo 

rolls ect 
• Pubs & restaurant 
• Meal out and drink 
• Hop&Hazalwood Restaurants
• Booze busters
• Only takeaways open 
• Hop&Hazalwood Restaurants
• Bargain booze, heron, take aways
• Bargain booze
• Pubs
• Pubs, restaurants, pharmacy
• Pub & Restaurants
• Pub, heron foods 
• Restaurant. 
• Pub restaurants 
• Restaurant and bars
• Pharmacy
• Bars

• Restaurants
• Restaurants
• Years ago used to socialise in the pubs but they 

are rough now :(. We do visit spring deer and 
rema 

• Pubs, restaurant
• Bargain Booze, bars, Take aways 
• Hop & hazelwood
• N/A
• Pubs/takeaways
• Bargain booze takeaways or pubs
• Restaurants
• Only recently moved but yes I intend to try all the 

restaurants when Covid permits 
• Bars
• Bars
• Pubs restaurants
• 17
• Takeaway 
• Restaurants. The new restaura ts and bars are of 

good quality. 
• NA
• Pubs and restaurants
• Restaurant, bar
• Pubs, restaurants 
• Hop&Halewood and 123 deli
• Chemist
• Take away 
• Pubs/off license 
• Local bars and restaurants 
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Q8. What do you like/dislike about the high street in the evening?
427 responses

• What do you like/dislike about the high street in the evening?
• the people, other than pubs and takeaways it looks abandoned
• Dirty Shutters and shop fronts. 
• Too many takeaways lead to anti social behaviour. We need to improve the 

clientele of people in the town centre. 
• Nothing open except dingy pubs (pre lockdown) and takeaways 
• Love the buzz of evenings out, just needs to go further with more choice 
• Appears unwelcoming 
• Nothing 
• Don’t always feel safe. 
• It’s looks very scruffy day or night 
• Scruffy
• Never been in the evenings 
• not enough lighting/ crowds of youths/ does not feel safe
• Empty no atmosphere 
• Apart from takeaways it’s dead
• It looks run down. There is good free parking and the shops are easily 

accessible 
• Micro bars and restaurants 
• Don’t like how it looks with neon takeaway signs everwhere.
• Don’t feel safe. Drugs. Old man pubs. Limited choice of restaurant. 
• A bit rough
• Dislike drinking and smoking on pavement
• nothing
• People on the high street in certain pubs....drugs etc
• No lighting in shops, looks tired and dated
• There is a good selection of take aways, too many to be honest and the 

restautants are all great - in that respect it feels like Tyldesley is really 
thriving. However sometimes when there are groups of young kids who 
are bored, maybe drunk, roaming as they have nowhere to go it can feel 
intimidating especially if you are on your own. 

• Not enough nice bars & restaurants to try out. 
• DISLIKE EVERYTHING
• Too dark dont feel safe
• The high street is just so unattractive during the day AND evening, it has a 

scruffy untidy appearance.
• It looks awful. Buildings are in a state of disrepair. Looks tatty. 
• Close to home
• Too many tacky takeaways
• Its all fast food!
• Groups of teenagers, gathering on the Market bus stop 
• Improved choice of hospitality venues over the last few years - however, 

antisocial behaviour leads to Pubs closing down [The Queens/ Elliotts]. No 
police presence to prevent antisocial behaviour.

• Just appears tired and intimidating.
• Far to many takeaways doesn’t look appealing 
• Too many takeaways, scruffy shop shutters 
• I like it because I usually feel safe. 
• It doesn’t feel safe and is often very dirty
• Far to many takeaways doesn’t look appealing 
• Roadside parking is generally available
• Full of pizza shops 
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• There are a couple of pubs with a nice atmosphere and reasonably priced. 
Dislikes is that the area doesn’t feel safe/nice of an evening.

• Too many shuttered shop fronts
• Well lit. Feels safe walking down. 
• State of some of the buildings. 
• I like the look of the new places like hop and Hazelwood, i think more fronts 

and lighting like that would make a world of difference 
• Shutters 
• Dull. Bland. Full of odd shops that don’t look appealing. Tyldesley used to be 

a great place to go
• Too many cars, car parks dark and feel unsafe
• Looks scruffy shutters and shop fronts are a mess
• The restaurant offering is definitely improving. Negative - It doesn’t look 

great with all the shutters down on the shops and it still feels quite rough. 
• It’s quiet, emptied, nothings open, unattractive 
• It local and friendly 
• The amount of takeaways and kids hanging around in them
• Pavements not wide enough to avoid folk stood outside pubs
• N/A
• Dark and groups of kids, when later dint like going through when drunks 

coming out the pubs 
• Sadly it doesnt feel that safe anymore. There is definitely a drug probelm, 

foul mouthed youths hanging in big groups causing trouble (perhaps 
investment from the council could help solve some of the anti-social issues 
- youth club/skate park etc). The new bars and restaurants are great but I’m 
reluctant to spend any evenings in Tyldesley due to antisocial behaviour. 
It would be nice if we could make the town look prettier at night with extra 
lighting and foilage. 

• Rough and lack of facilities 
• The atmosphere can be quite pleasant, but can also be a little intimidating 

when the pubs and clubs are busy.
• Mess
• There isn’t a nice ambience, this would possibly be improved by nice street 

lighting
• It’s dark 
• Crowds outside pubs and takeaways
• Too any suspicious looking people. Drugs and drinkers. People 

congregating outside pubs and takeaways. 
• I don’t like all the shutters and takeaways. I don’t like seeing unused building 

decaying and not being used. I like the friendly people and the bars
• Don’t feel safe tbh
• 441 Clifton Drive North
• No pubs wine.bars etc
• Not enough range of options for places to socialise. All places too similar 
• Some places are not well lit and can feel ‘eerie’
• Dislike all the old, ugly shutters sone shoos have. The black ones look much 

better.
• Youths hanging around
• dislike all the grey shop shutters, like the planters 
• Too many takeaways 
• Feels unsafe
• Lack of dine in restaurants 
• Nothing
• Feels unsafe
• To many beauticians and takeaway 
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• It local and friendly 
• The poor lighting
• To many gangs of children and youths 
• Rough clientele 
• Too many tacky takeaways
• the lighting is poor
• Dislike the atmosphere of barely concealed menace and all pervading smell 

of cheap burgers and 
• Not much
• Its an eyesore full of druggies and drop outs. Dirty, falling down shops. Its the 

arse end of nowhere. 
• It’s in desperate need of modernisation, to many takeaways 
• Like - couple of decent restaurants, pubs I go in are fine. Dislike, it can be a 

pretty grim looking place, not welcoming, intimidating. 
• Dark and dismal, shop fronts look dated, no atmosphere 
• All the shutters and the high numbers of empty shops and grotty looking front 

of shops and offices 
• Too many food and drink open late 
• It’s in desperate need of modernisation, to many takeaways 
• Drunks; Drug takers/Pushers in pubs
• Too many takeaways all serving the same thing 
• Far too many takeaway shops for a small high street
• Like - couple of decent restaurants, pubs I go in are fine. Dislike, it can be a 

pretty grim looking place, not welcoming, intimidating. 
• Everything 
• Too many takeaway and not well lit in areas making it feel unsafe at night.
• There’s not enough clubs (bar m, bar 110 now gone)
• Can be a bit intimidating and a bit rough 
• Untidy - not enticing...
• All the shutters and nothing but takeaways 
• Tyldesley
• Too many takeaways. Like that there is parking space.
• Too many takeaways
• Not many different variety of shops
• It’s very tacky and neglected, should be brought into the 30th century
• Not many different variety of shops
• New bars that have opened
• Dislike how many pizza/barber shops are taking over
• Too many fast food shops and horrible atmosphere 
• Lack of atmosphere, shuttered shops. 
• Drab, unkept, need of refurb, shop fronts a miss match
• Nothing
• Too many take aways 
• Rowdy locals, poor lighting 
• I dislike the Kamikaze driving, stupid parking decisions pavements covered in 

people smoking
• Tyldesley
• No opinion
• unwelcoming/not very vibrant
• It looks derelict and a war zone - especially at the moment. Some pubs which 

serve cheap low end alcohol attracted inwanted clientel
• Just takeaways and pubs. It doesnt feel safe to be on the High Street after 

dark
• Doesnt feel safe not well lit around parking areas
• Everything 

• Everything 
• Like and want local community spirit , dislike dated and derelict areas
• To many takeways and litter
• Parking at busy periods, people using side streets whilst shopping taking up 

residents spaces
• Like restaurants & bars busy. Don’t like gangs of youths hanging around
• Like proximity of bars, dislike ageing buildings in disrepair & the amount of 

takeaways, street lighting
• Too many takeaways.
• I like the ambience early evening and less traffic
• Dont feel safe
• Too many pubs and people drunk
• There are too many takeaways and its full of rude petulant teenagers
• Nothing really it’s just a bit sparse what’s open 
• Rats, not enough places to have a meal and glass of wine
• It’s okay outside the pandemic, but not much sense of community and a bit 

sad looking
• Rats, not enough places to have a meal and glass of wine
• Nothing really, apart from the dilapidated units look terrible.
• Too many kebab/pizza shops
• Don’t feel safe
• All boarded up, looks very scruffy.
• All boarded up, looks very scruffy.
• Would go to restaurants if there was more choice
• It’s okay outside the pandemic, but not much sense of community and a bit 

sad looking
• Too many closed shops. All you see is shutters.
• Not enough lighting. No security against drugs
• Pubs3
• Drunks spilling out - stick to 11pm curfew for pubs 
• Nothing inviting to go for... 
• The Shutters and lighting
• Takeaways appear to be the only thing open 
• To many takeaways. Not enough lighting. I would feel insecure.
• Not enough up end bars 
• To many takeaways and shutters on shops
• EVERYTHING
• Lighting could be better 
• Nothing to many takeaways and rubbish
• Very dull not good lighting or a nice environment to be around. It doesn’t look 

consistent like a traditional market town.
• No police around...youths on street..
• No police around...youths on street..
• It doesn’t look very inviting but I do like the we are getting more quality 

restaurants and pubs.
• Drunk rough people smoking outside the pubs. Doesn’t feel very safe. 
• Shutters everywhere, inadequate CCTV system. 
• Bit rough, mainly just pubs and takeaways, would be better having some 

nicer bars and restaurants
• Don’t like gangs of youths hanging about
• Teenagers and drug users, doesn’t feel safe
• Amount of kids hanging around takeaway shops. Lack of quality bars/

restaurants with outside seating. 
• Metal shutters. Rowdy groups outside Heron foods. Stepping into road to 

avoid groups of smokers lurking outside pubs.
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• Shops closed and kids hanging around
• Like: everything is available in a small area, close to the bus route, well lit, 

feels safe. Dislike: how the shutters look, scaffolding, 
• Too many takeaways 
• Desolate, feels empty, no atmosphere
• Feels dark unwelcoming and unsafe.
• Far to many take away food outlets, Far to many beauty, hairdressers and 

barbers.
• Too many take aways. Feels unsafe 
• Its rough looking untidy
• too many takeaways; too much traffic on main road through. Poorly lit 

carparks, poor local transport joining Astley to Tyldesley
• Dislike the shoddy shop fronts and shutters. The high street doesn’t look very 

inviting.
• Like the increasing choice of restaurants but dislike the groups of people 

hanging about 
• To many takeaways, no micro brewerys
• Dislike all the different shutters - needs better lighting 
• It looks very scruffy, lots of shutters. Would love the market square to look 

smarter.
• Too many takeaway and not enough decent food and drink and 

entertainment venues. The market square os a wasted asset 
• The shutters on the shops, how many takeaway shops their are 
• Like the bars & restaurants 
• At present it is full of scaffolding due to derelict buildings. Also during normal 

times it does tend to attract gangs in the square
• It feels very old, tired and run down. A lot of the shops etc are in a state of 

repair and don’t look welcoming
• Feels dark unwelcoming and unsafe.
• It has no community atmosphere 
• Dark, large groups, rowdy.
• Too many takeaways
• nothing to like at all
• Some of the pubs are rough and too many takeaways 
• It looks grim, unappealing and disadvantaged
• To many take aways 
• Dark and dismal lots of rundown fronts on the shops 
• Unsightly roller shutters. Could do with making a compulsory colour 
• Takeaways
• Too many takeaways
• Convenience can shop at Aldi and B&M late.
• It’s scruffy dirty too many fast food takeaways it doesn’t feel safe
• lack of policing
• Too many fast food outlets. I sometimes find that the high street at night can 

be intimating with the types of people congregating in larger groups. 
• Dislike the Anti social behaviour through drink and drugs. The place also 

looks run down with too many tacky take away shops with competing neon 
flashing lights...! Looks like Blackpool...which isn’t a good look.

• Hate ugly shutters, poor lighting, kids hanging around or hassling shop 
owners. 

• Early evening when I tend to go it can be fairly quiet which I like. It would be 
nice to see decorative lights up to make it look welcoming at night.

• It’s very untidy and can look shady 
• Generally tatty and at present nothing to visit for due to covid. Out of covid 

standard of pubs generally not my taste

• There are too many takeaways. Cars parked everywhere as you drive 
through. Gangs of youths hanging around. 

• To many take aways.
• Far too many takeaways and bargain shops. 
• Not very welcoming at night
• Its not a very attractive place so dont visit very often
• Run down drab looking needs more good restaurants 
• People drinking and smoking outside pubs 
• Like: Food options, bars
• People drinking and smoking outside pubs 
• Parking 
• The lighting is poor and makes people invisible until nearly in your face
• Parking 
• One way system lack of parking, not cycle friendly 
• Scruffy looking
• To many takeaways and taxi ranks
• It’s a bit scary at night but once in the pubs I feel fine but I certainly wouldn’t 

loiter 
• Tyldesley looks untidy and very scruffy 
• Dimly lit.
• Lighting could be better 
• Lighting could be better 
• To many takeaways and taxi ranks
• Type of ahops on offer brings certain types of people
• Too many takeaways
• Narrow pavement in places due to building work
• Dislike - Industrial metal shutters, dog poo on pavement. Like mixing with the 

locals.
• Good atmosphere. Needs more upmarket places
• Due to covid its quiet when i ussually visit in the evening which isnt a 

problem. 
• Is not safe and too quiet. Also are always dodgy people around 
• Dislike all the take aways all next door to each other and the mess on the 

streets. 
• Kids hanging around causing trouble/it’s also quite dark
• I have lived in Tyldesley for the majority of my life and the high street had 

declined massively. Just the look of it is very run down with collapsed 
buildings, scaffolding blocking everywhere. The collapsed building at the 
corner of the square is just awful. The building that used to be Frank’s chippy 
is run down and scruffy along with the building next door. 

• To many feral children 
•  Unfortunately, due to the security shutters used to protect the shops at 

night, the entire high street looks scruffy and intimidating at night. It is such 
a shame as the actual buildings are beautifully built and display some 
wonderful architecture.

• The fast food shops can have aggressive people around them plus rubbish 
and litter

• Aggressive behaviour near the fast food shops 
• Aggressive behaviour near the fast food shops 
• Dark , quick in and out, nothing to stay around for
• It’s untidy
• Rowdy late drinkers on the streets. Youths around the many takeaways
• Na
• Smoking on the street
• The look 
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• The fast food shops can have aggressive people around them plus rubbish 
and litter

• Lack of atmosphere
• Feeling intimidated by groups of youths, hanging about
• Dislike the amount of takeaways and properties that are clearly in need of 

repair 
• Some youngsters causing issues, lack of bars not pubs to visit 
• Dislike: feels very unsafe at present and only ‘wet led’ pubs so attracts only 

a small demographic. I wouldn’t drink in the current pubs on Elliott Street as 
they are not my kind of venue. What I LIKE; having amenities and services 
on my door step; I use the podiatrist on Elliott Street as well as Post Office.

• Dislike: feels very unsafe at present and only ‘wet led’ pubs so attracts only 
a small demographic. I wouldn’t drink in the current pubs on Elliott Street as 
they are not my kind of venue. What I LIKE; having amenities and services 
on my door step; I use the podiatrist on Elliott Street as well as Post Office.

• Safety concerns
• Just doesn’t look very nice 
• Feel unsafe, 
• It appears a bit run down and scruffy, it could do with having a revamp like 

monton high street
• Drove through it once at night (lived in tyldesley a year and a half) it’s like the 

Wild West.
• I don’t visit as it currently doesn’t appeal to me and I don’t feel safe
• Convenience
• Too many take outs. Not enough nice bars 
• Youths hanging about anti social behaviour
• Too many takeaways, shutters are ugly. There should be more ornamental 

lighting
• Dislike the lack of choice dining out 
• Don’t always feel safe
• How busy the road can get 
• It can be rowdy at weekends 
• I utterly dislike the high street in Tyldesley. It’s dirty, scruffy, unkempt, unsafe, 

closed shops and noth8ng worth going there for at present yet so many new 
properties in the area that could bring it footfall if money was invested to 
make it look more like Monton, Didsbury or Gatley villages

• Don’t always feel safe
• Not enough choice of nice pubs that are more upmarket like the hop and 

hazelwood and 124 deli. Lots of cars around the takeaways sometimes and 
often lots of people stood outside the 110 building if I drive/walk past late at 
night 

• Anti social behavior 
• Too many pubs and not enough spacious bars, could be pedestrianised past 

the square to support local businesses 
• Too many takeaways, groups of teenagers hanging around because they’ve 

nowhere else to go 
• I like the ambience early evening and less traffic
• Doesn’t feel too safe, I suppose as much isn’t open so not many people 

around
• 75% takeaways, shutters everywhere, dark, no atmosphere. Fantastic when 

places like Turkhan and Hop & Hazlewood opened, at it started to create 
better meeting places with a more sophisticated atmosphere. Need facilities 
for younger people

• Rowdiness, fights, drunks, drugs
• There’s some good places to socialise but it can get out of hand sometimes 

• Steel shutters and litter
• Too many take aways not enough nice eating out restaurants.
• Too many fast food shops
• The pubs are really good
• Dislike ...rubbish Like bars
• Badly lit, teenage gangs, no police presence on busy nights, no cameras, 

having to pay for service tills, needle exchange at pharmacy attracts wrong 
crowd

• Badly lit, teenage gangs, no police presence on busy nights, no cameras, 
having to pay for service tills, needle exchange at pharmacy attracts wrong 
crowd

• Too many take aways
• Too many take aways
• The square should be given over to cafes and bars
• To many takeaways
• To many takeaways
• Dark and unwelcoming 
• Looks uncared for
• I think we more than enough takeaways, and a lot the buildings are very 

tired and repairing to make them more presentable. I think we need to try 
and attract more independent traders. Possibly reducing rates and maybe 
business grants. There are a lot new properties be built in and around 
Tyldesley and getting more higher restaurants and bars will give exposure to 
them

• Dodgy looking and noisy characters hanging around
• Feels unsafe, looks run down
• It’s a drunken mess, I don’t feel safe walking around there and there isn’t 

anything worth going there for, no nice restaurants etc!
• Attracts rowdy types as pubs not geared to couples/families 
• Not enough security
• Scruffy.. most buildings are tatty
• No bars/restaurants to a standard that I would visit
• The gangs of kids, the drunken people
• Range of takeaways and restaurants is good.
• I am not a great pub person so nothing much to attract me there and also so 

not do takeaway 
• Too many fast food takeaways. The taxi ranks are shocking! It can feel 

quite lonely and threatening when on your own. The few pubs that are left 
are not very welcoming. If there were more modern bars and more varied 
restaurants it would be much better. 

• nothing
• Looks far better presented at night due to illuminated shop signs. Dislike dog 

mess and anti social behavior.
• I think we more than enough takeaways, and a lot the buildings are very 

tired and repairing to make them more presentable. I think we need to try 
and attract more independent traders. Possibly reducing rates and maybe 
business grants. There are a lot new properties be built in and around 
Tyldesley and getting more higher restaurants and bars will give exposure to 
them

• Too many fast food takeaways. The taxi ranks are shocking! It can feel 
quite lonely and threatening when on your own. The few pubs that are left 
are not very welcoming. If there were more modern bars and more varied 
restaurants it would be much better. 

• Number of takeaways 
• The same as the day time. It’s the forgotten part of Wigan. Run down, dirty 
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• Doesn’t feel safe, dark, not very well overlooked
• Not very much really. There are some good bars and restaurants but over all 

it’s not the most welcoming environment. 
• Not very much really. There are some good bars and restaurants but over all 

it’s not the most welcoming environment. 
• Too many takeaways 
• It looks derelict- especially the shop shuttering 
• Gangs, beggars and tramps
• Alcohol abuse, drug abuse, fear of crime, youth gangs and antisocial 

behaviour 
• Takeaway shops 
• Too many take aways, nowhere for live music, need more independant 

restaurants/bars
• Takeaway shops 
• It is full of take aways and pubs. People double park 
• Feels unsafe 
• Not safe!!! Needs friendlier places. 
• Can be rough 
• No atmosphere, not appealing. 
• Nothing much, it no longer feels safe with gangs of kids roaming the streets
• I don’t hang about, so I think it’s probably not very inviting in the wvening
• Dislike all the different shutters
• Can be rough 
• Apart from the hop and hazel wood there’s nothing worth going for. It’s all 

takeaways. 
• Dislike the litter and poor lighting, general downtroddeness
• Not a friendly environment 
• No family eating establishments, safety concerns
• Doesnt always feel safe
• Currently, it’s appearance which is characterless and scruffy looking. 
• I like that usually (without covid) it’s busy and vibrant. I dislike the darker 

spots as they don’t feel as safe. 
• Feel unsafe
• Car park too dark as a single female driver 
• It’s full of takeaways
• Live music 
• Tanning shop
• Antisocial behaviour 
• not much to offer other than take aways. we do not feel safe on the high 

street at night time too many drunks and antisocial behaviour
• Too much anti social behaviour too scared to visit at night need to sort out a 

youth zone keep kids off street
• I like how it is well lit
• The drunks 
• Unsafe
• It’s dark, and due to the empty run down buildings it’s an intimidating place to 

be at tines
• Gangs of youths causing trouble 
• Yobs
• Too many takeaways
• Restraunts are quite good for such a small town. Dislike the drugs issue and 

subsequent behaviour in the pubs 
• Dismal ruindown
• Far too many fasfood takeaway outlets, 
• The number of feral children roaming the streets.

• Don’t visit during the evening as no reason to.
• Like being out with friends. 
• To many fast food restaurants 
• Our decent supermarket Morrison was raken away from our area ,there are a 

lot of families who may not drive and also older folks who need a decent big 
shop 

• Anti social behaviour 
• All the take outs 
• Business owners are really trying to improve the area but Doesn’t feel safe 
• Rowdy people 
• To meany take aways and Barbers shops
• The disgusting way the shops look dirty fronts run down no hanging baskets 
• It doesn’t feel safe with gangs of young people and drug users. There is 

nowhere to go in the evening excluding takeaway or pub. Nothing to reflect 
wants of the middle/high income residents in the area. 

• To meany take aways and Barbers shops
• Gangs of youths intimidating people, swearing and being unruly
• Too unsafe yobs
• Dark
• Too many take aways 
• Dislike the scruffyness of how it feels
• Nothing there besides take aways
• Atmospheric 
• Like - to be able to walk from one pub to another after a nice meal. Dislike 

- could be less pizza places as it creates rubish and gangs of youths in rge 
eveningl

• Not much going on
• Low life appear 
• It’s dark, scruffy n not very inviting , it doesn’t make you feel safe 
• The one way systems and poor visibility due to parked cars
• The kids that are congregating outside takeaways, on the market square 

generally being a nuisance
• Too many fastfood outlets
• Drunk adults, teenagers loitering
• Don’t feel safe
• Not enough bars/restaurants to keep up a good atmosphere. Far too many 

takeaways for the town requirements 
• Litter, Lack of atmosphere
• The men outside pubs glaring at women
• Calibre of pubs :(. Gangs and beggars on streets
• Too many teenagers running riot and drug taking
• Hop and hazelwood and 123 look good thats all
• Rowdiness
• Too many takeaways
• N/A
• Very dark, difficult to drive through because of all the cars for the takeaways. 

Feels very unsafe and I would NEVER use the carpark round the back of 
Heron foods after 6pm if I was on my own or had my child with me. Also 
nothing open past 5pm apart from takeaways and pubs which means 
Tyldesley high street is just filled with people full of alcohol. 

• Too many horrible, run down takeaways
• Litter
• Scruffy litter no character or uniqueness Atherton is in another league 

compared  
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• I like the bew style bars and restaurants, i dislike the run down shops and 
dont feel safe with how dark it is

• I hate the smell from the takeaways and the unruly behaviour outside pubs, 
particularly bar one ten

• Restaurants & Hop and Hazelwood 
• Is dark, doesnt feel safe and not much open 
• Gangs of youths 
• People stood outside the pubs drinking and smoking. Ideally, they should 

have areas at the back.
• Grubby, run down and seedy
• NA
• Good choice of restaurants and poubs DISLIKE The ughly roller shutters 

on shops, litter and the amount of take aways unable to access money from 
ATM without charge

• Dirty, gangs of kids, no atmosphere
• Too many ferel kids and druggies about
• Dark
• Too many takeaways
• Speedimg cars, 
• I don’t visit anyone 
• Scary shouldn’t have to walk the streets at night with keys between my 

fingers just in case
• No parking and youths running wild
• Too many takeaway shops
• It does not attract the wealthier people in the area, house prices are high in 

the area now meaning people living round here generally won’t a more up 
market place to visit, only thing we have is Astley point 
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• nice aesthetic that shows the heritage of tyldesley
• Cleaned and improved shutters and shop fronts 
• I would love some heated seating areas outside restaurants and micro 

breweries with awnings.
• All of the above (could only select one)
• A more inviting high street, nice lighting, old buildings restored, empty 

buildings to look better 
• Too many fast food business’s 
• Above question only allows one selection - alternative security, improved 

lighting, cleaner pavements!
• Some of the premises are green with mould and the town is very scruffy
• General tidying smoking stopped in shop and pub doorways.Upper floors on 

shops and takeaways a disgrace filthy curtains and windows 
• improved signage/ painting/ improved lighting
• More traditional signage for all shops
• Weekly food markets with music and entertainment. Look at Altrincham 

market, Mackie Major etc.
• The whole look of the town it looks rundown, shops boarded up, dirty. It 

needs a brand new look. Would also be nice if every other shop wasn’t a 
takeaway. 

Q9. Do you think the shop fronts along the high street need improving?

Q10. What improvements do you think are required to the shop fronts?

Q11. Other than what’s listed above, is there anything else that needs 
improvement that you would like to suggest?

365 responses
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• Wouldn’t let me select multiple: pram & wheelchair access and improved 
signage too.

• disabled access, awnings etc, painting, good signage
• More outside seating space for pubs and restaurants.
• Improved signage. 
• When the shops are shut the shutters look terrible, some of the shop fronts 

are very scruffy, it makes such a difference when they are neat. Maybe some 
murals painted on the shutters could brighten it up. Also brighter lighting 
could make it feel safer in winter and more friendly. Obviously the Markland 
building and empty shops are an eyesore but work is being done there and it 
will make a huge difference.

• I think most buildings would look amazing with a fresh lick of paint. I like the 
idea of the canopies. I think the idea of Tyldesley being a little unique village 
would draw people in to shop there. Small specialist shops that look old 
fashioned and inviting. 

• Working Security cameras and more 
• The high street would look much better if all the shops and other properties 

had a uniform appearance instead of the slap dash anything goes that we 
have now. There also to many take-aways. 

• Make the street look nice and presentable. 
• Shutters at night are very off putting. Too many unused shops.
• Tidier more traditional frontage
• The eyesore of dilapidated shop fronts needs attention - the market square is 

a point in case. Empty, falling down properties line the high street from end to 
end.

• Signage. Security. Overhaul of front of shops completely. Pedestrianised.
• Most of the shop fronts need a revamp they look tired & old 
• Clean and tidy shutters are needed, windows need painting etc 
• No
• All of the above are necessary but you can only select one!
• Most of the shop fronts need a revamp they look tired & old 
• Cleaning 
• Wouldn’t let me select all of the above. I think all of the above needs 

improving. 
• More colour, hanging baskets, lamppost boxes etc. 
• Aesthetics of the shops. Get rid of graffiti. More shrubbery. 
• Dog fouling is horrendous and needs to be dealt with, and I think new 

pavements along the high Street is paramount to modernising and cleaning 
up the appearance to improve its appeal. 

• Needs something to attract customers back to shop rather than using other 
facilities. 

• All of the above. Outdoor seating that’s screened off, more European, 
relaxed. Make the square into rustic interesting wine and gin bars, with 
outdoor canopies for the tyldesley weather, bring back great designs, 
traditional Victorian designs with a modern twist.

• Consistency in shop front design. The work Hamilton Davies Trust has done 
in Irlam is a great example 

• Shutters, front of building
• I think all of the things listed above need improving but I can’t tick them all. 

Also, I understand why the shops need shutters overnight for security but it 
would be good if the shutters could have murals on or something to make 
them look better overnight. 

• Just most need updating
• Improved lighting and street furniture
• N/A

• Black n white colour them no garish colours and tidy up shutters 
• Definitely improved signage for each shop. New (and perhaps the same 

colour) shutters for each shop so it all looks uniform and more aesthetically 
pleasing when you drive through. 

• Make shuttle street 2 way. Pedestrianise. Elliott street leaving lights for the 
buses through the market. Encourage people to spend time in the town. Just 
look at the thriving example of west Houghton. Simple. 

• The currently abandoned and rundown premises to be renewed (if possible) 
to allow space for more independent local busniesses to move in and 
regenerate the area.

• Cleaned up and maintained 
• To ensure that the shop proprietors keep their shop fronts clean and tidy
• Buildings cleaned and painted
• No more takeaways please. Flowers on the frontage. Remove all the unsafe 

scaffolding on the sidewalks. Clean the streets. 
• New shop fronts
• I think Tyldesley high street is just shabby can we not take a leaf out of the 

Monton High Street
• All needs updating and cleaning up, street could be pedestrianised and use 

shuttle st two.way then. More wine bars etc
• Renovate shop fronts to suit the age and style of the town. Some fantastic 

buildings just covered up with cheap cladding
• I would suggest that the whole high street is made more accessible for those 

with disabilities and mobility impairments
• As before - smarter looking shutters
• shop owners/landlords to keep shops in good be repair. Replace grey 

shutters with either see through railing or Tyldesley’s History in art work on 
shutters: mill, coal, park bandstand, Swimming & Waterpolo  

• Too many shops that are unused and left to rot
• All buildings need smartening up. High street needs modernising but still 

keeping its heritage.
• Hanging baskets .benches
• All buildings need smartening up. High street needs modernising but still 

keeping its heritage.
• A more uniform scheme would be nice 
• Improved signage
• Modernise the old buildings
• Tidier more traditional frontage
• Maybe all the security shutters could be enamel spray painted in a common 

colour
• Improved pedestrian facilities and access
• Generally the frontage of many of the shops and other outlets need 

improvement if the town is to attract people into the area. Any vacant units 
should be made to look attractive proposition for potential investors or 
tenants. 

• More lighting more flowers maybe more police presence if that makes sense 
• Too many shops with unsightly shutters down during the day. 
• All security shutters should be one colour. 
• ‘Town hall is a disgrace, needs cleaning at the very least. Conservative club 

is worse. The market square should have been made into the social hub of 
the town, bars and restaurants with outside seating. Not many towns have a 
town square, ours is wasted.

• Tyldesley could be made into an attractive place to come with the right bars/
restaurants, we have the V bus right on our door step, people would come 
using that from other places if there were good eating/ drinking places.
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• During the day proper shops, butcher for example, so people could get a 
proper shop done.

• Lighting on the busway pedestrian walkway is a must, however decided not 
to put it up needs sacking.’

• Matching colours/theme/quality shutters, flower displays, improved 
pavements, litter bins

• Road layout and traffic getting into tyldesley from Manchester Road it’s 
enough to make you go the opposite way 

• ‘Traffic flow improved
• All security shutters should be one colour. 
• Improve General appearance; more social events on the Market Square
• Make all the shutters on the buildings a uniform colour. 
• ‘Town hall is a disgrace, needs cleaning at the very least. Conservative club 

is worse. The market square should have been made into the social hub of 
the town, bars and restaurants with outside seating. Not many towns have a 
town square, ours is wasted.

• Tyldesley could be made into an attractive place to come with the right bars/
restaurants, we have the V bus right on our door step, people would come 
using that from other places if there were good eating/ drinking places.

• During the day proper shops, butcher for example, so people could get a 
proper shop done.

• Lighting on the busway pedestrian walkway is a must, however decided not 
to put it up needs sacking.’

• The traffic lights turning onto Elliot street from astley street really need to not 
be on red for as long as they are 

• Need to make landlords look after their property some are a disgrace also 
litter and dog fowling needs addressing 

• Do away with roller shutters, insall security glass instead, increase cctv for 
piece of mind. More greenery (window baskets, small trees in wider areas), 
bunting.

• It just looks so dreary nothing individual so very bland... Not inviting at all 
• Do away with roller shutters, insall security glass instead, increase cctv for 

piece of mind. More greenery (window baskets, small trees in wider areas), 
bunting.

• Building refurb
• The ambiance and appearance . Most of the shops are old and crumbling.
• Building refurb
• Needs tidying upCleaner pavements/reduced speed limit through Elliott st
• Better quality shops
• Coordinated colour schemes. The Town Hall, Library and other historic 

buildings restored and put to good use. 
• The market square outside Heron has great potential as a centre but is 

underused. Outdoor sheltered cafes along the lines of Monton High St would 
be great. A cyclists hub/ cafe as many cyclists use the busway. 

• Widen pavements for outdoor dining in summer
• The market square outside Heron has great potential as a centre but is 

underused. Outdoor sheltered cafes along the lines of Monton High St would 
be great. A cyclists hub/ cafe as many cyclists use the busway. 

• No
• More pelican crossings and sort out all the boarded up shops that make this 

high street look very deserted. 
• General tidy up
• Pavements need improving. Empty shops and buildings need attending to in 

short order. Vandal-damaged properties nee4d repairing. 
• More variety in food/drink options, too many low quality takeaways, shops 

like bargain booze attract a less savoury clientele 
• I would like to see a more pedestrian friendly approach. Reduce the parking 

on Elliott Street and encourage the use of the available parking off the Main 
Street 

• parking 
• Similar style shop fronts (consistent)
• Ensuring even pavements. Clean streets and better vuse of Tyldesley 

Square
• Cleaner street with litter collected and weeds removed. Things nee to look 

clean cared for and welcoming
• Costa Coffee in the Square would be nice
• Covered areas for outdoor seating
• Greater variety of shops & restaurants- not several take aways all selling the 

same things
• Parking, traffic flow 
• Just to look better, cleaner, well cared for
• I would like 
• Improve pavements. Make use of market square
• Cleaning
• Make them traditional! 
• Aesthetics - high st looks run down 
• Graffiti and lister, update shop fronts
• Fewer betting shops and empty properties. Easier said than done!
• Graffiti and lister, update shop fronts
• Thematic styling around the high street to give it character.
• Refreshed paint 
• Uniform style for shop fronts. Buildings sand blasted/cleaned. 
• Tidying up. Maybe to look more alike. 
• Fewer betting shops and empty properties. Easier said than done!
• The CCTV cameras to work and be monitored to prevent unruly people.
• Needs cleaning more often 
• Make the landlords take responsibility for their buildings or force them to 

relinquish them to others who will by compulsory purchase.
• Nice cafe style bars with seating outside in the square... Nice planters 

festoon lighting something that looks inviting and somewhere you would like 
to be a part of the family community 

• The whole area tidied up and made more appealing 
• It’s not just the shop fronts that need improving it’s the actual shops 

themselves. There are too many bad barbers, pubs and takeaways on the 
high street. When something a little different is offered i.e. Hop & Hazelwood, 
it not only lifts the area but they appear to be successful, there’s the appetite 
out there for these offerings.

• There is a loss of identity for Tyldesley town centre. Atherton stud has 
butchers and vegetable shops. Plus inventive pubs and bars people want to 
go to for more than a drink. Some a trying hard to improve and be different 
for examples 124 deli and Hop and Hazelwood. These places should be 
encouraged. Also the Union arms is doing great stuff for the community 
when there is a distinct lack of it elsewhere. Pen to paper and the big apple 
are the other highlights. There are some improvements taking place and the 
music festival was a great idea. Tyldesley needs to be there not just for the 
chemists post office and takeaways. 

• REDUCE TAKEAWAYS
• I do not like shops displaying their goods on the street or outside on the 

market square.It makes the town feel cheap somehow
• Nothy gawdy classic signage like hop Hazelwood
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• More of a community feel, outdoor seating making Tyldesley a more 
comfortable area to actually sit in and be around. Mixed use shops. Have a 
business group where the high Street comes together and discuss how to 
move forward as a group.

• Sort Frank’s chippy out and some of the takeaways look dirty and 
unwelcoming.close the toilets on the square...they are unpleasant to walk 
past and too close to a bakery...bring back the market

• Sort Frank’s chippy out and some of the takeaways look dirty and 
unwelcoming.close the toilets on the square...they are unpleasant to walk 
past and too close to a bakery...bring back the market

• I feel with better looking shop fronts and improved building works this would 
be more enticing for business wanting to set up their business here.

• Bring back the traditional shop front looks to add character. Replace lighting 
with period look lighting to go with the early Victorian buildings at the far end 
of Elliot street. 

• Hanging baskets, flower beds. 
• More clean and fresh to bring people into Tyldesley 
• The square could be much better, more seating greenery, restaurants on the 

square would be better than pound shops which make the street and area 
look poverty stricken. The Xmas tree is always a joke

• Rendering of older buildings, flowers /hanging baskets on shop fronts. No 
more takeaway shops as there are now plenty. 

• Limit to number of takeaway premises and Barbers shops , so there’s a 
better mix of trade.

• Having a youth centre to keep kids off the streets
• The shutters, provide more bins 
• Less shutters and well maintained frontage
• Pavements very narrow in some places, mismatched material surfacing the 

pavements. Shops look untidy, lots of neglected looking buildings, shutters 
are all different and look ‘aggressive’. Massive increase in dog fouling 
since lockdown for some reason. Hanging baskets/more greenery. The St 
George’s church yard is very nice, but the park across the road from it could 
be smarter. The railings are really nice - need painting. 

• Make it more pedestrianised, more green space seating area
• Pavements and roads, to many potholes.
• Designated smoking areas as lots of smokers outside pubs
• Less garish and more in-keeping with the history of the town and the 

buildings
• It needs to feel bright and inviting. For the past few years it looks like a drab 

building site.
• New pavements
• Pedestrianisation from square to lime street
• Less fast food outlets, road/pavement cleaning, more police patrols so that 

there are no intimidating crowds of youths hanging about.
• Street café on the market
• Pavements, nicely presented flowers (not in plastic tubs), painted or cleaned 

buildings, street lamps maybe, constant up keeping.
• Pavements, Condition of shopfronts, tidyness 
• The shop fronts in general are awful, the whole town centre looks like it 

hasn’t been maintained for 30 years which is a fair reflection
• Littering outside some shops is off putting. Also some personal touches like 

planting maybe. Also security cameras 
• Needs modernising. All looks very grimy
• Make it more pedestrianised, more green space seating area
• Make it more appealing to attend, more Monton like

• I would like the shop fronts to show the heritage of the town, and match 
the building above them with a limited space for signage. See Chester for 
example.

• The buildings themselves need improvement 
• Elliott Street is a major through road and cannot cope with normal traffic and 

at peak time traffic is unbearable. It creates chaos from the East Lancs Road 
and the traffic backs up for miles. The one way system around Tyldesley is 
an absolute joke and desperately needs a re think and by pass

• More plants, better security, bunting, if the shutters need to stay contact local 
schools for art students to make them more appealing

• Stop groups of kids messing about 
• Outdoor seating more trendy bars and restaurants to encourage people to 

come to tyldesley 
• Try and make part of the square pedestrianised
• The flagged pavements need replacing with tarmac for safety reasons
• Block paving/outdoor dining 
• A generally more diverse mix of business so that locals don’t have to venture 

into Leigh or Manchester for their shopping needs 
• Some buildings are looking there age and need maintenance and cleaning 

up. Some shop fronts would benefit from new frontages/painting. Some 
security shutters require replacing/painting

• The overall appearance of the high street. The only shops that seem to stand 
out are fast food outlets, ‘cheaper’ shops. 

• Introduce more landscaped features along the main streets. The place looks 
like concrete and plastic city at the moment with no points of real interest 
apart from the repositioned monument outside the Top Chapel, which is now 
a nursery..! Improve street cleansing. Give the centre a focal point on the 
Square as the TfGM Bus Way design for the square is ever so bland and 
unmemorable. Make the place feel safe with improved street lighting and 
furniture. Place planning restrictions on building improvements and limit the 
volume of charity shops/take aways/public houses..and does Tyldesley high 
street need 6 male barber shops over 200 metres..! 

• Some consistency in shop frontage/signage would make our town look better 
and perhaps would encourage people to look after built environment more. 
I think awnings on shops could transform the feel of the town and provide a 
more consistent look that respects our heritage. 

• Pavement needs improving - it would be nice to have an even paved area 
with a sandstone colour paving design that matches all the way through the 
high street and other areas of the town. It will tidy up the overall look of the 
high street. Some shop fronts are really nicely done and if the paintwork on 
some of the older pubs and shops was also improved, it will improve the 
overall look. It would be good if it could have a makeover to give it a market 
town feel but within keeping of the historic past, for example Victorian style 
lantern street lights. It also needs trees and planters with greenery and 
flowers to improve the look but also the air quality. It would be good to have 
an old-fashioned tea shop with a seating area outside which forms a square 
but can see it may be difficult to achieve that, given the road goes right 
through the centre and is close to shop fronts not giving space for a square, 
however there is a square at the top by the post office so maybe a tea shop 
could be located there and make that area a pretty gathering point, with a 
bandstand and historic feature or statue and lots of plants and shrubs/trees. 

• Seating areas eg in the square with coffee shop
• A big clean and better looking security rather than shutters
• The whole high st looks tatty and in loved. How manyTakeaways, barbers/

hairdressers, pharmacies and bookies are needed?
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• No parking allowed apart from a couple of designated bays. 
• Clean
• Pedestrianise Elliott st . 
• Pavement/ footway quality needs relaying after inadequate reinstatement by 

Utilities. Footways could be wider
• Smarter looking buildings 
• Removal of ugly security railings on windows 
• Removal of ugly security railings on windows 
• Remove shutters or paint the same colour 
• The tenant or landlord whoever takes responsibility for the shop front,must 

be made to repaint shutters and woodwork and re clad plastic frontage every 
10 years under a council order and maintain brick face and gutters etc

• Remove shutters or paint the same colour 
• A single look or identity. With the chance for individual expression. Traditional 

homely warm facade to enhance the heritage of the high street experience
• Shops opening up and reduce takeaway options
• Take the Christmas tree down
• I suppose there will always be the pubs which I wouldn’t frequent and there 

are far too many takeaways which look like dives 
• Uniformed signage
• I do not like shops displaying their goods on the street or outside on the 

market square.It makes the town feel cheap somehow
• I do not like shops displaying their goods on the street or outside on the 

market square.It makes the town feel cheap somehow
• Take the Christmas tree down
• The streets need cleaning and there aren’t enough litter bins
• Generally feels run down and gruby. Would be much better if derelict 

buildings could get a facelift. Everywhere could do with a good clean and 
a lick of paint to brighten the place up. Nicer window dressing by some 
businesses.

• If a bypass were possible, make it predestination. 
• We have recently moved to Tyldesley from the Midlands , we would love to 

see a vibrant high street
• We need events and local fairs
• A nice coffee/dessert shop open into the evening to sit in, not everyone 

wants alcohol all the time. 
• Widening pavements and getting rid of parked cars.
• Clean the store fronts. General improvements to make the facilities look less 

grim, especially the empty shops and takeaways.
• Stop the number of takeaways being opened 
• A coordinated look, with shop fronts looking smart and coordinated. The 

Square needs to be improved with lighting and bunting perhaps
• Greater variety of shops less fast food more litter bins an patrols more flower 

beds fines for litter and presentation rewards for business ie shop frontage.
less empty dilapidated property. 

• Reduce the number of fast food shops
• Reduce number of fast food shops, let the empty units and sort out the 

boarded up house
• More flower bed planters. More and nicer looking bins. Uniform lights/ 

decorations at Christmas the whole length of the high street. 
• Reduce number of fast food shops, let the empty units and sort out the 

boarded up house
• Litter, amount of scruffy empty shops
• A limited colour coordinated scheme with signs and smaller logos which 

reflect the history and traditional architecture. No gawky plastic in primary 

colours. 
• Na
• Clean the place! 
• The face of all the shops needs to be redone, the Main Street should be 

pedestrianised 
• Reduce the number of fast food shops
• Tidy-up 
• Increased greenery, flowers, plants etc
• Less takeaways and more independent cafes/ bars/ craft shops that bring 

communities together 
• Create a ‘standard’ for shop fronts and ensure this standard is maintained. 

A lot of the shops look really untidy. Also a lot of empty units which are run 
down so any potential buyers/tenants would be put off. Outdoor seating 
would be great - improve the social side of the high street e.g. in front of a 
bar/restaurant - look at Monton as an example.

• Create a ‘standard’ for shop fronts and ensure this standard is maintained. 
A lot of the shops look really untidy. Also a lot of empty units which are run 
down so any potential buyers/tenants would be put off. Outdoor seating 
would be great - improve the social side of the high street e.g. in front of a 
bar/restaurant - look at Monton as an example.

• General tidying up
• Better parking or bypass 
• Better shops also 
• Everything just needs a refresh. There are lovely old buildings left to rot 

which is a shame.
• Just to make it a safe environment and a nicer experience 
• Just that it could be lovely, similar to Monton with some investment 
• The metal shutters all need to match. Paint them all black 
• Marks & Spencer only food or Sainsbury rxpress
• New paint 
• More ornamental lighting at night and making better use of the square eg. 

Market, community activities 
• No
• Buildings look run down
• The general astetic 
• Clean the pavements , make the shop fronts tasteful and not horrible mega 

bright colours and posters ..... they look cheap and rough 
• A full clean, refurb and way of thinking as it’s a disgusting mess currently
• Buildings look run down
• A lot of shop fronts look very old you can’t always tell if the building is in use 

any more so it would be nice to see those still in use to look more modern or 
well looked after. Not a lot of shops have wheelchair access either they are 
up steps most of them. 

• Modernization 
• Pedestrianisation would support local businesses during the summer. The 

square would be lovely with more restraints or bars with outdoor seating 
• I would like 
• Just more variety of shops. There’s a lot of duplicates 
• General appearance, retaining the traditional character of the high street. 

Places to meet without attracting gangs of youths (who would need separate 
facilities)

• The traffic
• The square should look pretty but it looks cheap and scruffy
• The shop frontage looks DIRTY
• Improved paving/Toilets that are open for longer
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• Pavements uneven, several buildings falling down or empty, Christmas lights 
are a joke, roofs need renovation, fronts of shops dirty and vandalised.

• Pavements uneven, several buildings falling down or empty, Christmas lights 
are a joke, roofs need renovation, fronts of shops dirty and vandalised.

• The area needs a full overall. Painting of shop fronts. Better shops. Less 
takeaways. 

• Can’t think at the moment 
• We more independent shops less takeaways
• Cafe Culture to be improved 
• Make it more pedestrian friendly 
• The exterior of the shops look tired. Maybe asking shop owners to have a 

consistent type of signage would give it a distinct Tyldesley look. People 
would know as they walk or drive through where they were because of the 
well kept consistent type of signage.

• Make it more pedestrian friendly 
• The old town hall needs improvement 
• Not sure how it could be but pedestrianisation of market street would allow 

outside seating for bars, restaurants and cafes. Shops could have greater 
displays

• Outdoor seating areas. 
• Could do with some nicer decoration around the street for a nicer 

atmosphere and modernising more like Monton 
• It would be nice to make it more community driven
• Same look and feel of shop fronts.. 
• Nicer shops in the central area/nice cafe on there could make use of the 

square with outdoor seating
• More seating and outdoor areas to meet. 
• More uniformity in character of shop front surrounds
• Paint the shutters - for vast periods of the day the shops are shuttered. 

Painitng these is contrasting colours would be a massive but cheap 
improvement. Clean up the abandoned shops 

• trying to recreate the community feel that Tyldesley had years ago
• The area looks grubby and run down. If the facades of shops/businesses 

were cleaned up with brighter signage & more modern frontages it would be 
more welcoming. 

• would be nice if shop fronts had only old styling to them, or even nice 
canopies like on the spring deer, not a crappy plastic fold out thing

• Complete refurbishment of fronts as has been done with Newport Street 
Bolton but keeping character like Ormskirk town centre.

• Not sure how it could be but pedestrianisation of market street would allow 
outside seating for bars, restaurants and cafes. Shops could have greater 
displays

• The area looks grubby and run down. If the facades of shops/businesses 
were cleaned up with brighter signage & more modern frontages it would be 
more welcoming. 

• Smartening up
• Frontages need cleaning up eg old site of Wendy’s, the town hall, and some 

buildings are in disrepair eg Frank’s cafe
• Make all shop fronts consistent and matching. Then allow shops to have 

shutters fronts in their own choice of colour.
• Former character of buildings restoring, restrictions on or possibly more 

specific designations for future use type (planning related if possible) to 
avoid many similar businesses such as barbers and takeaways occupying 
the high street. Significant improvements to main square to make it more of 
a focal point and a space for people of all ages in the community to engage 

with. Improved interaction between businesses on square and outdoor 
space - covered areas/seating/possibly space for creative installations to be 
displayed/interacted with which change periodically. Overall improvements 
to make people feel as though they are able to engage/contribute more and 
develop a better sense of community.

• General tidying up
• With investment the high street could be made a hub for drinking, dining 

and live music. This in turn would increase foot fall in the area that could 
benefit other business types. At the moment it’s an unattractive and generally 
unappealing high street. 

• With investment the high street could be made a hub for drinking, dining 
and live music. This in turn would increase foot fall in the area that could 
benefit other business types. At the moment it’s an unattractive and generally 
unappealing high street. 

• Cycle lanes, traffic free. 
• CCTV
• Street cafe on the market
• Buildings need fixing i.e. Rotten wooden window frames, repainting etc 
• Traffic free zone 
• Daily street cleaning, more pedestrian crossings, more recycle bins, no 

parking on Elliott Street, style guide for signage to be more uniform looks 
very messy

• Traffic free zone 
• More attractive shutters
• Just nicer place to visit. Cleaner. Safer. Somewhere I would like to spend 

time and money. Somewhere I would feel proud to call home. Somewhere I 
can take my yound niece and nephews that is safe and entertaining. 

• Better shops/cafes/bars
• Clean the high street up andmake it loom tidy and proud to represent the 

town’s history. There is so much potential. 
• Be nice to have the shop fronts in keeping with one another, make it look like 

a town you want to visit.
• Better shops on the square would make a huge difference 
• Traditional theme
• Better shops/cafes/bars
• There needs to generally be more upkeep of the town. If you’re passing 

through and are not local it looks like a complete dump. 
• Restrict the number of takeaways
• Less takeaways. Shop keepers and/or land lords should take more pride in 

their shop fronts keeping them clean, tidy, free of weeds and litter.. Try to 
restrict shop fronts to be more sympathetic to the older architecture around 
them. Atherton high street looks so much better than Tyldesley.

• Improved parking and things for visitors to do
• Tidying and longer parking allowances 
• Just make it look more streamlined and less tatty
• Better Toilets facilities 
• Beautification of street lamps, pavments, bollards, she fronts, including 1st 

stories 
• please no more hair salons especially barabers way too many for the size of 

the town
• Needs conformity needs to look like a real high street not current mm is 

mash
• Needs to be made cleaner 
• No
• A good clean and luck of paint throughout and down the side streets
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• Smartening up
• Road sweeping 
• It’s not a pretty street, it needs a bit of love. Would be nice to see more 

flower tubs etc. Too many empty and derilict shops.
• Modernisation
• Just look attractive, classy, stylish but true to its history
• Bring back Tyldesley market 
• Please we have enough, chemist and takeaway, and barbers and betting 

shops,get our area a Tesco metro or a decent supermarket 
• Better maintenance of buildings even if unoccupied.
• All need cleaning 
• Pedestrianise the main high street and utilise the one way road as a two way 

road simples 
• Signage all to conform to each other. They look ugly and untidy 
• Up date the CCTV. 
• No more scruffy take aways and make use of the historical buildings and 

bring them out showing their best
• Cleaning, security and flowers
• Up date the CCTV. 
• Less fast food takeaways!
• Cleaning up making use of empty buildings
• Cleaner streets
• Less metal shutters
• It would be nice of they all had the same style, with different colours. To 

make it look traditional but modern and fresh
• Working cctv cameras
• Outdoor seating , pedestrianised high street , the parking allowed now is 

dangerous as cars allowed to double park and park too close to junctions 
blocking view , who ever designed it hasn’t tried to turn right at the side of 
franks chippy 

• Generally sprucing up
• I would love a gin bar. And something for the kids - why jot have an indoor 

cinema room, or maybe a games room or somewhere they can meet up with 
friends and play online together like a pay as you play, some kind of classes 
to get kids engaged? 

• Empty shops, scruffy looking buildings
• There needs to be enough going on at all times of day to keep the town 

lively. Far too many shops and businesses are either fully closed down, or 
don’t operate fully hours of a weekend

• Bring the main square back as a clean higher end central focus point - put 
the Christmas tree in the square - encourage some nice new goods or fresh 
produce market stalls maybe twice a week 

• Painted rollers and better shop front
• The overall structure of the high street needs attending to. The building 

quality. It all looks so tired and worn out. 
• Something to help with the traffic
• The overall look! It looks dingy and dirty at the moment
• The existing empty shops and premises could do with a lick of paint so it 

looks less post apocalyptic 
• A community place on the square cafe starbucks something similar
• The litter and the scruffiness of the buildings really disappoints me. I walk 

to Atherton every Sat for a wonder and a cup of tea because it is so much 
cleaner and all together better environment. Tyldesley is really outdated 
some on the local shop keepers do not take pride in their shops.

• General appearance 

• More green infrastructure. Green walls 
• Just a general facelift
• A deep cleaning of all the street is needed. Shops need to be up to date to 

many take aways and the some buildings on the street look really run down.
• Cleaner streets 
• ‘Shops should adhere to a tasteful facade to be sympathetic with the aim to 

restore the image and history of Tyldesley. Heron Foods signage is often one 
of the first sights people are greeted with when entering the town and does 
not paint a tasteful picture with its bold, garish shop front.

• It would also be nice to see some of the historic buildings, such as the Top 
Chapel and Old Town Hall, regenerated and re-purposed. ‘

• None of the above. No cheap, large and gaudy coloured shop signs, no 
primary colours. Tasteful paint jobs instead and small shop signs. Generally 
needs to be much more up market and tightly regulated. Fewer seedy low 
class shops. 

• No
• General kerb appeal, many shops require a lick of paint and general 

maintainence. Each shop to have an external decorative lattern to keep on in 
the evening

• Market Square with tables and chairs for meeting up and chatting either 
independent or as par of a restaurant/ business

• More seating areas for people to socialise
• Better painteork
• More parking 
• Hanging baskets maybe consistent theme for shop fronts
• Repainting 
• It needs every shop to make an effort to improve the look of the shopfront 

you drive through and see how scruffy they are paint coming off and terrible 
colours etc 

• Maying sure shop fronts r clean and inviting 
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Q12. Within the Conservation Area, do you think the high street would 
benefit from the following improvements?

Q13. Other than what is listed regarding the Conservation Area above, is 
there anything else that needs improvement that you would like to 
suggest?

316 responses

• better footpaths
• Tidy up pavements in certain areas 
• Street lighting. Higher order retailers need to be introduced. More rubbish 

bins on the way into tyldesley on Manchester road. Dog mess is horrendous 
• ‘Do more to link in with local walking routes, lots using bus route and local 

park but no reason to walk up into tyldesley eg. Nice coffee shops. 
• Also would love to see a local farmers market or makers market be held on 

the square in front of Heron every two weeks or every month - give people a 
reason to go and they’d spend in other shops while there ‘

• Community events 
• Elliott Street needs to be 2 lanes again . 
• General clean up of the whole area, weeds removed, premises above shops 

cleaned and made presentable. Shopkeepers to refrain from displaying 
goods and signs on the pavement! 

• A good clean. Rd back to how it was.
• I frequently see the same vehicles parked on Elliot st for much longer than 

the half hour allowed.
• Bring back Tyldesley Wakes. Also more venues doing live comedy/music. A 

soft play centre would also be good.
• Street decor e.g flower baskets/murals/local artistry work
• litter picking more regular, Sunday shopping
• Tidying up of signage and old derelict buildings.
• Possibly something doing to the empty shops to make them look better 

when empty. 
• The town centre needs to be made more people friendly. Some of the 

streets that connect Elliott St to Shuttle St would be better with the right 
of way reversed. The present system is not practical. Town centre lighting 
would benefit from improvement. The list goes on.

• Fewer take aways.
• ‘A Youth club/ Youth provision desperately needed .
• Encouragement of a weekly market with varied traders.
• Community events regularly held - Carnivals and festivals for example.
• New Christmas tree and decorations to be cited in the market square - to be 

decorated by professionals not volunteers.
• Increased Police presence/better links with Community police.
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• Better seating in the Market square area for the elderly to’’ sit and chat’’
• Less Takeaways !!’
• Less takeaways.
• The town square needs a BIG revamp less tacky cheap shops and more nice 

classy bars/restaurants that could be a huge focal point for Tyldesley 
• Cleaner paths 
• No
• More flowers
• The town square needs a BIG revamp less tacky cheap shops and more nice 

classy bars/restaurants that could be a huge focal point for Tyldesley 
• Dog shit bins 
• Needs to be less empty properties. We also have plenty (if a few too many) 

barber shops! 
• Wider pavements for alfresco dining. 
• Has the potential to be a mini Monton with a great high street. More 

greenery, cleaner shop fronts, less graffiti. Make use of the unused, 
underdeveloped shop fronts and houses to make it look less run down. 

• More green infrastructure, green walls and roofs would attract wildlife which 
has disappeared over the years, and would also provide financial benefits 
to the buildings it surrounds in reducing heating bills. This would be very 
aesthetically pleasing and eco friendly, and would coordinate with the 
countries efforts to helping climate change.

• Brighten the place up, it’s suffered from a lack of investment and this doesn’t 
attract businesses and custom in. 

• Vintage sign posts and lighting
• The square is ugly, old fashioned and underused. I would like to see a real 

effort in making this an event space but also more planting to soften the hard 
landscaping. Also lighting some of our great buildings e.g Top Chapel, the 
Bank etc. 

• direlict buildings on the high street.
• More greenery? The town hall building needs sprucing up. Clear or renovate 

the eye sore dilapidated buildings.
• Just less parking on the main road and a bigger car park for the whole area
• More greenery on Elliott Street, planters etc, refurbish the red phone box by 

the top chapel
• More plants snd better lights at Christmas 
• Definitely more trees/greenery. I’ve driven through some towns which 

have hanging baskets through them and large trees and it makes a world 
of difference. Tyldesley could be a fantastic little town if it had genuine 
investment put into it and money not just thrown at one building leaving the 
rest out. 

• Traffic solution. Send traffic away from Elliott street. 
• More greenery - trees and/or flower planters
• Clean up, jet wash, painting 
• More plant and flower containers
• Litter, general unkemptness, improved traffic flow
• Charge the shop owners to keep their own area/building neat and tidy. 

Windows cleaned, paintwork, sweeping outside, bins etc.. 
• Pedestrianisation
• Better utilisation of town square. Try to get pubs/restaurants/cafes to open 

around the square to create a social focal point and community. So much 
potential. Most towns in greater Manchester would kill for a square that size 
with its geographical location 

• No, but I would like to stipulate that the parking is free for an unlimited time. 
Putting parking limits reduces the visitors to Tyldesley - I would suggest 
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creating more free parking, perhaps even a multi-storey to create more 
parking so residents and guests can come and stay as long as they wish.

• Have all the shop/ bar fronts the same colours. The Hop bar and the deli 
next door look good in the black and gold colour scheme

• Marklands building, conservative club and old Bargain Booze to be fully 
restored. Empty properties could have historical art on windows  

• Shops etc that does food for dietary needs .i.e gluten free bread .etc I have 
dietary needs and have to travel to Atherton to get anything I need and I am 
sure there are lots more people with various intolerances

• Vacant disused shops need sorting
• Make more of the square, its plain and boring.
• Make it more inviting
• The brickwork on many buildings has green mold and needs treating and 

cleaning
• Change planning policies to make it harder to get permission/ change of use 

for takeaway shops. Use some of the grant money for financing/ loans for 
business startups for young people 

• If you look at towns and areas such as monton which has undergone a 
similar period of regeneration they have numerous outside seating areas, 
particularly be benefitting the many restaurants and cafes allowing people to 
sit outside which has massively benefited the area

• The committee spirit 
• What do you need more seating for? The drop outs and druggies? But don’t 

forget the fella drying his things on the market bench 
• More greenery 
• Must be free parking
• Planters/ use of the square for makers markets/clean improved pavements
• Not parking along main road as traffic is bad enough and the road is narrow. 

All the closed shutters make it look dull and dreary. Miss matched brickwork 
and bad sate of repairs to outsides signage different sizes make it look 
untidy. 

• ‘Some greenery 
• More greenery 
• Improvement of Xmas lights
• Tidy up the pavements in the conservation area - even clearing the weeds 

from the building line would be an improvement. Add bins near to the 
takeaways to try to alleviate rubbish being discarded on the floor. 

• Some shop fronts need updating to improve the look of the high Street, in 
line with Hop & Hazelwood, 124 Deli, etc.

• Must be free parking
• Just some general revamping 
• Emphasise the character of the current buildings, removing bright (messy) 

shop signage, install simple signage with traditional colours (perhaps 
categorise similar shops with the same sign tray colours), angle the sign-
trays above the shops slightly downwards because of the narrow street, 
create more seating in focal points on the street. 

• The town hall that just looks like it’s been abandoned! 
• Emphasise the character of the current buildings, removing bright (messy) 

shop signage, install simple signage with traditional colours (perhaps 
categorise similar shops with the same sign tray colours), angle the sign-
trays above the shops slightly downwards because of the narrow street, 
create more seating in focal points on the street. 

• The square could be made a more sociable area, with cafes, restaurants, 
bars and outdoor seating.

• Yes bring the Market back to Tyldesley.

• Trees
• Tyldesley needs brightening up
• Pavements widened were possible for outdoor seating. Tree planting. 
• A replenishery type shop (zero waste plastic free) like the one in John St 

Leigh. Trees. Seating areas. Coffee shops.
• Rubbish bins sited in prominent places
• A replenishery type shop (zero waste plastic free) like the one in John St 

Leigh. Trees. Seating areas. Coffee shops.
• No
• More improvements to green spaces eg near Union pub wild flower planting. 

Utilise nature to soften the square in front of Heron. An extra small tree or 
two all over.

• Overall look of the high street, some buildings are dilapidated and not 
maintained making it look scruffy. A wider variety in bars, cafes and 
restaurants would attract a larger, more desirable clientele to the area. 
Craft shops, butchers, fishmongers and bakeries and Patisseries would be 
valuable additions 

• Indoor activities for young people
• no
• More green planting
• Tyldesley need regeneration to encourage to remain in the area. Remove 

lower class takeaways and pubs in the hospitality sector
• The Ywon should look clean and welcoming, like Wigan Town Centre and 

even Leigh
• To close Limelight Charity shop for good, its scruffy and lets Tyldesley down. 

Close some of the takeaways as too many and are shuttered during the 
daytime

• All the shops fronts need upgrading 
• The trafic lights at the top of Astley St need improving to increase flow of 

traffic 
• Closed buildings to be cleaned up
• Greenery. Do not remove any of the cars parks currently in Tyldesley so 

people do not have to park on Elliott Street 
• ‘I would like to see the current square which is soulless and unpleasant, to 

have more of a garden feel, with indigenous trees where tree leaves can be 
celebrated in spring and leaf fall in Autumn. 

• I would like to see the library advertised better. There is a building at the 
back of the library boarded up which could be a fabulous multifunctional 
venue/ live music/ arts and crafts/ dancing/ antiques/ astronomy/ etc

• I would like to see protection of night sky from light pollution from midnight.
• The venue for the new pharmacy would have been a great garden venue, or 

community orchard a which now I s sadly a concrete block awaiting building.
• I would like the history or buildings and Tyldesley to be protected and 

celebrated somehow without making it all new and perfect. 
• I do not want to see anymore large companies such as the supermarkets/ 

fast food/ large clothing companies to move in as it will eventually become a 
clone of so many other areas and we will lose its uniqueness.

• The pubs (think one is called the half moon) needs to be celebrated 
somehow maybe with historical plaques.

• St Georges church and garden could have a historical plaque.’
• More attractive colour re paintwork on premises
• Lighting especially market car park
• It needs a good clean and needs to be more pleasing on the eye 
• Make the high street querky can have the usual shops, get rid of the tacky 

signage, add take the high street back 40+ years. Make it different,
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• It’s dirty and full of kids
• Switch on the security cameras so people will feel a little safer - especially 

women/ girls 
• More community spaces and activities
• Installations that represent tyldesley past. Origins and heritage. 
• ‘Make the town look cleaner, at the moment it look unloved and untidy. More 

flowers in tubs etc.
• ‘Make the town look cleaner, at the moment it look unloved and untidy. More 

flowers in tubs etc.
• ‘Consideration should be made towards pedestrianising the high street once 

a week/month, with the end goal being the full pedestrianisation - This would 
need to be done in conjunction with educating shop owners of the benefits.

• More community spaces and activities
• Well lit, (Festoon lighting like Boothstown) from the Town Hall through to 

Tyldesley Pool.
• Less takeaway 🥡 
• Toilet facilities - please upkeep them properly 
• Parking is a big issue. On Friday evenings coming back from work traffic is 

notably worse due to people slowing down and trying to park on the high 
street. Also we need to stop businesses being able to put up whatever 
signage they want. There’s some terrible signage especially with the barber 
shops which make the high street look cheap and tacky. That comment 
extends to Lloyds Pharmacy whose run down signage that is pealing and in 
a state of disrepair is a disgrace and they should be forced to renew it:

• As in the previous answer. Local services, and shops bars and restaurants that 
bring the people over the age of 30 back to the town centre. It needs to look 
a whole lot smarter. Scruffy shopfronts and in controlled takeaways have took 
away any character the town had. Bring back the Cadance festival. 

• POLICE 
• Better lighting
• Matbe bring back the market but on a Sunday. Most people work full 

time now Sunday is a relaxing day. The square could have a coffee 
van,butcher,Baker,pizza,pies and outdoor seating creating somewhere to go. 
Starting with once a month or something. Some nice planting along the high 
Street and on the shop front themselves. Tyldesley is very well connected 
to the areas around it,its time the town started to provide for those adults 
who want to be in more up to date surroundings but keeping the historical 
element.

• No more takeaways or barbers....do we really need 2 tattoo parlours..? We 
need local produce...local traders and be welcoming to shoppers...

• No more takeaways or barbers....do we really need 2 tattoo parlours..? We 
need local produce...local traders and be welcoming to shoppers...

• Not more seating. It will only encourage troubke at night. The drunk people 
referred to earlier and large groups of teenagers that are causing problems 
in the wider area will be attracted by the seating. Definitely not a good idea. 

• Less barbers shops. 
• More community spirit, more events for everyone to bring Tyldesley back 

together, children’s youth clubs to get them off the streets causing trouble or 
activities for the kids on the park, sort the pot holes, 

• General greenery/flowers to make the place look more attractive. Think the 
place needs to be brought more upmarket. There is much more wealth in 
the area nowadays especially in nearby towns of Astley which have grown 
massively with more expensive housing in recent years. Tyldesley still has 
a feel of a place that time forgot, old tired pubs, takeaway restaurants and 
pound shops. Isn’t a representation of the local population in my opinion 

• Less takeaways. Too many barbers!!
• A good tidy up 
• Improve local parks to keep kids away from high street. 
• Parking
• No more takeaways or barbers ........maybe a restaurant with traditional 

English food like a steak house
• Fewer takeaways and barbers.
• Preserve the current free parking 
• More independent businesses 
• A bit of Greenery!
• More green space. closed shops/buildings to look better/possible signage or 

covered with potential development opportunities (like in Mcr City Centre) to 
hide building whilst awaiting development 

• Make more of the market square 
• Need to reduce traffic along the high street so it is more pedestrian-friendly. 

Create and area where there is a ‘cafe-culture’. Market Square is perfect 
for this but need to get rid of poor quality shops currently their. Need to stop 
town carparks being used by Manchester commuters on guided busses (but 
note that the current time-limit on some carparks of 2 hours is too short. 
General cleanliness needs improving (not helped by traffic fumes)

• More planters/ hanging baskets to enhance the look of the town 
• Keep library open and do more family events 
• See 11
• Better traffic system maybe alternate the streets traffic directions to stop the 

bottle neck, or lose the bus way for an actual road.
• Constant up keeping without residents asking is required 
• Better bus service. Direct service to Bolton and Wigan from Astley during the 

week. 
• The appearance in general
• The centre is a bottleneck to traffic, a proper traffic study needs to be carried 

out as at school closing times and rush hour the traffic tails back to Hough 
Lane, it must hurt businesses

• More independent businesses 
• Fewer takeaways and more independent businesses such as cafes, bars, 

clothing and grocery shops 
• Tyldesley needs a revamp to stop residents like myself spending money in 

other towns and to draw in external visitors. We have an amazing transport 
service except its used to leave town not join it. Think Altrincham, Chorlton 
etc they have been turned around so could Tyldesley

• Old buildings done up and used more effectively 
• Town hall 
• Volume of traffic and speed
• The street lighting and the one way traffic system to avoid queuing at peak 

times.
• More flower pots/beds.
• Keep clean 
• More places to grab a coffee and socialise and more family friendly places 
• improved litter removal from the high street and immediate areas
• There is a nice open space in the centre of Tyldesley and it looks so bleak 

and depressing.It would be lovely to this space used by the community, 
maybe local markets traders or farmers market type events. Even some 
local street art type statues. Something to break up the grey, dull expanse 
of space. Tyldesley already has a good a variety of shops but they are 
sporadicly spaced out with a bunch of similar shops all situated together. It 
would be lovely to see shops spaced out (there are lots of fast food shops all 
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together) and the overall appearance of the existing shops ‘face lifted’ to be 
similar. The deli and hop and hazel wood really stand out and give a nice feel 
to the high street (as did pub opposite until it’s windows were boarded up!) it 
would be lovely to look back over how historically the high street looked and 
recreate a modern version of this. 

• Improve the current paving for the footways...it’s black hot rolled asphalt 
or 90’s cheap concrete pavers... introduce amd maintain floral displays or 
established trees. Improve the quality of street furniture..introduce traditional 
street nameplates..finger point signs for points of interest or route finding...
improve the kerbs to prevent vehicle overruns or indiscriminate parking. 
Promote the use of the multiple car parks behind the main street. Promote 
Astley Street Park and use it for Heritage type events or Summer Fayre’s or 
speciality markets like at Media City...Give the residents of Tyldesley/Astley 
and beyond a reason to stay rather than think ‘Where shall we go to today’. 
The success of the other historic towns or settings has been to provide 
facilities for people to dwell.

• Consistency in use of ‘heritage’ street furniture e.g. bollards. Currently some 
very ugly bollards used within conservation area, including those recently 
added to upper George st. Ridiculous that residents have to replace windows 
with like for like replacements at our own expense, but ugly plastic bollards 
are installed on street. Would transform the town if main square was more 
inviting with areas to sit out with a coffee, nice restaurant. Changing the 
character of the main square would have a huge impact. 

• ‘If the current library is being moved which I read, then it would be lovely 
to restore the library building and use it as a wellbeing centre where 
meditation/yoga classes and similar activities could be held. There could be 
a combination of large halls and smaller rooms to accommodate both group 
sessions and smaller therapy type activities. These could be rented to sole 
traders within the wellbeing sector. I’m a yoga and meditation teacher and 
would love to run sessions there.

• ‘Consistency in the look of the shop frontages & revamping the run down 
frontages 

• To make it look more secure without it looking like a war zone 
• Since the roads were changed to single lane I have generally avoided 

tyldesley due to having to queuing traffic. Sometimes it backs up to the 
gatehouse pub and makes me travel to walkden where there are better 
parking and selection of shops. Used to be easy to get in and out quickly 
after visiting a couple of shops but feel road changes helped kill the trade

• More flower beds and maybe some art installation 
• Standardized palette of materials in sympathy with the heritage of Tyldesley.
• Smarten up buildings 
• Supercab office a few old places near jk taxis and jk taxis maybe front of the 

hardware shop. 
• Cafe awnings 
• Cafe awnings 
• Better parking control eg double parking pavement parking 
• Franks should be red and cream with a retro look of 50/60s BRITISH CAFES 

SUBCULTURE with the correct lighting and fittings (not fake americana )
• Better parking control eg double parking pavement parking 
• Enhanced comfort security
• Planting and baskets
• More greenery
• Get rid of the scaffolding when I moved here in 1982 it was a very vibrant 

little town did all my shopping as a young mum it was lovely if only we could 
get some of it back

• Tyldesley needs to look more attractive and inviting 
• Better lighting
• Better lighting
• More greenery
• Finish the incomplete building work
• Traffic enforcement (Speed & parking)
• More events planned to get people into the town
• We need more security
• Neglected building like the old town hall and Wendy’s uniform shop that’s left 

to ruin, would be nice to see that side of Tyldesley improved. 
• If you create more parking you need to ensure the high street has enough 

facilities for the need of the car park/bring back the market stalls and 
increase the size/food trucks in the summer/more chain restaurants 

• Sort out and fill the empty stores. Decent Christmas decorations.
• Improve security look. Full shutters look awful
• ‘The whole high street and shops need completely rejuvenating and 

smartening up. I have always felt that Tyldesley has had a real community 
feel about it but this is being eroded. It is disintegrating and when I drive 
through the high street now or walk along it, it just feels run down and scruffy, 
full of takeaways and collapsing, run down buildings. It makes me feel sad.

• ‘Bring back a park keeper service revamp the park and security 
• ‘Tyldesley looks like a ghost town once the security shutters come down. If 

you drive through at night it just looks scruffy and uncared for. It gives the 
impression to anyone visiting that there is no pride in the area. Alternative 
security and lighting for the shop fronts at night may help things look better.

• ‘Do something with the empty units and the boarded up house
• Cracked flagstones, more litter bins
• Cracked flagstones, more litter bins
• ‘Wider pavement in some areas .
• Disabled parking only on the street.
• More parking in side streets created ‘
• Na
• Some thought and design going into the general appearance. Maybe some 

greenery and mor refuse bins
• Do something with the empty units and the boarded up house
• Town Square lighting, floral arrangements and planters
• It would be nice if outside eating options would be available on the square 
• Incentives for independent businesses and bigger brands to move in. We 

don’t need any more pound shops or a high street with just takeaways. All for 
takeaways that offer a high end food experience!!

• Incentives for independent businesses and bigger brands to move in. We 
don’t need any more pound shops or a high street with just takeaways. All for 
takeaways that offer a high end food experience!!

• Kids club or youth club
• No kids hanging about. 
• General look all needs a touch up - looks run down and tacky at the moment
• A good clean of pavements and shop fronts etc 
• No
• Cleanliness , litter clearance, 
• See previous answers 
• It would he nice to see an area like the main square have its outside space 

utilised like having outdoor seating or a mini market. A lot of pubs don’t have 
good beer gardens so it would be nice to have something that can use the 
open plan space like the market square. 

• Making the area safe to visit without youths hanging around giving abuse 
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• Another craft beer or gin bar 
• ‘I would like to see the current square which is soulless and unpleasant, to 

have more of a garden feel, with indigenous trees where tree leaves can be 
celebrated in spring and leaf fall in Autumn. 

• I would like to see the library advertised better. There is a building at the 
back of the library boarded up which could be a fabulous multifunctional 
venue/ live music/ arts and crafts/ dancing/ antiques/ astronomy/ etc

• I would like to see protection of night sky from light pollution from midnight.
• The venue for the new pharmacy would have been a great garden venue, or 

community orchard a which now I s sadly a concrete block awaiting building.
• I would like the history or buildings and Tyldesley to be protected and 

celebrated somehow without making it all new and perfect. 
• I do not want to see anymore large companies such as the supermarkets/ 

fast food/ large clothing companies to move in as it will eventually become a 
clone of so many other areas and we will lose its uniqueness.

• The pubs (think one is called the half moon) needs to be celebrated 
somehow maybe with historical plaques.

• St Georges church and garden could have a historical plaque.’
• We have a guided bus route, more parking for that would be good
• Traffic flow (The Tyldesley Crawl is extremely frustrating for locals, and 

detracts people from coming to the area)
• More family friendly
• Take the Christmas tree down at the appropriate time! 
• Conservative club is a total eyesore
• The toilets need improvement they are very grotty. The town would be nice 

if it had more of a village feel to it with a nice seating area where you could 
sit outside to have a coffee in the summer. More greenery in the town, eg 
shrubs, flowers. 

• Correction to the one way system flow. There is only one shuttle to Elliot flow 
and the logical one at the post sorting office way reversed by some idiots

• More outdoor events ....bands, plays, information on health and future events
• More parking away from the high street and less through traffic. Less pot 

holes. Nicer lamp posts on high and adjoining roads within conservation 
area. More flower tubs. 

• More parking away from the high street and less through traffic. Less pot 
holes. Nicer lamp posts on high and adjoining roads within conservation 
area. More flower tubs. 

• No idea
• All old depilated building either removed or renovated.Plant some trees and 

flowers Esto 
• Wider pavements more greenery ie trees.
• Just the above 
• Needs to feel more welcoming, cleaner and more modern
• From walking down the street you can’t see that it is a historic place, there is 

no love or respect shown to Tyldesley 
• There should be better use of the square. Some nice cafés or bars situated 

around it with some outdoor tables and seating would make it a more 
sociable and welcoming space

• The square.. it’s dull, uninviting and filthy.. it looks like it needs a good jet 
wash

• Less fast food restaurants
• I think it would be helpful for the questionnaire to indicate the extent of 

the Conservation Area as I am not sure which part of Elliot Street is non 
conservation. The square is an opportunity lost - could be great - perhaps 
more seating. The empty shops are just depressing. Shutters are awful. 

• The town square could be better maintained. Perhaps more planting (could 
involve community groups). If there were regular events on the square such 
as food markets, beer festival, live music, community fates it would create a 
better sense of community & pride in our town. 

• more parking isnt required, but keeping the parking as it is should be 
paramount

• Pedestrian walkways, paving, signage refreshment etc. Flower tubs, Street 
cleaners. Bigger car park for Busway customers to free space in town.

• Just the above 
• The town square could be better maintained. Perhaps more planting (could 

involve community groups). If there were regular events on the square such 
as food markets, beer festival, live music, community fates it would create a 
better sense of community & pride in our town. 

• The number of fast food takeaway establishments needs to be drastically 
reduced for the town to have any chance of improvement . Far too many 

• Making the place more appealing. 
• More businesses open in daytime, majority are takeaways open only after 

dark.
• A variety of shops. Library improvements. 
• Litter bins
• The car parking restrictions on the car parks need to be longer 2 hours isn’t 

enough when going for a meal or to the hairdresser 
• Street cafe on the market
• Cctv
• Traffic free zone & an area where you can socialise without fear 
• more off street parking
• Traffic free zone & an area where you can socialise without fear 
• Fewer take aways and more daytime shops - coffee shops
• Christmas decorations, planting on high street and in square 
• Please make it a nicer and safer environment that has it’s own quality 
• Less takeaways
• Better atmosphere with the pub scene, surely this can be achieved with a lot 

of younger people living in the area. Also, there can be a lot of collaboration 
with local businesses and tyldesley rugby club for a match day/food market/
day out combination 

• Parking outside on the main roads doesn’t help it should be on the back 
roads, just a hazard at present, should be more pedestrianised.

• The square could be more of a focal point with cafe/bar/ outdoor seating. 
• Main square shops especially heron and pound shop are not attractive for 

the main square this shops be cafes bars and restaurants with outside dining 
and drinking

• Less takeaways
• The corner where the Christmas tree is is embarrassing. The square is 

awful and depressing. The buildings as you come onto Elliott street from 
Manchester road are an eyesore. 

• Perhaps have one or two festival days in the year when Elliott St is closed to 
cars and there is outside seating with market stalls etc

• Replace the horrible window shutters that make Tyldesley look like a war 
zone at night. Even if shutters are required at least paint them so they blend 
in better. Some of the shops have replaced them completely with open grills 
or bars that look a lot better and they don’t seem to have had any problems. 
Lighting shop windows at night would also help to improve things especially 
if shops were encouraged to have seasonal displays.

• Cleanliness, transport links especially to Manchester Road, Astley areas
• Public toilets....they’re grim
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• Toilets
• Better street lights 
• A good clean up as it always seems dirty, more policing of antisocial 

behaviour, opportunities for community get togethers 
• The quarr needs to be a true hub for live events/cafe seating
• No
• Buses more often more areas 
• More trees. 
• No personal household or business bins left out after pick up day, especially 

at places serving food.
• The space on the market Square needs utilising more, maybe Christmas 

markets, craft fayres etc
• Pulldown derelict premises
• Visit Monton and look what they have done with their outdoor pub/restaurant 

pavement areas.
• As Above!!!as
• Better scenery 
• Pedestrianise as above
• Residential Parking
• Flowers a decent dressed xmas tree with safety barriers like they have in 

Hindley outside the town hall. And a ever green trees like Spruce.and the 
sign on a gable house coming into the town be removed as makes the town 
look run down. Stop all horrible shop signs keep them in keeping to the old 
Town not like we had before bm on the square. Knock all the old decaying 
buildings down like the conservative club start taking the owners to court if 
they dont improve the buildings sick and tired of living in a town that look a 
disgrace. 1 more thing empty space put grass and flower beds there and 
make wigan council maintain it as we in Tyldesley see nothing for the Tax we 
pay to them and make them improve the appearance of the Town hall with 
flower baskets 

• Parking for two hours does not help people coming to the area as it 
develops. 

• Residential Parking
• Clean up of druggies, yobs
• Resident parking on their streets. 
• More lighting more bins
• More trees
• Shops tidy property up
• Definitely Franks cafe
• Market stalls on one day, Street food carts at the weekend
• Traffic returning to 2 lanes on the high street 
• ‘Something for kids - pitch n put n bowling green back on park or crazy golf, 

outdoor cafe on there , n deck chairs , skateboard/bike ramps: gushy snakes n 
ladders. Children’s club house with pool tables etc for the teens to hang out in. 

• Vacant buildings repaired n put to good use - eg old Conservative Club , 
reopen the museum in the library , lights on the busway then it can be used 
to exercise safely in winter/safer when walking to n from stops such as 
cooling lane. Add gym equiptment along the side on the verge ‘

• The parking on Elliot street makes it difficult to get out of Wells Street
• Anything too brighten up the main high street
• Shop fronts
• Encourage new businesses to stay for the long term. No more takeaways. 

Look at other thriving areas for ideas e.g. Monton. Promote what is in 
Tyldesley, recently found out by chance that a fruit and veg shop has 
opened.There are a lot of new houses within the area and people moving in 

from other areas.
• Trees and plants, maybe hanging baskets on shops. Empty shops for 

activities for children whilst empty, better advertised shop and facilities 
opening times. Library to be open longer, 

• Sense of community - tyldesley annual carnival event. Encourage some 
recognised mid range brand shops to the area like Superdrug, costa coffee, 
new look, sports shops, jewellers, shoe shops for more choice to shop in 
tyldesley- but definitely more parking to support people to shop local 

• Somewhere for teenagers to go
• Better xmas decorations 
• Wider pavements, selected mixed parking pavement areas, bike bars for 

locks, nicer designed lamp posts, trees, benches. 
• More bins, litter is a significant issue. Maybe a map in the square to show 

where each of the shops are (similar to a shopping centre) so don’t have to 
wander up and down. Generally speaking, those who work full time have 
very little shops available to them apart from a Saturday morning because 
the shop opening hours are really only suitable for those not working or 
those working non-traditional hours therefore a map would be helpful to allow 
people in a hurry to work out where they need to go. 

• Some greenery would be nice more trees in the square perhaps near the bus 
stop maybe some along the high street itself 

• In memory of my brother Paul Kinsella. Better Christmas lights 
• Public Bins overflowing need collecting more. Street needs to be made more 

traditional . How about doing art work:fascia on buildings like they do in 
Manchester some of the buildings are so scruffy like I’ve mentioned 

• Litter is terrible, and somewhere for youths to go, they are forever making 
residents nervous and damaging property. A community support officer is 
needed.

• Free cash machine
• The one way system is awful. And astley park should be brought back to a 

good standard
• ‘A collective agreement on shops to maintain and adhere to set standards 

on the building facades. Furthermore, more flowers/trees, especially in the 
square, would be nice.

• Also, adequate funding from Wigan Council for Christmas decorations would 
be helpful. Hitting national newspapers for the worst Christmas Tree in 
England is hardly the headline we were looking for.’

• Free parking, pavement cafes, flower tubs; all patrolled regularly by police 
who are free to immediately punish scumbags

• No
• More bins more coloir flowers and planting
• Youth club, cinema, skate park, somewhere for youths to meet up, retail park 

with next, m&s, Currys etc not to kill the high street but to compliment it
• Youth clubs and skate board park for the young to burn off excess energy
• Less takeaways 
• Restricted traffic and more bistro style eateries 
• Sort out conservative club, outdoor seating in the sqaure for coffee, 

sunbathing, bevvey - similar to Mont
• Litter bins, sweeping up
• The problem in Tyldesley every other shop seems to be a takeaway or 

hairdressers
• Something for the kids to do at night. Better park facilities for all ages. More 

colour. 
• Turn the old Morrison’s into something useful perhaps an indoor market
• Knock it all down and start again
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• reduce takeaways and show of the building structure
• Clean and fix signature buildings. Back to former glory. Maybe showcase old 

features such as old adverts on walls or certain shop fronts 
• Museum. Tourist information centre. Town guided tours. 
• Nice lighting on historic buildings so they are eye catching, they currently 

look messy
• Steel tributes should be displayed on the market , showing the great cotton 

mills ,mining & rugby history the Town was build on. 
• Monthly historical meetings possible shop selling historical books, 

memorabilia. Tyldesley has a great history including mining, commonwealth 
graves. Yearly parade or celebration of an event on Tyldesley Square! 

• General tidy up of those properties which are empty or unkempt the sorting 
out of the mark lands building and former conservative club premises.

• A variety of good shops to attract people to visit the area. 
• Clean up and restore old frontages
• ‘Just bit more pride in the area flowers seating. Art. Just make it loved again.
• Uniform signage for the shops. Local history tours talks. 
• Murals/local artistry/info boards
• Community hub or events to utilise community space and share history with 

residents
• continual assessment
• Make more of the church and cenotaph, shops and paving should all be in-

keeping with a specific style.
• Some signs of historical interest celebrating the heritage and past of our 

Town. 
• I think traditional old fahsined shop fronts would be amazing with the 

canopies. Maintenance of the shop fronts. 
• Make Tyldesley centre belong to Tyldesley.
• More traditional shop fronts and fewer takeaways... 6-7 barbers ??? Need to 

attract a different client with character and diversity... great restaurants but 
the pub and coffee scene need to adapt to a different crowd who do exist but 
avoid Tyldesley as its scruffy and limited   I’ve been interested in investment 
myself but contacting relevant shop front owners has proven difficult.... 
especially the run down shops I would be interested in ????

• The Park needs money spent on it!
• ‘The Town Hall should be offered for another purpose to breathe life back 

into the building.
• Maybe Film Screenings and Vintage events.’
• Restaurants. Independent cafes and shops.
• Tyldesley needs to stop allowing more takeaways/barbers and encourage 

nice village shops/ florists/cafes/ restaurant/ bars we have some fabulous 
building that have been allowed to deteriorate. 

• Restore the old buildings and support businesses that are needed, remove 
some takeaways 

• Sculptures relating to the history of the town. something that schools or local 
artists could get involved in. 

• Information boards and plaques on buildings
• Tyldesley needs to stop allowing more takeaways/barbers and encourage 

nice village shops/ florists/cafes/ restaurant/ bars we have some fabulous 
building that have been allowed to deteriorate. 

• More news about what’s going on in the area. Maybe a visabel town notice 

Q14. What further improvements could be undertaken to reveal and 
celebrate Tyldesley’s historic built environment?

319 responses

board on the square. 
• Traditional shop frontages, no neon or shutters, traditional signage and 

canopies. 
• Open space in the townhall to be used as an art gallery, Old and modern art 

and photography which can be submitted and celebrated by residents. 
• ‘The shop fronts could easily reflect the historical heritage of the high street 

as much of it appears to be ‘‘almost still there’’ With the right image and 
attractions it could flourish as a bit of a niche town. With the right treatment, 
much could be done to exploit it as a heritage centre. But not as it is... 

• However all shopping areas are in crisis at the moment. ‘
• Bring back Victorian designs with modern twist. Variety of more of the 

up market restaurants from french, Italian, Chinese... take a leaf out of 
Boothstown with Coal and Cotton and the Buffalo Grill.

• Plaques and signage highlighting key buildings - Tyldesley Heritage Trail? 
Also lighting key assets at night. 

• Maybe some information boards about the history of the town and different 
properties, particularly those that are more historically significant such as top 
chapel, franks cafe etc.

• Renovate the buildings already there to make them look attractive again 
• Historic for mining, yet you would never know gin pit village existed
• Information Boards about Tyldesleys history and historic artefacts relating to 

the mills. Much less emphasis on Wigan eg on street signs
• Hopefully we can retain the library in its current position. Old conservative 

club sorted out.
• Gateway entry monument of some kind 
• If landowners buy a property on the high street they should be made to 

make it look good/bring it back to its former glory. Not allow it to get into such 
a state (Frank’s cafe/Marklands) for years on end. There has to be some 
kind of strict guidelines brought into place for the purchasers/renters of these 
buildings to keep them in good repair and looking nice as they represent our 
town. It’s been depressing witnessing Tyldesley Town centre go downhill 
when it was once such a lovely little town. I’m confident it could be again if 
investment money is fairly used. 

• Lots. 
• Festival 
• Local history plaques about top chapel/war memorial and other local history. 
• History boards, 
• To renovate all the old buildings and put them to use
• Outdoor market 
• Try to find better uses for historic buildings such as the town hall and the 

library. Beautiful buildings that shouldn’t be left to rot
• Repair old and original buildings to preserve the history. 
• History in art around the town, notice board on the square : mill, coal, 

park bandstand, Swimming & Waterpolo.  more planters to brighter areas, 
christmas tree area improved. 

• Events within the town with themes, heritage talks and walks, festival 
perhaps

• Improve run down buildings
• Bring Tyldesley back to how it was 
• Clean the fronts of buildings and improve signing
• Community centre
• The history of tyldesley, info boards, signs that signify important building and 

why. I have lived here for near 3 years and know nothing of the history.
• Look after it instead of selling it off 
• More traditional shop fronts and fewer takeaways... 6-7 barbers ??? Need 
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to attract a different client with character and diversity... great restaurants but 
the pub and coffee scene need to adapt to a different crowd who do exist but 
avoid Tyldesley as its scruffy and limited   I’ve been interested in investment 
myself but contacting relevant shop front owners has proven difficult.... 
especially the run down shops I would be interested in ????

• The work on franks cafe should have a very retro look and colour scheme 
and interior style, and the name ‘Franks’ should be used in any new ventures

• Some historic old buildings could use some TLC
• Some historic old buildings could use some TLC
• CPO and demolish properties in bad condition to open up Elliott st and 

introduce some planting incl trees
• Reduce the number of approvals given for fast food outlets and take aways.
• Im unsure but I’m on the committee off tyldesley little Theater and I’m sure 

we’d love to get involved 
• Renovate into social hubs for the community, NOT FLATS ! 
• Look after the historic building we have, we above
• Informative signage
• Try to encourage more businesses that look appealing from outside, 

somewhere with outside seating that you can get a drink coffee or alcohol in 
afternoon. Independent business licensed cafe that sells cake 

• Improve some of the historical fronts of the building
• Renovate into social hubs for the community, NOT FLATS ! 
• Dont know
• Maybe some kind of monument on the square to celebrate Tyldesley’s role 

on the Cotton industry.
• Look after the historic building we have, we above
• Bomb it
• ‘Tyldesley sunday market’s to be back
• Christmas market’s 
• St George’s day celebrations
• Some sort of memorial or celebration for the local Coal miners of the area.
• It would be nice for the scaffolding on the market to finally be gone and the 

building turned into something nicer, maybe a nice restaurant with a balcony 
over looking Elliott street 

• Decent shops and a good clean 
• Its suggests Tyldesley was built on a forest hundreds of years ago, perhaps 

plant more trees and bushes. 
• The individual character of the buildings 
• Its suggests Tyldesley was built on a forest hundreds of years ago, perhaps 

plant more trees and bushes. 
• Renovation of old buildings, new improvements on signage
• Cleanliness 
• Change the shop fronts to historical period but with a Modern twist.
• Cleanliness 
• Less empty shops which look untidy
• Restoring the cobbles on some streets eg Chapel St. Returning many 

original features. Replacing plastic with hand painted signs. Looking at the 
areas above the shop fronts. 

• More placards detailing the local history like those seen alongside the 
busway. 

• Not sure
• More placards detailing the local history like those seen alongside the 

busway. 
• Land marks that explain about the history 
• Clean up and enhance the brook at bottom of Shackerley Road. Make 

upstairs of Tyldesley library accessible. Clean up the look of the Town Hall. 
Sort out the conservative club.

• Informational plaque, statue etc 
• Re dress the stores on the street to reveal the original building features, less 

neon, less steel shutters.
• information plaques on historical buildings, signs showing you how to find 

them as some are down back streets
• Preserving buildings like the library
• Renovation of older buildings i.e. Conservation Club. Restrict planning 

permission to encourage older enterprises rather than hairdressers barbers 
nail bars and takeaways

• Clean buildings and good clean pavements and streets
• Bring back franks cafe
• Bring back franks cafe
• Improve the pedestrian experience 
• Christmas lights & displays should be given more consideration. Tyldesley 

is a laughing stock at this time of year & was voted most depressing town in 
England.

• Maybe a shop front dedicated to Tyldesleys heritage
• Visiting or showing the historical parts of the area
• Restore buildings to original look. Do not cover up such great architecture 
• ‘The town hall which I think is the Childrens Services drains repaired but not 

using plastic!
• Historical information 
• Signposting to areas of interest, both old and new.
• Some sort of tyldesley themed merchandise/history in library
• Preserving local buildings 
• Traditional carnival! 
• A theme- maybe mining or cotton - similar to what Mosley common have done 
• Renovate the old town hall and other historic buildings and give them a 

public, community-focused function
• Installations that represent tyldesley past. Origins and heritage. 
• Old buildings refurbished and used
• Artwork/sculptures celebrating heritage
• Remove all the new shop fronts to reveal old architecture 
• Market 
• Market 
• Remove all the new shop fronts to reveal old architecture 
• tourist style information about the buildings and what they were used for/who 

owned/year build etc. This could be done individually or and a main board in 
the town square. 

• Restore the library. Stunning building. With big room upstairs to be used for 
something. 

• Renovate the old town hall and other historic buildings and give them a 
public, community-focused function

• Pedestrianize Elliott Street. Divert traffic from the Mort Arms through Milk 
Street to Tyldesley Pool. make it two way .

• Roller Shutters to be painted in colourful colours
• More police 
• History boards in the square 
• carnival
• Keep it simple. Reflag pavements so they are level, put more bins on the 

high street as litter is a major problem in Tyldesley. Select the buildings to 
renovate which will make the difference and give you more bang for your 
buck.
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• It doesn’t have a lot, but the Chapel, library, town hall and even the 
Conservative club building need plans to be in place. 

• DERELICT BUILDINGS RENOVATED
• More activities for families/children Maybe a history trail around the town 

using current businesses 
• Celebrate the traditional buildings, and try to keep other shops within the 

element of traditional with a modern twist. Planting and lighting makes a town 
appealing to people to come and enjoy the area.

• ‘Make better use of the Town Hall...maybe a community hub ? Need 
somewhere for youths to go other than cycling round the square...! 

• Why on earth was Top Chapel turned into a nursery..? Surely that historic 
building could have been better used ...art/photos of how Tyldesley used to 
be....heritage groups etc ‘

• ‘Make better use of the Town Hall...maybe a community hub ? Need 
somewhere for youths to go other than cycling round the square...! 

• Why on earth was Top Chapel turned into a nursery..? Surely that historic 
building could have been better used ...art/photos of how Tyldesley used to 
be....heritage groups etc ‘

• Improving the public spaces within the town centre.
• 1) Events. Eg close off Elliot street to cars and use the space for one of 

events such as History weekend with family activities, market stalls, people 
dressed up, live music; could get voluntary groups such as Tyldesley Little 
Theatre involved where a number of us volunteer. Could also do a Christmas 
market weekend and of course a beer festival in the town would be really 
popular for locals and may attract if advertised properly people from nearby 
towns. Special ales outdoor temporary seating for the events and live music. 
2) Heritage trail around the town centre and nearby streets. Plaques and a 
display with the route. A downloadable walking route with information about 
the older buildings. A lot of towns have these eg Ormskirk. 

• Noticeboard showing old photos, would need to be maintained and changed 
regularly. 

• Carnivals, events on the market on the weekends and not in the week when 
most people are at work. Tyldesley festival, bring the local business together 
by using them on all events 

• Maybe some kind of central focus in the square, a statue or something 
representing tyldesley history or a war memorial. 

• I dislike the fact that it looks scruffy
• Have an annual parade
• Summer events on the square. Music events etc. 
• Better use of library building as a community hub
• History trail, signage, references in the pubs/bars to history 
• Make the library into a historic centre for tyldesley so that kids can learn 

about where they live 
• General spruce up of the buildings, lots of shop fronts are not in keeping with 

the buildings that house them I.e. the betting shops/late night pharmacy. 
• Clean up the brickwork on the old town hall/council buildings.
• Keep historic features of buildings and add signage and photos to show 

historic Tyldesley in the town. New developments to be on keeping with this
• As it use to be more traditional things 
• public information boards giving brief history so that people understand why 

they are important to the town; give people pride in the town 
• As Tyldesley is an ‘Historic’ town, I feel the high street needs to reflect this, 

not only for the local community but also for people passing through. 
• Maybe info on the building eg a plaque saying built in **** and was originally 

a ...

• Monuments to past history
• Heritage shop fronts - bring back Tyldesley carnival 
• ‘The boards on the guided busway are really interesting to read - could they 

be put throughout Tyldesley?
• Reduce the impact of the scruffy fast food outlets and increase the impact of 

the independent shops, restaurants etc.’
• Stop having barbers and take aways have more restaurants 
• Maybe a beer/festival on the square once a year that all businesses in 

Tyldesley could have a stall.
• ‘It’s beyond the finances available but traffic being diverted away from the 

centre and full pedestrianisation.
• Also, a small thing but lots of bicycle lock up points to encourage us locals to 

cycle to the centre as opposed to driving.
• Street parking is a major issue, not a planner but there must be something 

that can be done to encourage people to park on the car parks
• New lighting, ornate lamp post, go to Minton and replicate what they have 

achieved, a real village feel’
• Local museum, historical centre, maybe a commemorative plaque, children 

could be involved in designing something to be displayed in a key focal area
• See my point above about shop fronts please.
• Improve the state of the buildings 
• Tyldesley needs a new face, its a beautiful town with lovely people, oarks, 

walks and buildings but looks disgraceful, neglected and disadvantaged
• Less takeaways and more restaurantsbistros and wine bars 
• Using the historic buildings. Town hall, library
• Regenerate the building in centre of town tgat half collapsed.
• Restore old buildings and keeping their traditional features where possible 
• Tidy up the run down and closed shop fronts
• As more houses are being built, people from outside the area are settling 

here and it is possible that they are unaware of the local history. As an 
outsider myself I could at one time have related to this. As Tyldesley no 
longer has a carnival to showcase local history, maybe an annual festival 
celebrating this on the square . The music festival held there few years 
ago was a success and brought people into the centre and give them an 
opportunity to see what there is. 

• I personally didn’t know why Tyldesley is historic but I have only lived in the 
area 15 years, so maybe this is why. However google informs me it’s due 
to its Roman links and also later on the textile industry with the industrial 
revolution. I think it would be good to start with giving an overview of why 
Tyldesley is historic, as I surely can’t be the only resident unaware. A local 
artist could paint this as a timeline across many of the empty shop windows, 
whilst they are waiting to be occupied (this would also give a nice face lift 
to the empty shops and create a better feeling to the high street) you could 
perhaps put ‘banners’ on the top of the street lighting with key people of 
Tyldesley and why it’s historic. Holding events in the square with actors, so 
the history can be Reenacted. A mock Roman dig for kids to get involved 
at weekends, to create an attraction on the busiest days. A community cafe 
would also be good at promoting Tyldesley and it’s history and would also 
help create a community feel to the area. Most historic places are tourist 
attractions/destinations. Tyldesley should be celebrated and we should 
be creating a town that people want to visit. There is the trail walks that 
encompasses Tyldesley and Tyldesley high street should be a stopping 
point for all these walkers. At the moment there is very little to stop for. We 
should be promoting it’s renovation in local shops and papers further than 
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just Tyldesley. The ‘V’ buses pass through Tyldesley, that’s a lot of custom 
that can be utilised if Tyldesley had the right shops and they are promoted 
correctly. Am not sure who owns the busway but could advertisements not 
be placed along the busway promoting Tyldesley and it’s history?? In a nice 
subtle way. 

• Support local heritage building owners to clean/maintain the shop fronts. 
Have a consistent design running the entire length of the high street with 
future planning restrictions in place to prevent cheap and cheerful shop 
fronts that open and close in 6 months and then are left to rot. Also ensure a 
consistency of building materials to be used and that the flats above shops 
are also in keeping with a heritage location and are all similar or consistent in 
appearance.

• Reveal the sets under the tarmac! Would look a lot nicer and would slow the 
traffic down. Feel there should be somewhere to remember the towns past 
help those who live here know what the town was like in the past. 

• It would be good to see a reference to the rural/more agricultural past before 
the industrial revolution and link to the cottage industry of weaving and 
spinning as well as keeping the red brickwork and historically-sympathetic 
style of wooden shop-front and signage rather than modern, tacky & gaudy 
neon signs and windows cluttered with a mix of ugly posters and random 
signage.

• Consistency in street furniture eg bollards to be heritage
• A tribute to mining with art work by local artists or children 
• Subsidise new businesses to give them a hand in starting up. Covid has 

made people shop more locally and hopefully people will continue with this 
but new shops close due to not making profits quickly. Tyldesley now has 
a wide range of high value local properties and therefore higher income 
families, make it a more appealing place for these families to spend their 
money than travelling to Manchester. 

• Just cleaning up the area. No more boarded up buildings 
• Maybe some plaques or signage to publicise the history of the buildings and 

the town. Maybe a monument with a bit of green space and seating. 
• As above 
• Safe environment 
• Pass laws to restrict signage shutters damage to original features etc 
• Just needs a good clean up , it’s looks scruffy
• A summer all day event, a cross between what fred longworth do and the 

Cadence festival marquee event they had on the square,with pubs/restraunts 
putting on live music too.OR split it over a family day/Adult day

• Pass laws to restrict signage shutters damage to original features etc 
• An event space maybe maypole with planting area for small market or event 

catering spae
• Murals, wall art, a historic trail that invites customers into shops to participate
• Create something that is relevant to tyldesley in the square
• Just a clean up of the buildings and as before remove the scaffolding maybe 

do something with the square as that seems a total waste of space
• Make the square somewhere where people want to visit and enjoy 
• Planting of trees and flowers.
• Less takeaways more design artisan bars and shops plus a 11pm curfew on 

public house licenses no night clubs
• More activities for families/children Maybe a history trail around the town 

using current businesses 
• More activities for families/children Maybe a history trail around the town 

using current businesses 
• Create something that is relevant to tyldesley in the square

• Information stands similar to those on the bus way about the coal mining 
history 

• A cafe/bar with a mill/mining theme. 
• Create an environment where people can go to visit and enjoy their time 

outside as like for example the villages in Lake District or Yorkshire Dale’s 
• Tidy up the buildings/include signage with the history of buildings (like the 

guided busway)
• Bring buildings back to former glory...stop the neon lights
• Smartening up, regenerate shops, introduce new businesses. Make shop 

owners responsible for the up-keep of their shop
• More themed events use the park to it’s full extent bowling flowers band 

stand. It’s our northern working class heritage.
• A Real ale and pie trail in addition to Heritage Trail.
• Blue plaques for the Georgian house, miners hall, church, Half Moon pub
• Information boards on local history with old photos, blue plaque on Carnegie 

Library as well as the other obvious historic buildings
• Information boards on local history with old photos, blue plaque on Carnegie 

Library as well as the other obvious historic buildings
• ‘Information boards with photos of its historic street at various points in 

history- people and the changing use of the shops/houses.This could be on 
buildings or in shop windows. 

• Have celebrations/ weekend festivities with dressing up,music and food from 
various eras.

• Promote and use the Carnegie library as it’s historic and on the square .... 
coffee shop?

• Na
• Outdoor eating and drinking like monton 
• Blue plaques for the Georgian house, miners hall, church, Half Moon pub
• Clean the high street up and create a community space that we can be proud 

of. At present Tyldesley feels like a route to somewhere else.. you don’t want 
to stop as there is little there to entice you at present. 

• Clean the high street up and create a community space that we can be proud 
of. At present Tyldesley feels like a route to somewhere else.. you don’t want 
to stop as there is little there to entice you at present. 

• Some info about why it’s historic. A few signs dotted around, maybe a history 
trail that leads around tyldesley telling it’s story. 

• More information on the heritage of the area on signage or in the library 
• Have an information board on the high street and trying to restore buildings 

to their original state. Be selective with the businesses allowed to open. 
• Better access 
• Bring back the market
• Information boards , history trail , history events 
• See previous comments. To be fair you wouldnt even know it was a historical 

area it’s been left to rack and ruin! Shocking really....
• Bring back the market
• Restoring traditional buildings where possible. It’s nice to have a mix of 

modern and traditional but traditional doesn’t mean run down. 
• Sympathetic restoration and refurbishment 
• Signage restrictions and styling 
• ‘The town hall which I think is the Childrens Services drains repaired but not 

using plastic!
• Historical information 
• Signposting to areas of interest, both old and new.
• Showing the history of Tyldesley. Let’s be proud of it
• Community projects/areas, historic plaques with snippets of the towns 
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history. Pictures depicting the towns heritage, maybe events based around 
this. 

• The old buildings should stand out and maybe a historic statue on the square
• Making it more pleasing to look at. Some of the shops fronts look outdated. 

Some where in the town perhaps put up a monument for tyldesley. 
• Put the fountain back where it used to be on the North side of square and 

open square up for parking and get V2 to go around one way system so that 
Union street is up from shuttle street for everyone.

• Information board displaying/explaining its history and industrial past (cotton/
coal/railways). Plaques on historical buildings or places stating previous use 
or age.

• Plaques to celebrate history, Victorian lamp posts snd hanging baskets. 
Pedestrianise in evenings.

• Plaques to celebrate history, Victorian lamp posts snd hanging baskets. 
Pedestrianise in evenings.

• Signage for Tyldesley Little Theatre. Tyldesley Libary needs care and 
attention and the town hall. 

• Perhaps a mining museum
• Restore buildings to former glory
• Owners of abandoned/ empty building required to put building back into use 

and properly maintained for example Wendy’s previous shop premises has 
green algae on the brick work and is caused by poor building maintenance . 

• A few decent restaurants 
• Just the above 
• Renovate and Incorporate original features in shop fronts,and improve 

derelict fascades of upper floors
• Not sure 
• Modernism 
• Make the shops in keeping with the historic town 
• Something to celebrate the mining heritage.
• The chapel is beautiful and perhaps some assistance to the nursery to keep 

it that way. Buckley Fountain - perhaps more emphasis. The black and white 
pub - ditto - some assistance to keep it looking decent. Marklands Building - 
what is happening? Restrictions on awful signs on shops. Frank’s Cafe - an 
irritation which needs to be renovated. Tyldesley Town Hall - would be good 
not to be ashamed of it. Conservative Club - an eyesore. Library is a fine 
building and the fear is that it may be allowed to rot. The old college is great. 
The actual houses on Elliot Street - could they be given a face lift. 

• restoration of old buildings - more accessible knowledge of local history
• I remember the annual carnival when I was growing up which was such a 

great event! If we did something similar and made it into a full weekend event 
with live music, street food, beer tent etc I think it would bring the community 
together & perhaps create a sense of pride in the town. 

• I believe a mini park area in front of herons food would be nice, i mean park 
in the sense of grass and trees a bench. not play objects 

• Food festivals, open market, Town discovery trail for historic information 
(Listing on Treasure Trails.com)

• Just the above 
• I remember the annual carnival when I was growing up which was such a 

great event! If we did something similar and made it into a full weekend event 
with live music, street food, beer tent etc I think it would bring the community 
together & perhaps create a sense of pride in the town. 

• Enhanced library and archive facilities
• Cleaning up of historic buildings eg town Hall is an eye sore
• Everything needs to happen. The town has been neglected for years. 

• Restoring buildings which are unused/in disrepair and transforming into 
spaces for the community to engage with.

• A deep clean and face lift of all shop fronts to make it look more attractive 
and traditional with a common theme to high street. 

• A deep clean and face lift of all shop fronts to make it look more attractive 
and traditional with a common theme to high street. 

• Improve and maintain town hall 
• A tourist trail that celebrates the heritage and could embrace local pubs and 

restaurants 
• Less takeaway shops the amount is ridiculous and too many 
• Information signage to educate locals about their towns history
• Older buildings renovated without destroying their features
• More modern and ‘looked after’, with family friendly activities - at the moment 

I struggle to entertain my 3yo. A coffee/cake/ice cream shop would really 
help, along with something nice to look at when enjoying!

• Embrace the history!! Posters up with pictures from history, details on history 
of the buildings and the town and the architecture. Let’s be proud of our 
home!! Somewhere people would want to visit and tell their friends about 

• Market square could have bars/cafes on it with craft and food stalls at 
weekends 

• Make shop fronts be all in keeping eg particular colours etc. Signage similar 
fonts and size.

• Shop fronts could definitely be improved. Not sure fake heritage is best, just 
high quality appearance and signage. 

• Definitely outdoor seating for restaurants cafes and bar on the main square 
• Market square could have bars/cafes on it with craft and food stalls at 

weekends 
• Renovation of other great buildings such as Con club
• Remove some of the horrible shop fronts and replacement them with more 

traditional sympathetic shop fronts. We need a community focal point. There 
are no community buildings that the community can take pride in and rent 
space for local community groups etc. There is a huge building across from 
the library that would be ideal for this. The old Town Hall is also a disgrace. I 
have got a clue what the council uses it for but the could at least clean it up.

• Restoration of original buildings incorporating traditional shops and 
businesses

• Something to do with the mining/textile history
• Period lighting
• More artisan traders rather than multinational not same type of trader too 

many takeaways hairdressers etc
• A limited addtion large book/album about the history of tyldesley made and 

given to all the busniess premises that would give members of the public 
chance to read throughout the years

• More bins
• There are some beautiful old buildings that could be utilised better for the 

community and could generally do with a face lift/clean up.
• Reference to its historic roots maybe signs etc
• Removing graffiti 
• Better Christmas decor at Christmas 
• Local history and facts being displayed and celebrated. There are do many 

old buildings empty and in need of repair that history is bring lost
• Events in space outside heron shop
• Information points (on market square) with interesting, historical facts.
• Information plaque
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• Return them to their original state and look after them, clean them up and 
repurpose the empty buildings that are being left to fall to rack and ruin and 
rot...such a shame there is so much heritage being lost for example the town 
hall, labour club etc..

• Some kind of heritage, visitor centre to find out about local history. 
• Less take aways, place for teenagers to meet 
• Its nice to celebrate Historical buildings ect ,but you need to cater for the 

people of Tyldesley that don’t have a car ,or are older people, please bring 
back a supermarket 

• Some detailed info board around the town telling everyone about bongs 
history 

• Keep it clean
• Clean the outside of old buildings 
• Empty shops need to dressed up like they do in Prestbury Cheshire 
• The building could be improved as fronts a mess and the shutters make it 

look like a no go area 
• Clean the outside of old buildings 
• Clean up the far end of Elliott Street ie Wendys Town Hall Library
• None
• Better shop signs. On the square old photos of the high street
• Clean buildings 
• Advertising for businesses, encourage locals to shop local. There needs to 

be more choice and locally sourced products at reasonable prices 
• Stop the historic buildings falling into disrepair ie library and town hall and 

use them .
• Make it more welcoming ,our Christmas tree should have pride of place at 

church , or Market. Twinkly lights like Boothstown in the evening all year 
round , a traditional market - perhaps rotated to add variety and interest , eg. 
craft one week , farmers week after, but quality goods not tat 

• The town square could be developed and the shops across from Bargin 
Booze could be made better use of, outside area for eating/drinking.

• Nicer shop fronts. 
• ‘Annual carnival celebration like there used to be... revamp the library! Clean 

the streets and invest in festivities- Xmas decor has been poor for years 
• The park is beautiful for the children but again it needs more maintenance of 

gardens and litter. More bins on the guided bus route ‘
• Get rid of some takeaways and have old fashioned cafe bars
•  Better shop fronts less take aways
• A sense of pride is whats needed. 
• Don’t allow loud, bright signage like the takeaways have. Try to keep a 

similar theme throughout the high street. 
• Events taking place 
• An anniversary date where locals can get together in the square music/

drinking/food 
• Strong glass so idiots can’t smash window fronts and ruin the place: As 

above art work fascia maybe a memorial dedicated to all the local people 
who have made it big and successful sportsman local business owners 
celebrities. They do it at Irlam train station. Nice lights along the high street 
bunting or something. 

• Gallery in the town hall
• ‘Better road and walking signage, directing people to Tyldesley Little 

Theatre, the library, the college, the bus depot. Also, a plaque or something 
similar that details the history of Tyldesley back to the Roman times (and 
also something that explores the history and legacy of the Tyldesley and 

Shakerley families).
• It’s own direct council away from Wigan
• Signage 
• Improvements to cenetoph - seating around lighting on it. Historical 

information podium on the market, showing the history of the town. A full 
weekly market to be re-instated

• Elliott street shop fronts to be more uniform in keeping with the history of 
tyldesley

• To have more seating in the centre and regularly policed at all times
• Information post
• Bring out the character of the old buildings for me it’s just how this 

place looks it just looks dirty needs cleaning There are plenty of archive 
photographs maybe bring back some of that character with proper 
signwriting on shops

• Stop money going ‘missing’ to local ‘businesses’ and local so called 
councillors,and pump it into tyldesley 

• It would look lovely all done as an old fashioned high street and would then 
attract people from outside the area
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SUMMARY TO RESIDENT RESPONSES:
An impressive 533 responses were collected from residents interested in 
participating and expressing their views. Of those questioned 92% indicated 
that their shopping needs were not being met by Tyldesley high street. 

87% also felt that the history and unique character of Tyldesley was not 
being represented. The survey recorded that the most utilised services, in 
order of popularity were medical/pharmacy, post office and banking, food 
and finally pubs and restaurants.

When asked what shops and facilities were missing or lacking, the more 
popular answers included:

• Butchers

• Fishmongers

• Greengrocers

• Banking/cash machine

• Bakery

• Clothing shops

• Coffee shop

• Restaurants/bistro

Comments suggested a need for a more diverse selection of food shops, 
offering affordable quality local produce.

Visits to the high street during the evening were limited to 52.2% . The most 
popular shops/services visited included:

• Pubs/Wine bars

• Restaurant/Bistro

• Takeaways

• Chemist

 

Reasons for not wishing to visit the centre were varied.  
A selection of opinions are detailed as follows:

“Not enough lighting, crowds of youth, does not feel safe.”

“Far too many takeaways.”

“Looks scruffy, shutters and shop fronts look a mess.”

“Feels unsafe.”

“LIKE – couple of decent restaurants, pub I go into is fine.  
DISLIKE - It can be a pretty grim looking place, not welcoming, intimidating.”

“All the shutters and nothing but takeaways”

“Its local and friendly”

“Lighting could be better.”

“Speeding cars.”

Front the returned responses 97.9% agreed that shop fronts needed 
improvement with signage lighting and canopy/awnings selected as areas 
for particular improvement. 
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Additional suggestions included:

“Nice aesthetic that shows the heritage of Tyldesley.”

“Weekly food market with music and entertainment.  
Look at Altrincham market.”

“Improve pedestrian facilities and access.”

“Widen pavements for outdoor dining.”

“Do away with roller shutters, install security glass instead. Increase CCTV for 
piece of mind”. 

“More Greenery (window baskets, small trees in wider areas)”

“Make it more pedestrianised, more green space.”

“Pedestrianise Elliott Street”

“Outdoor seating areas”

“Cycle lanes – traffic free”

“Market Square with tables and chairs for meeting up and chatting either 
independent or part of a restaurant/businesses”

The comments returned by local residents suggests that the community 
would be ‘responsive’ to change and are aware of the ongoing issues, 
effecting the area and possible solutions to increase activity. When asked if 
more outdoor seating and paring should be provided, over 400 supported 
this improvement with 350 supporting additional parking.

 

When asked what additional changes could be implemented not previously 
provided, comments were again focussed on establishing identity and 
celebrating historical heritage of the area. Some comments submitted are 
detailed below.

 

“Winder pavements, more greenery”

“I would like to see the history of the buildings in Tyldesley protected and 
celebrated somehow, without making it all new and perfect” 

“More family friendly”

“There should be use of the square. Some nice cafés or bars situated around it 
with some outdoor tables and seating would make it more sociable and a  
welcoming space”

“Traffic free zone and an area where you can socialise”

“Move community space and activities”

“Consistency in use of heritage street furniture e.g. bollards”

“Somewhere for teenagers to go”

“Make more of the church and cenotaph, shops and pavement should all be in-
keeping with a particular style” 
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Q1. What do you think of Tyldesley high street?

Q2. Any comments on Tyldesley high street? What’s important to you?
231 responses

• Need more shopping shops
• Needs to be made more cleaner and I keeping with the area.
• To many takeaways not enough local produce. 
• Aesthetics
• Something to do
• Aesthetics
• Places for younger people to hang out/go to
• No where to hang out 
• Looking clean and tidy, welcoming, colourful & smart! 
• Awful, full of mediocre takeaways and shops no one visits.
• Supporting local businesses. There’s a lot of takeaways & barbers. 
• Less Takeaways more pubs/gin bars/supermarkets
• A variety of shops needed instead of takeaways, barbers and beauty salons
• Bright clean exteriors. A variety of different shops, not all takeaways. 
• There’s nothing there I would go to. It needs coffee shops and more little 

bars. We don’t need more barbers and kebab shops
• its dull
• More picturesque- perhaps some hanging baskets and planters. Front of 

shops painted trying to make it look a bit more quaint. Lights along buildings 
and better Christmas lights 

• Somewhere safe for youngsters
• Looks clean, tidy and something to do
• There’s nothing there 
• Too many takeaways 
• Shops 
• Classy and inviting needed with a good range of shops and services
• more kid friendly shops or places to visit
• clean streets
• It looks a bit scruffy, I’d like it to look smarter and cleaner
• Clean, well maintained buildings.  Christmas tree & lights. 
• Shoe shops and men clothes shop
• the food range is amazing
• its busy but cool and there is plenty of things to do
• there is a good combination of fast food stores
• The charity shops are important.
• I think they have a great range of food.
• The shops and cafes 

• The shops don’t stand out and make me want to go in them
• It’s Good For Getting What You Need
• Tyldesley high street has a good range of food.
• There is a lot of shops and nice place to get food
• I do not like some of the places on the high streets as some of them are 

ruined and i feel like some places should make more effort . Sometimes i feel 
like there are dodgey people hanging around some shops . I like some of the 
shops are useful and i enjoy some of the food places like rema . 

• i like it becouse i like the barbra and cafe it has nice food in tyldesley
•  all the different buildings 
• im not sure because i like some of the buildings are mostly closed or 

wrecked but some are useful estate agents to buy a house. 
• that there’s a lot of shops on the side of the road
• There is plenty things to do.
• I like the range of shops.
• The shops and cafes and resterrants
• the dentist and pharmacy because they keep us safe
• aldi heron pharmasis
• I like how the roads are tidy unlike others in other town.
• The shops
• They should clean up a bit 
• I am not very familiar with the high street 
• i think it need more trees
• shops
• plants and trees
• it would look better if it had more trees
• the parks
• nothing all that matters is that we acoually have a street
• The view isn’t so good but the shops are good.
• The shops
• i think that thay could put more beter shops
• i think it is hot 
• The only thing that is important to me is the parks.
• i like the shop’s
• Shops and trees 
• There could be more trees and a little bit bigger pavement
• no
• i think its hot in tyldesley
• trees and greenary
• the space on the paths so people have kids who are in a pram so they have 

to have some room
• I like the shops
• not really nice could use redecoration more trees flower and wildlife
• It should have more trees so theres shade.
• SHIT
• idk
•  lots of good shops
• The space on the path so people can pass each other
• Things that are important to me are places to walk and lots of food shops.
• put trees over the street and buildings
• All of the important shops in Tyldesley.
• To many empty or scruffy shops
• too many takeaways, buildings look very underfunded
• bit more clean
• More bins 
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• the christmas light are important to me cause they are anual
• The buildings are a bit bland and cold have a bit more life in them..
• The Christmas tree is important to us because it is a yearly tradition. 
• I think it could have shops that are not abandoned.
• it needs an upgrade , looks old and like it is from the late 90s
• There is not much of tyldesley that is important to me.
• what I think is important is the shops on high street
• Its a smooth nice road.
• It’s looks quite old, so maybe a modern makeover of it or parts of it with a 

mix in the middle 
• We like old styled houses. 
• We think that the ChristmaS tree is important to us.
• I think we could have less abandoned shops.
• Please could we fill in pot-holes and get people to pick up there dog muck its 

really gross seeing it everywhere.
• Too many takeaways.
• It needs to be safe welcoming and clean. It is none of these.
• I think the high street is not nice to look at at all and doesn’t cater to a variety 

of needs, more mainstream shops perhaps?
• Needs more youth shops
• The doctors 
• It seems Tyldesley had lost its sparkle. Sadly The George and Dragon pub 

burnt down and the town seems to be loosing more and more pubs and 
shops to pizza takeaways or any fast food restaurants. The street has far too 
many . The front shops are scruffy and is isn’t an attractive place to be

• Locally owed, good quality shops with quality produce
• feels like home 
• very good maybe a little more street art
• the street is very fancy with the brick designs.
• make an arcade
• maybe clean a little more
• Needs some more love to the old bildings.
• i think that it is a bit cramped and needs more SHOPS
• I think that the history is important because Tyldesley has been important to 

many families in the past. 
• It is a bit dirty.
• I think it looks fine but it could look even nicer if it had a bit of a clean up.
• its needs more shops
• its important that it was a really nice place before our days 
• no
• charity shop and new four corners
• its dark and dirty
• Nothing 
• Don’t really visit 
• N/A
• Cleanliness
• Shops 
• Parking
• Cleanliness
• It looks quite barren and cramped.
• Basic
• Complete shit hole full of snack heads 
• It looks untidy & too many takeaway outlets
• Scruffy
• Scruffy

• the history of the buildings
• Don’t get me wrong the buildings look well polished for the most part, but 

there are things that could be improved such as more colourful plants in the 
area, as of know it just looks dull and lifeless, secondly the store signs some 
of them look tacky and they could do with a good clean

• It needs to be safe welcoming and clean. It is none of these.
• Things need to be open, clean and refurbished to look fresh.
• Things need to be open, clean and refurbished to look fresh.
• I don’t really know!
• Hot
• Butchers
• For people who need to get food
• Iceland, 373 Tyldesley Road
• It is important because I drive past it
• The high street is clean and calm.
• I like the way some the buildings get taller but not all of them are tall.
• It could be pedestrian only.
• Butchers
• The shops :3
• shops
• Parking
• I’d like it to look nicer with flowers and plants
• Shops and roads
• Too many takeaways and pubs.
• No comments
• Shops and different places are important in Tyldesley because it gives you a 

selection of places to go to.
• Some people will have different opinions but i think that these shops are 

quite useful and in a good place.
• More bins needed to encourage people to stop littering. More children’s 

shops.
• The houses and shops are important to me.
• It looks cool because theres lots of shops
• Im not sure whats important to me 
• it would look better if it was bright, colourful, well looked after and things to 

do.
• I really like the charity shop because the money goes to the hospital.
• The community 
• Not very appealing.
• i would want it to be clean 
• Full of rubbish when you walk down the street
• More teen fashion
• I think you should a clothes shop and redo the front of the shops like paint 

them .     
• The shops are important because I go there to get food,furniture and clothes.
• Always walk past grandma lives near thats important to me
• The shops are important because I go there to get food,furniture and clothes.
• Th shops
• add more bins
• it would look better if it was bright, colourful, well looked after and things to 

do.
• Opticians, doctors, dentist, café
• No 
• tidyness
• Fresh food shops.
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• I like how everything is convieniently placed like the shops are spaced out 
perfectly

• It’s bad smells like cat piss
• There is kind people 
• its important to me because i do 180 dance on that street.
• That it isnt so crowded
• That it isnt so crowded
• Different varieties of shops 
• Sometimes I go to the park.
• Pound stretcher 
• Bus stops and need outside seating.
• The shops a bit boring 
• Too plain.
• Looks tidy, no litter
• Shops
• It doesn’t look very appealing and there are no buildings that look nice. I 

would like to see more flowers and decoration outside the buildings.
• shops
• Shops 
• Heron
• How all the shops and houses are close together with lots of people so I feel 

safe 
• All the shops
• I like the shops
• The shops
• Looks fun
• The shops
• Shops 
• Not a lot of shops 
• Is really sunny
• I don’t dance but 180 dance studio is a main part of Tyldesley.
• I think some shops need decorating 
• it is nice and straight not curvey
• heron
• Frankies
• Re-paint some of the buldings.
• The old Wendy’s needs changing to something else because it has been 

rotting for years, not even in use.
• I like the charity shop.
• i think if we had no empty shops or spaces it would look nice and full.
• The shops 
• I think that it is nice but it can sometimes be untidy.
• It is pretty hot
• the libary I think is important because people read there and some people 

read there everyday so if that was took away its took what they do in the 
day.I think most shops can be done up and have bright colours added to 
them.

• It is pretty cool, I have also known this for most of my life.
• I like it because I love the shop called Betty Blu.
• Some of the shops look like they have just been left .
• Wendy’s 
• i think that no one go’s in the shops on the high street but it does get you 

places quicker
• Some of the shops look like they have been left .
• the street is dull and full of fast food restaurant. abandoned shop . 

• there are may corner shops
• i think all the shop fronts need to be replaced
• I think the shops need to be cleaned.
• Old
• It looks like a poor town, not somewhere to be proud off. There is increasing 

wealth in Astley and Tyldesley and this needs to be reflected with more 
independent shops, bars, cafes and restaurants. Stop with B&Q, aldi, heron 
food, pound stretcher 

Q3. Which shops do you visit along Tyldesley high street?
249 responses

• Takeaways
• Chemist, pie shop everything else is mainly takeaways
• Chemist, betty blu, the big apple
• the butchers and grocers
• Beauticians
• Frankies
• Beauticians
• Heron, bargain booze, Frankie’s 
• Pen to paper, topnosh, the post office, Hudson’s pet shop 
• Pet shop (Hudson’s). Nothing else there that’s even good.
• Bon Bon’s, Betty Blu, DRB photos, Heron, Greenhalghs, Istanbul Barbers, 

Post Office
• Bettyblu , postoffice , herons 
• Heron. There are no other shops worth visiting as all takeaways 
• Barber shop. Card shop. Chemist. General hardware shop. Very helpful. 

Bakers 
• None
• barbers, heron
• Mostly just the shops like heron, and maybe newsagents etc 
• Little Chippy, 180 dance 
• Chemist,post office and card shop
• Newsagents and Heron
• None because it’s just not worth parking up
• Most 
• Bon Bon, Betty Blu and pound bargain
• Heron foods, little chippy, bargain booze
• Chemist, card shop, vet, living room, groomers, hairdressers, optician, post 

office
• heron , pound shop, bargain booze shop and barbers
• Purrfect Crafting 
• Greenhalghs bargain booze Elliott cafe
• Post office, chemist, Little Chippy, sandwich shop, Dawsons, Heron foods, 

bargain bikes, bargain booze ( to collect amazon parcels) 
• Herons bargain booze post office market snack 4
• Dawsons
• the barber shop 
• The Chinese shop 
• not much 
• Heron foods.
• hairdressers
• cafe and book stops and aldi 
• I have never been in a shop there
• Chip Shop
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• the chippy
• I go to the dentist and charity shop to see what i can buy 
• Mostly like bargain booze , weekender and i like to go to the butty shops like 

The market snack bar . 
• i go to bargainboos 
• bargin booze, heron, post office, 
• i go to the hairdressers or the dentist and the Chinese.
• my mum visits the eSig shop
• chinese, dance , chippy.
• Herons,Aldi,Greenalghes,Post office,Bargain Booze.
• heron or aldy
• Frankis 
• Dentist and a few others
• the bakery and heron
• Post office ,heron foods, chemist, and bon bons. 
• frankis
• Aldi
• None
• aldi barginbooze
• carpet shop
• non lol
• heron
• aldi astley chippy heron post office 
• hellens food
• Bargain Booze
• Heron, Aldi and pound bargains and dawsons 
• pound bargen
• dont know
• Aldi,bargain booze,McDonalds
• charity shops
• The barbers
• Aldi
• all of them
• heron foods
• i visit heron foods the barbers and dawsons
• the barbers
• I don’t know 
• #more trees
• heron paste shop pharmasy � � 
• heron foods,b and m,bargain booze and aldi.
• all of them
• I visit the Herons Food 
• i dont know
• Pie shop
• herons food
• heron foods and wox 
• herons foods
• Greenhalghs, Elliott Street Pharmacy, The Little Chippy, Tyldesley Vets, Pen 

to Paper, Tyldesley Post Office
• Chemist, Betty Blu, shortback and whitesides
• heron foods, bargain booze, pizza top
• macdonalds
• Greggs 
• I visit the vet and the turkish barbers.
• Heren Food, Pen to paper and Pound bargain 

• Aldi,Frankies pound shop and The Little Chippy.
• I visit bargain booze, pound bargains and herens mostly 
• MACDONALDS 
• Pachinos pizza and herons foods 
• Heron Foods and Little Chippy.
• I visit none
• Heron and Greenalches and pound barging. 
• Hren foods, Pent to paper and pound bargain
• None of them.
• Aldi,pound shop and The Little Chippy.
• Purrfect Crafting     Bargain Booze    Post Office      Elliott ST Pharmacy   

Hudsons      A1 cutz 
• I don’t go there very often.
• Takeaways 
• None. Only post office when needed
• Pharmacy, post office, dentist
• B n m
• Birthday card shop , doctors , option’s 
• Greenhalghs
• Lloyds pharmacy 
• the takeaways and barbers 
• food shops,charaty shops
• pound bargins and heron foods 
• i visit A1 cutz for a haircut.
• none
• tyldesley dental
• aldi
• londis
• I go to Heron Foods. 
• b&m aldi , poundstecher.
• Sometimes i go to the charity shop with my Nanna.
• barbers 
• none
• starbucks
• no
• charity shop and new four corners
• aldi poundstrecher greenhouches
• None because I live in Leigh 
• None 
• N/A
• None
• Bargain booze
• Heron foods 
• Greenhalghes, living room
• Bargain booze
• New 2 you
• Not a lot.
• Non
• Non
• Herons and bargain booze 
• Ones that sell smack
• none really
• Betty Blu, Post Office, Pen to Paper
• Barbers
• Barbers.
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• Tyldesley Vets, Hudsons Pet shop, halo framing
• Not many used to go to the dance school 
• Probably only the charity shop, I donate my things often
• None. Only post office when needed
• I go to 180 Dance Studio but no shops
• I go to 180 Dance Studio but no shops
• Herons foods,bonbons and that’s it really
• Frankies
• Greenhalches, heron food, spring deer
• B&M
• Hall Wood Avenue, Haydock Industrial Estate, Haydock
• Greenhalches
• Pound bargains, Heron Foods and Post office.
• I donate to Wigan and Leigh hospice.
• I don’t use it much at present.
• Greenhalches, heron food, spring deer
• Market square
• Not many used to go to the dance school 
• Barber
• Greenhalghes, living room
• Greenhalghs, Pen to paper, craft shop, greengrocer, chemist &post office 
• Food shops maybe
• We shop at pen to paper
• None
• Paccinos, the pet shop, pen to paper, the post office, the chemist and the 

pastie shop.
• The Dentist and sometimes the Pet Shop for my Dog.
• Heron, chemist, post office 
• I do not go to any.
• farm food and the dentist and the vets 
• I visit dawson’s 
• none.
• Charity shop and the new biking shop
• Greggs to get food 
• None.
• charity shops , chemist , dentist
• Heron as there are no others to go in
• Heron foods, b&m
• docots,dentis,chemist,charity,hair dresses,libary and post office .
•  Herons foods,greenalshes and on Bon’s
• Heron 
•  Herons foods,greenalshes and on Bon’s
• Herons foods 
• post office
• none.
• Doctors, opticians, dentist 
• Cafe , pharmacy 
• None 
• The big apple, Dawsons and Paccino’s.
• I go to herons and the union pub.
• Cycle Direct
• Ann Summers
• Bakery 
• Vet
• Vet

• Chemist
• The dog shop
• Bakery
• Mac Donald’s 
• Heron foods
• Aldi
• Sometimes I look in some shops.
• Pound stretcher 
• McDonalds. Pound shop
• Food shops 
• None of them.
• None
• None
• Market Square clinic
• b&m
• Beauty shops
• Heron
• Heron,bargainbooz,post office 
• Grafix 
• Heron, takeaway places, 
• Heron
• Unsure
• Office
• Beauty shops
• Davina’s 
• heron, chippy
• heron
• Heron
• Bargain booze and the card shop.
• I go to chippy.
• betty blue, heron foods, post office and four corners cafe.
• Green halghs and heron foods
• The cafes and Heron foods
• I think its abit dirty. 
• nothing
• I go to the chippy heron
• the carpet place the shop that has the home stuff in it to decorate.
• Not really.
• Beety Blu, Hudsons and the post office.
• Bargain booze , Greenhalgh’s , Pen to paper .
• bargin booze 
• Pen to paper , Bargain booze and Greenhalgh’s
• pens and paper , Greenhalgh’s 
• i visit Wigan and leigh hospice
• heron, charity shops and cafes 
• Heron 
• Non
• Non
• I don’t 
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• Just a piece of land, no inspiration at all.
• Could do with some greenary 
• It was better the old way 
• Could do with some greenary 
• Heron is unsightly and it doesn’t look like a market. It’s a bit lost like an 

anticlimax 
• Bland and basic shops
• The pound shop really lets it down. Would be nice to have gin bars on the 

square with out door seating
• Not very community orientated. No backs on the benches and always fill of 

kids running riot
• A focal point. A board telling about the area. Removal of big ugly signs in 

shops behind and made them have fonts in standard size and non garish 
colours. The provision of tables for bring and buy and fund raising groups. 
Anything to bring a bit of life into the area. 

• Needs tocinclude restaurants or cocktail barsgor sitting out
• It’s bland and boring 
• looks boring
• I like how the square looks now as it always looks clean and tidy, and I think 

the benches are a great idea.
• Again, more flowers and nicer lighting would be nice. I like the look of the 

post office and markland buildings but the bargain shop is a mess and I think 
there should be better use of this square for events 

• The heron and PO buildings are ugly
• Lack of shops 
• Clean and tidy More flowers 
• Good use of space, coffee bar with outdoor seating eyc
• nice open space 
• Music
• It’s a blank boring space
• No drunks, homeless people hanging around. I don’t feel safe
• the greenhalches is important because the sausage rolls a a ten out of ten 
• The market snack bar because its where my mum works
• its very spacious .
• heron foods.
• I love that there is more than one shop in one place

Q4. What do you think of the Market Square?

Q5. Any comments on the Market Square? What’s important to you?
208 responses

• Heron foods and pound bargans 
• I like the markets and also my mum’s shop is near there so i need to go 

through to get there.
• I like the post office because its easy to send your post.
• There are many shops.
• I like Market square becuse i can buy drink and lunch
• I like the shops on there and i love the plants that are inhabbitant of the 

square . 
• i go there becouse of hearanfoods and greenalchis
• i think it is great and i like the shops
• there are lots of places to go and some shops which i think is good.
• that there’s green alchise
• I like all of the shops but there is one shop I dislike, it’s the bargin shop I do 

not really like how it has lots of things outside.
• The clothing shop and all the food shops.
• the marcets are busy most of time and people that work at there help 

custamers
• the shops because u can go shopping in their.
• Food and supermarkets and others
• the food shops
• The shops
• A bit less food stores 
• gooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooood

• herons
• there aren’t many trees lol
• it looks nice and clean 
• bargin booze heron foods pharmacy top nosh
• I like the Heron Foods because it isn’t that busy and its fast service. 
• The space 
• i dont know
• I put it hot because i love going to shops there.
• i like heron foods and greenhalghs
• More shops and more trees
• It is good
• its kind hot where market square
• the market square should be enclosed with trees with more seating benches
• the grass is always cut
• I like the shops what are there but I will like more trees 
• more shops
• quite plain need a cex gaming shop
• i like heron and the pie shop.
• its kind of ugly
• shops
• The market square is an amazing place to shop the newer version has 

herons food which is a very good shop and the shop next to it pound 
bargains you can get some good things in there.

• There is a lot of space and people can push prams around
• scenery and shops. I like how there are benches to sit on and lots of shops 

all around.
• I like the colour of the bins and the trees are pretty cool
• a graffiti in the middle of the open floor part and more trees
• An actual market would be good. A toy shop would be good.
• No gangs or large groups
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• more modern than the rest of the high street 
• herens has got dat gud food yo
• Get more benches 
• Heron is one of the best shops in my opinion
• The taller buildings in the back look nice and add some life to it and it could 

have some benches.
• I think that having a certain place that you can meet and socialise with 

people.
• I think there could have more benches or seats.
• please put on greggs in the town centre
• herins nice and cheap 
• Herons foods is my favourite and is very important 
• I like to go to Greenhalghs.
• I love the bakery because it sells good food, Heren foods is cool too.
• Please put Greggs on market square.
• Seating areas are important to us 
• Heren foods and the bakery.
• I think it could have more seats.
• I find that we need more nature and recycling bins please.
• It’s quite nice
• Dull. Full of lay about a and delinquent children in the evenings.
• Not to many shops just food shops
• More flowers, a nice bistro/ coffee shops with outside seating. Local market 

to return. Possibly pop up entertainment nights, bands, concerts etc. 
• Scruffy and unkept
• the history behind it 
• very goodmaybe but a bank back there
• i have never been to it but it looks good from the outside.
• more decoration in the middle 
• some seating
• i think that it needs a mcdonalds or at least a some source of takeaway
• The Market Square is important to me because my friend goes there and 

lives there.
• I don’t know
• I love the bakery and the shop.In the summer me my cousins and my nanna 

like to get gingerbread men!
• i like the history and how many shops there is.
• its got a nice amount of space
• the shops are great
• nothing
• pound bargains and market snack bar
• im un sure
• Nothing really
• N/A
• No
• Clean, focal point
• Good space to add benches. Good variety of shops to visit.
• No 
• Needs more colours
• Race 
• Needs to be used more
• Not used.
• its large open space and it would be nice to reinstate it to how it once was
• A variety of shops 
• Apart from getting rid of the scaffolding and refurbishing the buildings it looks 

nice :))
• Dull. Full of lay about a and delinquent children in the evenings.
• Maybe more benches and greenery to make it accommodating
• Maybe more benches and greenery to make it accommodating
• Not really!
• Chicken
• I used to live around there and we always go shoping there
• the post office
• A beautiful meeting place and great.
• I like the trees along the middle.
• I think it is important because I know my way to st Marys from there for next 

year.
• There is a pastry shop there that I go to.
• The first shop u see
• A variety of shops 
• post Office
• Clean, focal point
• More flowers & id like a toy shop- for pocket money(cheaper) toys and sweet 

shop
• that the is a large area the is room for lots of people
• Stay on the path
• Can be sometimes a bit busy but otherwise that it is a pretty cool place to 

shop or visit.
• Haven’t been in there so no comments
• The market square has improved a lot over the years and is now better.
• Useful obviously because you have a general food shop (herons) and its a 

big local area to some people.
• Little market stalls
• The shops are great.
• It would benofit for more trees for people to sit on and talk on and relax and 

more benchs for people to talk 
• there is more to do
• I really like the Greenalghs and the pound shop.
• The post office and the food shops 
• The buildings could do with updating but I like the space.
• lots to offer
• It should have a market on like it did when my mum was little
• Mure benches 
• i think you should finsh the builing and add a clothes shop and make it safe 

so we can feel safe when you are going around tyldesley.               
• The post office and shops 
• Its nice for me and for everyone who goes past
• The post office and shops 
• I like it because you can get food,drinks
• more sitting areas
• there is more to do
• No 
• cleanliness
• I think that the herons is important because it has all sorts of things. Also I 

think that the cash machine is convieniently placed aswell.
• Poo
• No 
• Not great shops
• Not great shops
• It’s a bit plane 
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• It’s really nice I like the bus stop
• Needs a sculpture.
• I like market square 
• There are a lots of room with colourful flowers and plants.
•  Its a graet place to hang out and to by stuff
• Sun beds
• The shops.
• It’s ok 
• The food
• Never been
• Cool
• It looks fun
• Sun beds
• A good amount of shops 
• Is really good for a walk
• its nice but it looks unattractive 
• heron
• Heron
• I think this place should have a water fountain. It would be very impressive 

and people would love it. 
• the shops
• The gallways shop.
• i think a mini statue of something significent on the market square would 

make it look alot better.
• Charity shop
• the different shops.
• I like how there is a shopping space and also space to relax. I think that there 

should be some grass and more seating.
• I like that there is a lot of space and there is a few shops
• heron foods because people do their shopping there.
• I really like how there is a lot of space and I like the bakery near there, the 

food is amazing. Heron Foods is also very cheap.
• I like how there is a Heron Foods because when you are hungry you can get 

a snack
• It’s the most well looked after place in Tyldesley .
• heron is a good shop and i think it is very popular 
• fine maybe needs a modern day update but ye its fine 
• most of the shops i go to are there
• very open and welcoming and the most important thing is that it has still got 

old buildings.
• I think its very good because its new but it has old building around it 
• No 
• Attracts the arm pit of society 

Q6. What do you think of the Pocket Park?

• Needs to have a playground
• A piece of land what could look a lot better if the time and effort was put into 

it,.
• i didn’t even know it was a thing, but looks like a good environment
• It’s nice and simple
• It’s just a patch of grass but is tidy
• It’s nice and simple
• Don’t know if we are allowed on it or not 
• I didn’t even know it was a park and I’ve lived here all my life. It’s forgotten 

and although tidy a wasted space 
• Full of druggies at night and homeless people.
• Never noticed it before it all my years i have lived here
• This is not a park its a bit of grass that people cant even sit and relax
• It would be nice if it were tended by the park keepers from Astley. Park with 

nice grass and borders of flower beds. 
• Could be a lovely little spot. Currently full of litter. 
• somewhere to sit
• If i’m being 100% honest, I’ve never took any notice to it.
• A nice area, maybe make better use of it in terms of adding benches 
• Not really noticed it
• It’s a waste of space 
• Could be used better
• Poppy are war status 
• Seating
• dont know what it is
• Its near a main road
• Didn’t even know it was a park? 
• there is nothing because theres no flowers and wildlife 
• How well planted the trees are.
• I think that its nice but is is empty 
• The trees.
• I think to make it better it should have flowers.
• The trees and its near aldi 
• Is does not stand out to me and is my first time seeing this.
• The enviroment is nice.
• I think there should be more flowers or decoration

Q7. Any comments on the Pocket Park? What’s important to you?
208 responses
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• i like it becuase ist a nice place
• I dont like the space at the back as i dont feel very safe if im on my own back 

there as it does not give me safe vibes . 
• there is grass to play and run around on 
• i think there should be more flowers or plants.
• there is B and M
• It is really nice.
• I like the trees and it looks calm.
• The grass need to be cleand more
• the trees because there pretty
• its a nice nature spot
• It would be nice people having picknicks on their.
• you can sit thear and chil
• Clean up a bit
• flowers
• IDK i have never been there
• it looks nice 
• its ok you should be allowed inside it and not enough trees
• dont know
• There arent much trees
• the trees
• thay could cut down tha tree
• i dotn know
• I like it because it has nature there 
• i like to go to union
• The pavement isn’t big enough
• You can add a bus stop maybe or a park
• no
• i dont think its not hot
• its really nice love the greenary !!!
• unsure
• I don’t know 
• shop
• good but more flowers 
• I like that there are trees and benches to sit.
• no
• it looks boring
• its very spacious and good to play in
• unsure
• i like the pocket park because there are lots of trees and a small grass areas 

to play and run in.
• I like the nature
• maybe fix the gates because they are bending;)
• The nature and the trees are good. I would like to see some pretty flowers 

though.
• make it BIGGER
• It needs doing up 
• i think it should just be grass
• It is small but is still nice and could have 1 or 2 benches and a bit more life 

ike bushes and colourful flowers.
• We really like that there is wildlife in the middle of such a busy place.
• I think it could have more space and more of a park than just a tree.
• i think its really small and theres hardly anything to do or sit on
• Its no pocket park ita PUNY park need swings and slides
• the big tree in pocket park is important 

• I don’t really like it.
• It is a bit small to be classed as a park.
• Pocket park needs a park so that children can play.
• We think that it is great to have a bit of wildlife in the middle of such a busy 

place.
• Too small to be classed as a park.
• I think there could be more space.
• More flowers if that’s possible.
• Just a patch of grass. 
• Incredibly small green area, could do with it being a bigger space 
• There’s nothing to play on
• Needs more flowers and seating 
• nature 
• nature
• maybe remove the trees and make it a good park 
• There is no swings or sides but it still looks like a good place to do fun sports.
• it need be an actual park
• bit dull only 1 tree
• some benches
• i think that it needs to be bigger and needs like a roundabout or swings
• There isn’t much there anymore so it is boring. 
• I don’t like it.
• It is nice to rest and maybe have a picknick but it would be a nice place for a 

park.
• its bland
• im not really keen on the park 
• flowers
• want tree GONE NOW IF NOT GONE I BE SAD
• it needs swings 
• Looks nice 
• N/A
• Appearance 
• Drug abusers hang here
• No
• Something more than a tree maybe more seating
• Drug abusers hang here
• Appearance 
• Nice to see some nature.
• It’s not a park
• It’s hardly a park more of a pathetic piece of grass 
• I don’t know where this is?!
• I think that it could be nicer,and i think Tyldesley could do it to be a really nice 

seating area.
• It’s kind of cute but there could be more 
• Just a patch of grass. 
• I’ve never noticed it before and I think it’s too small and secluded for me to 

use it.
• I’ve never noticed it before and I think it’s too small and secluded for me to 

use it.
• It looks very nice!
• Small
• Bit ugly
• I shop there
• the trees
• It looks nice
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• Pocket Park is so cute.
• I like the huge tree.
• You can’t use it at present.
• Bit ugly
• Not sure
• ALDI
• Something more than a tree maybe more seating
• It could look much nicer with plants & flowers
• That there a large tree
• roads
• Pretty quiet.
• It’s just like normal streets you see
• Benches for people to rest 
• The scenery
• i like the masive tree it looks calming 
• The thing thats important to me is union arms
• that there is a sense of community 
• Union Arms because my dad is on the photos.
• The trees 
• It looks well looked after and I like the greenery.
• friendly people
• It should be open with benches
• More seating 
• I think you should make it more noticable and i think you should add benches 

. 
• I’ve never seen or heard of pocket park so I don’t know �  
• Nice garden big trees really good with good weather
• I’ve never seen or heard of pocket park so I don’t know �  
• I’ve never been
• maybe add more benches 
• that there is a sense of community 
• No 
• James Charles 
• There’s a big tree
• I see a tree which is good because that means no deforestation
• I see a tree which is good because that means no deforestation
• It’s a small park 
• Boring and dull.
• It’s near Aldi and it’s nice 
• Needs to have swings etc.
• More flowers and it is a bit boring 
• A little park for kids to play on
• It is called a park but there is no equipment to play on.
• its quite small not interesting 
• you could have a picknick there
• No
• The union next to it.
• It’s important that there is a lot to do 
• The tree
• Never been
• Looks small

• Relaxing 
• No
• It is a useless part of grass.
• its just plain grass with a tree
• put any mini waterfall/fountain
• the tree
• lights up the place
• It looks very nice and adds some green to the environment.
• I think there should be flowers all over the grass like it used to be.
• I like the gate around the Pocket Park.
• its a nice area to Tyldesley but its a bit uneeded 
• It is one of the only greenery spots.
• It is a nice piece of greenery
• I like it but I feel like it should be made more of a place that people can do 

something in it like a park.
• It’s meant to be a park because it’s called pocket park
• I don’t dislike it, but other stuff could be added.
• Maybe we could put a seating area in there.
• Never noticed it .
• it needs benches and i think you need to change the name and not call it 

park or put a park there 
• Never really noticed it
• its just a patch of grass with a tree is just what i see.
• i love the greenery and it will make most people happy
• Nothing to comment, it’s awful
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• More activities for kids
• It would be nice to see some sort of sculpture put there, may be from a local 

artist. 
• more benches
• Bench
• N/a
• Bench
• Flowers, colour, something interactive 
• More plants and flowers. Less ransoms.
• Flowers but would probably get ruined 
• A bench ? Take away the railings ? 
• Benches and no barriers
• A place of beauty with green grass and flower borders that make Tyldesley 

look as if it has pride in itself. 
• More flowers! 
• seat
• Maybe some bright flowers or a little bench.
• More privacy from the road and surrounding buildings, perhaps making it 

into a community garden including info about the history of Tyldesley etc 
• Seating
• Plants flowers 
• Kids playpark
• As above 
• Structure to signify Tyldesley
• kid friendly equipment , seating, shelter
• A bench area
• ?? Not very big space
• flowers and wildlife because it looks empty 
• more benches
• I would like to see benches and a mini flower garden 
• More flowers and benches
• I think that at chrismas people should decerrate
• um flowers and a mini play area 
• I think it needs some flowers.
• I would like to see more flowers.
• more benches and bins
• More plants and gates to cut it of . 
• some more play and sitting eqiptment 
• more flowers or plants to make it more bright.
• I would like to see some parks
• benches
• More benches, flowers.
• i would like to see it cleand more
• more flowers,benches and a shelter.
• Some benches or gazebos or maybe turn it into a park because it will go 

with the Union 
• some more plants
• benches, na dmore couler on there like flowers,plants and trees also 

benches.
• flowers
• Some benches and flowers
• park

Q8. What would you like to see in the Pocket Park?
224 responses

• shelter
• IDK
• flowers 
• slids swings monkey bars mcdonalds kfc 
• more trees
• more trees 
• beter shops
• dont know
• I like to see the trees and the plants near it 
• play area
• A bigger pavement and more trees and maybe even a little slide that you 

have to climb up a tree to get to it
• a park
• idk
• its butiful place
• they should turn it into a dog park
• unsure
• I like the tree in the back round
• shops
• slide monkey bars swing
• A tire swing on one of the trees so its fun.
• idk
• more plants\flowers
• benches just incase you get tired and want to sit down the grass exspesially 

whemn its wet
• unsure
• The things I want to see is already there.
• more flowers
• Benches to sit on.
• Park stuff like swing and slide
• Fresh grass, a tree and summer hut 
• just grass 
• I want to see some more life.
• I think that we could add flowers and other trees.
• Swings and grass area. 
• benches!
• swings and slides
• benches in Pocket park
• Just grassland.
• An extension to the park because it’s too small.
• Benches and exercise equipment. 
• Flowers or different wildlife.
• An extension for the park as it’s too small.
• I would like to see swings
• Maybe a dog park.
• An extension to the union beer garden. Done properly 
• Bigger, sitting area, more plants/flowers 
• Benches and swings etc
• Flowers and seating 
• sings or slide 
• needs more attention and equipment 
• swings 
• good park
• another tree
• swings 
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• seats and more plants
• eqipment
• park
• I would like there to be a nice flower garden and seating. 
• I think it should have a small pond.
• Maybe if not a park some nice summer flowers would be nice
• more equipment
• swings and skides
• the park upgrading 
• more people
• swings NO TREE slide 
• a park
• Nothing 
• N/A
• I have never been there
• Flowers or bushes
• Flower 
• Nothing 
• Seating 
• Flowers or bushes
• Some more space for trees and benches.
• Flower 
• Benches ,swings e.c
• Shelter
• Hookers
• seating, flowers
• Benches, tables, places to sit
• a todler park
• Picnic benches, I love having picnics so that would be so cute, expecially 

under a tree 
• An extension to the union beer garden. Done properly 
• Benches, flower beds, bins
• Benches, flower beds, bins
• Flower beds
• Swings
• Hot lubed up men
• The swimming place
• obtical coases
• Some more trees
• I think there should be a picnic table and an entrance in the park.
• A path with some benches along side.
• I think it needs flowers and benches, maybe a couple of picnic benches.
• Hot lubed up men
• not sure
• more shops
• Seating 
• Plants, flowers, benches and swings
• some benches and flowers
• flowers bench
• Maybe a mini golf course for children.
• Nothing
• Maybe an ice cream truck that could maybe hang around there after work 

and school times.
• Benches and flowers to sit and look at
• More nature

• It needs swings and more trees and a slide 
• Im unsure
• it could be looked after more
• Maybe a flower shop or toy shop for younger children.
• maybe some shelters for the homeless
• Some benches and some bird houses.
• more bins
• Benches and bins
• Seating 
• flowers,benches,pincic table,
• Goodly growing 🌳
• May be some more flowers
• Goodly growing 🌳
• Flowers
• bins flowers and benches
• it could be looked after more
• Benches, swings 
• Bench and swings 
• bright colours
• More flowers 
• I think that there should be some flower pots or places for some plants to 

grow.
• Día Lipa
• Clean streets 
• More trees
• More trees
• Benches and flowers 
• Roundabout
• Swings
• More swings
• Swings.
• Swings slides football pitch.
• Rugby pitch
• Maybe somethings for children 
• More flowers and a shelter.
• Park
• Slide and swings
• Play equipment.
• Flowers benches
• slides 
• Models 
• More benches
• Maybe we’re the grass so could be a little park since there’s nothing left 
• A park
• Bigger and more greenery 
• Flower 
• Swings
• Slides
• Models 
• A place for a picnic or add some flowers.
• maybe a little park because its called pocket park
• gardens of brazzilian fruit and flowers
• Flowers around the tree
• I think there should be flowers all over the grass like it used to be.
• yes
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• I would like to see a sitting area there for people.
• a shelter area like market square but without the shops.
• straw statues
• Should have some swings or a slide.
• Entertainment such as park equipment
• swings
• an actual park for kids to play on.
• A park could be added, it will make it stand out more. To make the vibe of 

the place more calm, flowers could be added and also, so there isn’t litter, 
bins could be added.

• Seats.
• Flowers to make it stand out .
• The cafe near 
• bench’s 
• flowers, an actual park, benches 
• I would like to see some flowers or it should be like a viewing area where u 

can view stuff
• i think it needs some nice flowers and a rock area 
• Play ground
• Slides

Q10. What do you think of Street Art?

Q11. What do you think of an outdoor shelter?

Q12. Any comments on an outdoor shelter?
191 responses

Q9. Any other ideas for the Pocket Park?

• It’ll bring children together and something to do
• Okay in the right areas, away from the housing as it generated a lot of noise 

when kids congregate 
• This will promote grouos gathering/unsocial behaviour 
• Attract smoking (canadis) and anti social behaviour 
• There should be a community centre in the area again
• Attract smoking (canadis) and anti social behaviour 
• A safe space for people to go, policed or even monitored to be safe and 

properly lit 
• Hopefully it would get used 
• No
• Too many youths to go in one shelter as alot of groups dont like another 

group so cause trouble
• Pocket park would be the last nail in the coffin if the planners wanted to 

wreak Tyldesley even more. Any youth shelters should be in the park. 
• I think it’s a great idea, however you will have to bear in mind those who 

won’t treat it with respect 
• If an area is being designed for youths, I think it needs to be regulated by 

adults who can control what goes on there. I really love the idea that is 
funded by a church in Leigh where they have renovated a double decker bus 
with a play station, slide, nail painting section and chill zone which is parked 
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on the spinning Jenny car park at evening. They also have a blow up football 
pitch which I think is a great idea. 

• Probably used by tge obes who cause trouble and leave mess
• Yes we need some 
• Somewhere ro hang out keep them altogether not running wild
• More for juniors 
• Likely to draw in gangs and trouble makers
• large open space but monitored so some kids dont spoil it
• Would this not just attract trouble 
• And youth groups 
• not because there can be dodgey people there 
• Its where there would be dodgy people
• I think its not a good thing to have because people might do stupid thinks [ 

CLIMB UP ON IT , SWING ON IT AND OTHER STUPID THINGS ]
• It could have a bit more to it.
• I don’t like it because dodgy people around there . 
• no 
• I think it will be used for the wrong type of things.
• I think it is good because its good to hang out with your freinds
• There are usually some dodgy people there.
• I think they should not have them because teenagers hangout there
• I feel like it could be good as people who need that shelter are able to have it 

but also i feel like lots of people will hang out there and do things they should 
not do .

• becouse there is gonna be creepypeople
• there could be people who reck it 
• some dodgy people go there and there is not much use for it because we 

have unbreallas. 
• It could have a bench with it.
• The shelter needs to be bigger.
• so if it rains you can go under shelter
• lots of people are normaly under their and outhers cant go in.
• Its not the worst idea but maybe not its a decision between others and the 

council because some might not like it as much as others 
• it need more room to fit other people
• I would love to stand under neath a shelter but there could be some wrong 

people hanging out there.
• there cud de doge pople
• If it rains
• Not enough for them to do 
• never seen it in my life so dont care
• I don’t think it is safe
• it looks very nice 
• messy ruined dirty 
• im not really sure on them mabye change them
• it lookes really bad
• nope 
• idk
• I don’t like it because it has a lot of litter on the ground 
• they are sometimes scruffy
• Not enough benches
• It could have some seating
• its not hot
• ive never visited this place before i think it woukd be nice though
• needs to be bigger

• I like it but it can be a bit better 
• DIRTY!!!😡
• A tent that anyone can go not a camping one.
• SHIT
• there kinda good
• it would be good to sit in and have a chat
• It is good for when it rains
• I think we should have more outdoor youth shelters
• We should have some in Tyldesley 
• Looks like the perfect place to rest if you have aching legs!
• will keep teenagers from just roaming the streets
• itz gud yo just make shure it wont collaps
• Make sure there is enough benches 
• I think it would be a good idea
• Spray paint art doesn’t look the best but the shelters themselfs look nice.
• We think that it is great to have a place that people can gather when it rains. 
• I think it could be a bigger shelter and different shape.
• maybe add smaller shelters that are a bit more private 
• add colour and safe so it wont fal
• that it has to be proper shelter so nothing leaks
• It is very helpful when it rains.
• Not sure.
• Needs a comfy sitting place.
• We think that it is great to have a shelter where we can go when it is raining.
• I think there should be more shelter.
• Maybe a bit of nature because it just doesn’t look very nice without them.
• I have never been there 
• Where would you put it?
• There great
• Yes please 
• very good maybe put one in tylsly hall secnter 
• denently more flowers
• none
• looks boring chance to get abducted 
• good 
• a good place to avoid the rain so i think that it would be a good place to get 

shelter
• I think an outdoor youth shelter would be good so young people can take a 

break. 
• I think it would be perfect for high school children and older primary.
• It would be good but i think its just nice to have space and grass just so its 

not full of buildings.
• its nice for its raining
• i like it because people may need shelter 
• needs newer briks
• i think it walled be a good place to meat people
• Looks nice and will benefit people 
• N/A
• No
• I’m not sure
• Nice that there are places for the youth to meet at.
• Why is it so fancy?
• Where is it
•  😂😂😂
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• may attract trouble makers
• Needs seating 
• Good idea but worry that it may cause ‘gangs’ 
• could there be a seating area?
• They look kind of cool I guess but maybe a a bit of greenery around them
• Where would you put it?
• They look old, rough and dirty and I wouldn’t want to use them.
• They look old, rough and dirty and I wouldn’t want to use them.
• I like them apart from the first one because it needs a clean!
• Yes
• Keep the smokers out
• Yes and no it a good place for childern
• no
• I think it is good for rainy days
• It looks nice.
• I would prefer it with benches.
• I think that it looks like a very nice place for a day out.
• A good size one not a giant one or a tiny one.
• Keep the smokers out
• Not sure
• school
• I’m not sure
• Big
• The shelter ceilings need to be fully covered
• Looks good but not looking like much people will fit in to keep dry.
• A shelter with art but not graffiti 
• It is abstract
• i think its a good idea so teenagers can talk and meet up with there friends
• Ive nether seen this
• i don’t think it looks nice 
• It is good because if it is raining you can shelter underneath or for the 

homeless.
• I think its very useful 
• They look very small.
• i like the artwork
• There should be more than 1 as there is nowhere for anyone to go
• i think i will be good so when you are walking around Tyldesley you can go 

under the shelter .
• I’ve never been to one so I don’t know �  
• Good for people to sit under if raining
• I’ve never been to one so I don’t know   
• add benches
• i don’t think it looks nice 
• can be used
• It’s a good place for people to meet up.
• Cool 
• Very strange shapes need more seating And outside coffeee!!!

• Very strange shapes need more seating And outside coffeee!!!
• A youth club with activities 
• You can go in the shade when it’s hot.
• It’s cool
• It’s pretty I like the art on it
• Good for if it is raining 
• Could add more
• It needs to be bigger to shelter people.
• maybe just have a canopy and seats
• nicely placed
• Yes
• Its quite good.
• I don’t really like it
• Really cool
• Looks small
• It’s cool
• Yes
• It looks good.
• shelter if people are very hot 
• where people can sit 
• People might ruin it so no one else can use it.
• Amazing...
• a large shelter
• a good place for young kids to hang or play out
• It looks alright
• It looks cool
• Im not sure about the wall art but the other shelters are nice maybe add 

benches to it.
• It looks nice, but I feel like people will ruin it by dropping glass and cigarettes 

and weapons. 
• Younger people are probably going to be there and if an old lady walked past 

she would feel intimidated there and 
• we can put one on Tyldesley park.
• would save a lot of energy of running to the car or the nearest shop  
• It is nice but it should be indoor
• add some seating area for people
• Add seating area .
• Would get vandelised and attract gangs of youths
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Q13. What do you think of sculptures and seating? What’s important to 
you?

Q14. What shops would you like to see on the high street?

Q15. Any other type of shops not listed above?
178 responses

• What shops would you like to see on the high street?
• Music store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Gadget /tech shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Youth Drop-

in Centre
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Youth Drop-in Centre

• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Youth Drop-
in Centre

• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth 

Drop-in Centre
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop
• Games store, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Gadget /tech shop
• Games store
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• Music store, Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store
• Games store
• Music store, Games store
• Gadget /tech shop
• Games store
• Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Gadget /tech shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Gadget /tech shop
• Music store, Games store
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Gadget /tech shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Gadget /tech shop
• Games store
• Games store
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store
• Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Gadget /tech shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre

• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in 
Centre

• Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Gadget /tech shop
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth 
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Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Drop-in Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop

• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store
• Music store
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store
• Games store
• Games store
• Games store
• Games store
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store
• Gadget /tech shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store
• Music store
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe
• Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store
• Gadget /tech shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store
• Sweet/Toy shop
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• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth 
Drop-in Centre

• Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store
• Games store
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Sweet/Toy shop
• Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in 

Centre
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy shop
• Youth Shop/Cafe
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe
• Youth Shop/Cafe, Sweet/Toy shop
• Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop
• Sweet/Toy shop
• Music store, Games store, Youth Shop/Cafe, Gadget /tech shop, Sweet/Toy 

shop, Youth Drop-in Centre

SUMMARY TO YOUTH RESPONSES:
The youth questionnaire produced 393 responses. Individuals were asked 
to rate Tyldesley as either ‘hot’, ‘not’ or ‘unsure’. This question produced the 
following results:

 

It is clear from the responses collected that the younger members of 
the community have a different agenda. When asked to state what was 
important along Tyldesley high street, a considered selection of responses 
where submitted with a selection detailed below:

“It looks a bit scruffy; I’d like it to look smarter  
and cleaner”

“There could be more trees and a little bit bigger  
pavements”

“Needs more youth shops”

“It doesn’t look very appealing and there are no buildings  
that look nice. I would like to see more flowers and decoration outside the 
buildings”

“More kid friendly shops, or places to visit”

A full range of shops were visited along the high street confirming that 
shops and services are also valued by the younger demographic within the 
area. A total of 57.5% regarded the market square as ‘hot’ with 21.1% rating 
it as ‘not’ and 21.4% unsure. 

A selection of comments regarding the high street are detailed below:

“Looks boring”

“It’s a blank boring space”

“The market square should be enclosed with  
more trees and more seating/benches”

“Needs to be used more”

“I think a mini statue or something significant  
on the market square would make it look a lot better”

The Pocket Park located at the end of Elliott Street was regarded as ‘hot’ by 
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28.8% with 44% rating it as ‘not’ and a further 27.2% as unsure. 

A selection of comments regarding the Pocket Park are detailed below:

“Its nice and simple”

“A nice area, maybe make better use of it in terms  
of adding benches”

“Don’t know if we are allowed on it”

“The isn’t much there anymore, so boring”

“I think you should make it more noticeable and add benches”

When asked what should be within the pocket park, suggestions varied:

“Structure to signify Tyldesley”

“Some benches and flowers”

“Park stuff, like swing and slide”

“Playground”

 
Out of 302 responses to Question 9, 60.3% favoured flowers, 27.5% for bins 
and 12.3% for shelter as ideas to be incorporated into the Pocket Park. 

When asked to rate street art and sculpture, from the 316 completed 
answers, 62% regarded it as ‘hot’, 22.2% as ‘not’ and 15.8% as unsure. 

Question 10 which asked for opinions on an outdoor youth shelter also 
yielded 317 responses – 49.2 for ‘hot, 24.6% for ‘not’ and 26.2% as ‘unsure’. 

A selection of comments regarding this question are detailed below:

“There should be a community centre within the area”

“A good place for kids to hang out”

“Nice that there are places for the youth to meet at”

“They look kind of cool I guess, but maybe a bit of  
greenery around them”

“I think it is good for rainy days”

“A shelter with art but not graffiti”

 
Question 13 asked for opinion on sculptures and seating. The following 
responses were collected. 73.1% ‘hot’, 11.2% ‘not’ and 15.7% as ‘unsure’, 
confirming that the youth of Tyldesley would be supportive of new sculpture 
and additional seating within the town centre.

 
Question 12 aimed to establish what shops and services were currently 
missing on the high street. The 3 top answers collected were:

Sweet/Toy shop – 180 supportive replies
Games store – 171 supportive replies
Youth shop /café – 151 supportive replies
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OVERALL SUMMARY:
The high participation in completing the questionnaires clearly confirmed local interest and 
support for Tyldesley high street and the community’s commitment to a collaborative approach 
in reversing the decline of the high street. All the results collected from each questionnaire 
demonstrate a collective appreciation that change can facilitate a sustainable high street that will 
meet the future changing needs and aspirations of the local and wider community.

A number of themes and specific areas to be addressed include:

• Shop frontages – re-establishing and building on Tyldesley’s heritage and Conservation Area. 
Implementing a guide for refurbishing shop fronts can re-establish a civic pride, creating a 
progressive unified high street, responding to its unique heritage.

• Reviewing pedestrian and traffic flow within the town centre. Is the existing traffic plan 
conducive to a pleasurable safe shopping experience?

• A review of the external environment to ensure that it supports and responds to shopping 
needs, celebrating the heritage of the town. 

• Creating an inclusive environment welcoming to all ages and disabilities within the community 
by promoting accessibility through good design.

• Introducing a greener approach to the external environment by introducing selective tree 
planting to promote a healthier environment. 

• Expand on Tyldesley’s unique character through the introduction of art and sculpture to 
create identify, celebrating Tyldesley’s unique heritage.
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Butchers
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In their questionnaire response, young people raised concerns about the sustainability of the 
local environment. The youth of Tyldesley are conscious of the reliance and dominance of the 
car. With Elliott Street forming the main spine of the high street, high vehicle numbers are 
increasing traffic pollution and reducing air quality for all visitors. Processes for combating and 
managing the resulting air pollution must be implemented, to ensure that health and wellbeing 
is top of the agenda, guaranteeing future sustainability of Tyldesley high street Conservation 
Area. 

One possible way forward would be to undertake a full assessment and review of areas 
bounding onto the main high street with a view to planting new trees establishing a greener 
setting and standard for the environment. This would have a number of benefits:

REDUCE AIR POLLUTION
Trees absorb pollutant gases (carbon dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, ammonia, sulphur dioxide and other 
greenhouse creating gases) absorbing and filtering particles out of the air, trapping them on their 
leaves and bark.

VISUAL SCREENING
Trees provide screening and can soften hard environments dominated by harder materials.

WELLBEING
Trees contribute to human wellbeing, helping us feel less stressed and restored. 

SHADE
Trees provide shade from harmful UVA/B sun rays.

HABITAT
Trees provide an important habitat for birds and insects.

Trees offer particular higher levels of environmental benefit, as a result of being able to absorb 
pollutants to a higher level. Species that are particularly good at this include Acer Campestre 
Streetwise, Pyrus Calleryana Chanticleer and Prunus Sunset Boulevard.

Sketches on the following pages show the benefit from tree planting. Existing large expanses of 
car parking areas would be immediately softened with the inclusion of some strategically placed 
trees to help frame the space (see sketch example on following pages).
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Public art and sculpture has enormous social value. It can contribute to community wellbeing, 
promoting confidence and belonging. When completed successfully, it can restore economic vitality 
and civic pride, enhancing and sustaining the quality of life for local residents and businesses.

When developed through a process of engagement and consultation, the effects can be dramatic 
and uplifting for the wider community, reinforcing both local/national identity. When located in 
a public space, it can be accessible by the whole community on a daily basis, unlike art within 
museums and galleries. 

What are the potential benefits?
• Potential to redefine and enrich our physical environment 
• Promote civic engagement and discussion
• Opportunity for local artists, promoting the unique artistic and cultural identity of an area
• Boost the local economy, attracting both local residents and visitors from wider afield
• A visual representation of local investment in place, improving quality of life and community 

pride 
• Reconnect the community with its shared historical heritage 
• Improve and transform a dead space into a place of destination, community pride and 

ownership
• Appreciation across all age ranges, opening eyes and minds to the potential of change
• Raising public awareness about important community issues, such as environmental 

stewardship and respect for diversity.
Public art can come in a number of forms and respond to a variety of agendas. Detailed below are 
some of the areas which have been covered by art installations within similar towns and cities.

Previous social history unique to location:
• Historical/local heroes
• Cultural diversity
• Local achievements
• Future goals and aspirations.

A particularly good example of the use of public art to regenerate and create community pride 
which has translated into a higher profile, bringing in visitors from wider afield and generating 
much needed income for local businesses is Liverpool. Liverpool is a particularly good example of 
the use of public art and its strong rich historical social past as inspiration for many of the art and 
sculptures scattered through the city, which are points of civic identity and pride. Tyldesley like many 
other north west towns has a rich unique history of its own which should be embraced and visually 
represented within the environment. Possible future locations for public art are identified on the 
map on page 9.4 and could incorporate both physical 3 dimensional sculpture or wall art/murals.
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 Market Square - meeting point

 Ponky’s Park on Elliott Street/Castle Street

 Evening illuminations of St. George’s Church

 Corner site of Astley Street
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Map data ©2019 Google

Add tree planting
(evergreen uplit)

Refurbished shop fronts - 
Heritage design

Central sculpture with heritage value 
and connection with Tyldesley

(possible play, lighting and water 
feature)

Historical information 
points

Blank wall - Art/mural 
opportunity

Cafe external - Seating 
community interaction space

Consistency in street 
furniture - Improved 
high quality seating 
to be located away 

from traffic

Integrated seating 
and art feature

Beautifully detailed paving. 
Can be used for pavement games

Planting zone/colourful 
greenery of central square

Existing Market 
Square

A3: PUBLIC ART

  Market Square
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  Corner of  
  Astley Street

Map data ©2019 Google

Existing 
vacant corner

Add tree 
planting

Central architecture 
- Heritage value and 

connection with Tyldesley

Evening illumination to 
feature sculpture

Blank wall - Art/mural 
opportunity

Integrated seating 
within art sculpture Planting zone/greenery
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Establishing a clear gateway/threshol,d can improve legibility of a space and 
area, helping an individual to understand a place’s layout and what goes on 
in it, by providing information and direction for orientation and navigation. 
At present there is no defined gateway signage or indication that Tyldesley 
high street forms part of a wider Conservation Area. Establishing such a 
gateway sig,n assisting wayfinding can work on a number of levels. Firstly, 
enabling a greater appreciation and awareness of the environment/area 
being entered (linking into heritage trail) and secondly establishing familiarity 
and a landmark, providing information to visitors from wider afield.

Constructed as a simple clear sign or with a sculptural element, its location 
must be clearly visible and preferably located along a main traffic/pedestrian 
route or at a central node, to achieve maximum impact. Examples of 
gateway features and signage are detailed on the following sheet. 

A4: GATEWAY  
  THRESHOLD

  Introduction
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A4: GATEWAY  
  THRESHOLD

  Exemplar
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Accessible Ponky’s Park ‘oasis’ 
with sculptural 
seating integrated 
into design

Art installation ‘cotton’ illuminated sculpture 
during the evening signifying gateway

Historical map of old Tyldesley 
as gateway to Conservation 

Area

Replanting to  
soften edges

A4: GATEWAY      
  THRESHOLD

  Ponky’s Park
  Castle Street/   
  Elliott Street
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Local artist design/sculpture 
on waste empty land  
at main junction

Threshold gateway art installation 
representing Tyldesley historic 

heritage - signalling entrance to 
Conservation Area

A4: GATEWAY  
  THRESHOLD

  Shuttle Street/   
  Elliott Street
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The way we shop and access services post pandemic will 
remain in a continual flux, as shoppers tentatively return 
to a more normalised form of face to face shopping, and 
as retailers continue the battle with the growth in online 
retail. Tyldesley high street is faced with a stark choice: 
adapt, innovate and respond to these challenges or face 
a slow continued decline.

A consistent theme running through all of the community 
consultation feedback collected from all age groups, is 
road traffic. The local community have all listed traffic 
issues as a major concern and barrier, limiting consumer 
confidence and deterring visitors to the high street. 
Achieving a balance between vehicle and pedestrian 
access will always remain an ongoing issue for any town 
high street. The following map illustrates the current 
street and pedestrian structure of Elliott Street. It shows 
that at some areas the footpath falls below 2m wide 
which is further affected by inappropriately located 
lighting, signage columns and street furniture creating 
pinch points and reducing mobility, particularly for 
disabled visitors. Coupled with fast moving traffic, this 
is not conducive to an enjoyable shopping experience. 
To further understand the issues and effects that this is 
having on Tyldesley high street, we must first review the 
existing street layout and traffic dynamics.

Elliott Street, which forms the main spine of the high 
street, currently provides one-way vehicle access limited 
to a max 20mph speed for all sized vehicles and lorries. 
Connecting side streets have also been reassigned as 
one-way routes facilitating a constant traffic flow. Short 
stay parking bays have been created along Elliott Street 
adding to congestion and potential for pedestrian 
conflict as shoppers move from one side of the street to 
the other. 

Research shows that shoppers on foot spend more 
than those who arrive by car. By investing in the walking 
environment, issues of safety and pollution can be 
tackled head on, reversing Tyldesley high street’s steady 
decline. Making places better for walking underpins 
the quality of the consumer experience allowing the 
community to rediscover the high street as an asset, 
promoting an inclusive live, work, shop and social 
experience in a healthy safe environment.

Safety, accessibility, parking, pollution and many other 
factors need to be carefully considered to ensure that 
any planned change is cost effective and non detrimental 
to existing and future businesses.

The possible full or semi pedestrianisation of Elliott 
Street should be considered as a rebalancing process, 
and a long-term goal underpinned by a supportive 
comprehensive pedestrian/traffic study. Examples of 
towns that have adapted the main high street into a 
shared more inclusive pedestrian high street include 
Preston and Prescot town centres. Both successfully 
manage traffic and pedestrian movement through a 
process of speed reduction, facilitated by a careful choice 
of materials and a blaring of spaces. At present along 
Elliott Street, there is a clear definition between road 
and footpath, which gives drivers confidence to sustain 
max speed levels. When this is removed, as shown in the 
examples mentioned previously, the vehicle or cyclist 
is forced to reduce speed and be more aware of the 
surroundings and pedestrians, encouraging a more co-
operative use of the highway. The use of street furniture 
can also further assist this process, allowing a more 
flexible adaptable high street to emerge.

A5: TRAFFIC

  Introduction
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 Circular flow

 One direction north flow

 One direction south flow

 One direction east flow

 One direction west flow

 Two way direction
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7   Robinson Street parking 
8   Well Street parking
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10   Astley Street Park and Ride
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• Pathway signage creates 
obstacle within footpath

• Street lighting located in 
footpath adjacent to shops - 
creates obstacle

Retail unit

Improve shop 
fronts with 
heritage design

Selective cobbled strips to 
reduce traffic speed rumble 

strips

Climate resilient SuDS planter with 
street tree and colourful planting

Short stay parking
retained

Decorative 
illuminated bollards 

and seating

Colourful shop 
fronts (outdoor 

displays)

Wider footpath 
allowing external 
cafe seating

Trees up-lit
Pedestrian and vehicle routes blared to facilitate 

reduced traffic speed

Wider footpath
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Preston town centre - Fishergate: 
wider pedestrian zone enables street 

seating/cafe society

Preston town centre - Fishergate: 
blaring of the vehicle route forces drivers to reduce 

speed as the space is shared

Preston town centre - Fishergate:  
tree planting softens street scene

Preston town centre - Fishergate:  
high quality robust materials

Prescot town centre Prescot town centre Map data ©2019 Google
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Tyldesley (Tilzli: or Tilsli:) is a town in Greater 
Manchester, in the north-west of England

In 2011 the Tyldesley ward of Wigan Council had a 
population of 14,341 Geographically, Tyldesley is located 
approximately 9 miles south-east of Wigan and around 10 
miles from Manchester. It is ideally placed as a commuter 
town serving the 10 districts of Greater Manchester (see 
location map on next page).

The town has close links with nearby Atherton and Leigh 
and is well connected by road to the motorway network. 
Tyldesley’s last rail link closed in 1964, but a modern 
guided busway linking the town with both Manchester and 
Leigh partly follows the course of the old London North 
Western Railway.

Tyldesley is one of the original six ‘vills’ that formed the 
parish of Leigh; three of which, Bedford, Pennington and 
Westleigh were united in the town of Leigh with Astley 
(originally Eastleigh) becoming a part of Tyldesley-cum-
Shakerley in later times; and Atherton staying separate 
until amalgamation into Wigan Council in 1974.

Locally Tyldesley is known as ‘Bongs’ or ‘Tyldesley Bongs’, 
believed to be a corruption of the old Norman French 
‘Tyldesley Banques’ or ‘Banks’ and referring to the town’s 
situation on the first prominent escarpment north of the 
Cheshire Plain.

In pre-Roman times, the area was part of the territory of 
the Brigantes, a Celtic tribe; there is evidence of Roman 
occupation with coinage found locally and an ancient road 
passing to the north of the present town between Coccium 
(Wigan) and Mamucium (Manchester).

Little is known from Anglo-Saxon times, save for reminders 
in place names and words from local dialect; and early 
references to Tyldesley begin in King John’s time when 
Tyldesley became perhaps the largest of the six parish 
townships – but the least developed – with dense forest, 
historic bridleways and a scattering of cottages being the 
notable features.

The Normans allocated ‘Tyldesley-cum-Shakerley’ to the 
chief manor at Warrington, and later the Tyldesley family 
became the original lords of the local manor. Halls were 
built in the 13th and 14th centuries and the local families 
feuded and fell out with each other, but life went on. Local 
men were known to have been at the battles of Crecy and 
Agincourt.

Little changed during the next few hundred years other 
than forest clearance, the advance of crops and animal 
husbandry and typical cottage industry development. Nails 
were made at Shakerley, and surface coal was ‘mined’ 
locally from early times.

In 1728 Thomas Johnson purchased the Banks Estate 
and increased the family lands for the next 50 years or 
so. He started the development of the Tyldesley we know 
today, laying out the main Street and several cross streets 
in a grid pattern. Early mills were built and mining and 
rudimentary engineering followed, and industry began and 
thrived for the next 200 years.

Lancashire was famed for its cotton industry, and Tyldesley 
contributed magnificently – early mills were built close 
to the abundant streams; later, steam engines powered 
bigger and bigger industrial ‘cathedrals’, urbanisation 
happened and the population rose substantially.
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Coal was needed to power this expansion and existing 
collieries scaled up and newer ones were sunk deeper and 
deeper as mining technology improved. The coming of the 
railways from 1828 improved transport. Over 20 named 
coal pits were listed within the Tyldesley boundaries and 
pithead gear proliferated around the town.

Industry declined after the Second World War and 
demolition with subsequent land reclamation and new 
post-war housing developments have changed the face of 
the town, yet again.

Traditionally, economic activity was encouraged along Elliott 
Street – Tyldesley’s central commercial area and main 
thoroughfare, where everything needed for domestic life 
could be found. More recently there has been decline as 
both edge of town supermarkets and out of town shopping 
malls have been built.

The town centre still retains the atmosphere of a bustling 
market town, with a refurbished market square. The 
steep terraces branching off the main streets give the 
town a distinctive character worthy of Investment and 
regeneration for the local community.

Tyldesley Historical Society 2021
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Historic 
Maps:
1885-1903

© 2018 National Library of Scotland
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Historic 
Maps:
1892- 1914

© 2018 National Library of Scotland  Conservation Area
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Historic 
Maps:
1926- 1927

© 2018 National Library of Scotland
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Historic 
Maps:
1949- 1969

© 2018 National Library of Scotland  Conservation Area
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92: SHOE SHOP
William Kershaw (72) was a sports shoe maker and lived here with his wife 
Sarah (70), son James (35) boot and clog maker and daughter Sarah (34).

96: GENERAL SUPPLY STORES

Postcard showing staff outside the Central Supply Stores, posters in the windows 
advertise New Grass butter; Fry’s chocolate; bacon and tea. The male staff all wear 
long white aprons from their waists to the floor. The sign above the shop windows 
reads: ‘Provisions, Bennett; groceries’. 
©Wigan & Leigh Archives Online https://archives.wigan.gov.uk/

102: FISH DEALERS
Benjamin Hurst (53) worked here as a fish dealer and lived with his wife 
Elizabeth (52). His three sons and daughter were also fish dealers William 
(26), Robert (22), Arthur (17), and Mary (19). Alice Haugton (17) lived here and 
worked as a domestic servant.

104: TOBACCO SHOP
Amelia Dawson (60) was a tobacconist and lived here with her children; Mary 
(41) and Herbert (20) who both worked as tobacconists assistants. Her other 
daughter Annie (18) was a dressmaker.

112: HAIRDRESSERS
Ellis Jones (49) hairdresser lived here with his wife Mary (52), son James (22) 
commercial traveler, daughters Frances (19) and Agnes (18) both cotton 
winders, son Robert (16), daughter Maggie (15) and lodger Mrs S (76).

114: FABRIC SHOP
David Homes (26) a draper lived here with his wife Ada (35).

120: GROCERY STORE
James Warren (42) was the grocer here and was assisted by his wife Clara 
(41). They lived with their son Thomas (15) who also assisted at the shop, and 
daughter Ellen (14) who was at school.

130: DRESSMAKERS
Ellen Young (36) worked here as a dressmaker and lived with her three sisters 
Eliza (32) draper, Bertha (26) milliner, Margaret (24) housekeeper.

138: GROCERS
Eliza Bennett (58) was a grocer and lived with her children Arthur (36) who was 
also a grocer, daughter Eleanor (28) who was a teacher, Kate (26) who was a 
housekeeper and Fred (26) who was a grocers assistant.

144: OUTFITTERS
Ada Walsh (41) was an outfitter and lived with Elizabeth Arrowsmith (29) who 
worked in the shop as an assistant.

146: BAKERY
William Bussey (39) was a baker and lived with wife Kate (45) and son James 
(15).

148: FRUIT SHOP
John Yates (34) was a shop manager and lived with wife Martha (37), son 
Joseph (9) and daughter Eveline (4). Alice Jones worked here as a domestic 
servant.

150: TOBACCONISTS
George Taylor (35) was a tobacconist and lived with wife Mary (31), sons 
George (9) and Frederick (3) and daughters Edith (5) and Emily (5 months). Ann 
Brocklebank (64) worked here as a domestic nurse.

154-156: DRAPERY
James Tyldesley (64) was a draper and lived with wife Sarah (61), his sons 
Herbert (23) who was a mechanic, Harold (19) who worked in the shop as an 
assistant and daughter Hilda (16) who was a packer at the cotton mill.

158: BUTCHERS
Richard Crompton (55) was a butcher and lived with wife Helen (50), daughters 
Mary (22), Helen (21), Annie (19), Jane (17) and son Frank (10).

166: PUBLIC HOUSE
Graham Partington (43) was the pub keeper and lived with wife Alice (41) and 
their children Peter Ratcliffe (17), Lillie Ratcliffe (15), Beatrice Ratcliffe (10) and 
Ernest Partington (2). Annie Poutney (50) worked here as a domestic servant.
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170: FLOUR SHOP
Matthew Hampson (60) was a flour dealer and lived with wife Mary (71).

176: BAKERS
Amelia Molton (28) and Martha Sykes were partners here and both bakers.

178: PUBLIC HOUSE
John Banks was a publican and lived with wife Effy (24) and sons Jack (1) 
and Lawrence (4 months). Mary Wainwright (21) worked here as a domestic 
servant.

184: BARBERS
James Cooke (44) was a barber and lived with sons George (17), James (13) and 
Horace (6) and daughter Adelaide (12).

186: FISH SHOP
Fred Goulden (39) was a fish dealer and lived with wife Lydia (38).

188: SHOE SHOP
Arthur Halloran (30) was a shoe maker and lived with wife Lorna (28) and 
daughter Bertha (5 months).

190: SADDLE SHOP
Edward Cutts (50) was a saddle and harness maker and lived with wife 
Margaret (50) and daughter Edith (19) who was a school teacher.

192: DRESSMAKERS
Elizabeth Phillips (49) was a dressmaker and lived with daughter Ethel (16), son 
Percy (14) who was her assistant and their lodger George Cutts (14) who was a 
saddle makers apprentice.

196: SHOE SHOP
John Hilton (46) lived here with his wife Ellen (52) who was a shoe dealer. 
Their daughter Ellen (17) was an assistant at the shop and they had two other 
children Harold (13) and Elizabeth (10).

204: BAKERY
Richard Platt (30) was a baker and lived with his wife Ann (32) who was a 
confectioner, their son Reginald (1) and domestic servant Emma Barnbridge 
(20).

206: ICE CREAM SHOP
Johnson Dawson (44) was the shop manager and lived with wife Eliza (36) and 
daughter Sarah Taylor (13).

208: BUTCHERS
James Morris (27) was a butcher and lived with his brother John Stilton (19) 
who was the shop manager, Thomas Tyldesley who was an ironmongers 
assistant and his wife Kerrie (24).

212: CHEMIST
Joseph Wallwork (61) was a chemist and lived with wife Jane (52), sons; Herbert 
(26) who was also a chemist, Harrington (21) who was a bank clerk, Cecil (16) 
who was assistant chemist and George (14). His daughters were Charlotte (24) 
and Martha (19).

‘Image of Wallworks chemist shop c.1905. A sign for Camwell table waters is in the 
shop doorway and the sign above the windows reads ‘Pharmaceutical chemist’.  
©Tyldesley Heritage Trail http://tyldesleyheritagetrail.weebly.com/gallery.html
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119: BUTCHERS
Thomas Tyldesley (33) a butcher, lived here with wife Annie (31), son Kenneth 
(9) and daughter Clarice (8), This property is due to be converted to the For 
Tyldesley CIC office.

121-123: DRAPERS
John Tyldesley (66) a draper, lived here with his wife Martha (68) and daughter 
Ellen (35) milliner. This is currently Franks Cafe, due to be renovated.

123 Elliott Street c.1895 ©Wigan & Leigh Archives Online https://archives.wigan.gov.uk/
 
131: GENTLEMAN’S OUTFITTERS
Jonathon Hindley (51) lived and worked here with this wife Elizabeth (49), son 
Fred (18) who worked as his assistant, and daughter Annie (13).

133: WINE AND SPIRIT MERCHANTS
John Taylor (44) and wife Margaret (42) lived here with their sons Edward (17) 
and Henry (15) who were both coal miners, Thomas (12), John (7) and daughter 
Lena (3).

 John Taylor’s wine  
 shop was said to be  
 one of the oldest  
 and original  
 buildings on Elliott  
 Street, built around  
 1781. It was  
 originally a farm  
 house selling poultry  
 food along with  
 wines and spirits  
 

This photo, taken in 1895, shows a sign over the shop for Walker’s Warrington Ales, 
while window advertisements are for Dewar’s Whisky, Perth.
©Wigan & Leigh Archives Online https://archives.wigan.gov.uk/

135: BUTCHERS
Thomas Crosby lived and worked here with Mary Walker (23) who assisted in 
the shop and Kelly Hadfield (15) who was a general domestic servant.

137: POST OFFICE
John Kershaw (46) was the postmaster here. He lived here with his wife Ann 
(48) and was assisted by his son William (16) who was a telegraph clerk and his 
other son Thomas (13).

139: BANK
Alfred Jones (35) was a bank manager and lived here with his wife Mary (30) 
son Alfred (8), daughter Muriel (2). Also living here was Mary’s brother Edward 
Latimer (18), Sarah Doody (22) domestic nurse and Sarah Morgan (26) a 
general domestic servant. 

141: THE QUEENS PUBLIC HOUSE
Samuel Cocker (42) was the licensee and lived here with his wife Hannah (40) 
and six sons: Fred (19) who was an apprentice mechanic at the cotton mill, James 
(14), Samuel (9), William (7), Henry (5), John (1) and two daughters Lottie (17) and 
Elsie (3). They employed a domestic servant Mary Jane Lyon (18).

The Queens Hotel public house can be seen on the left hand side.
©Tyldesley Heritage Trail http://tyldesleyheritagetrail.weebly.com/gallery.html

143: CONFECTIONERS
Thomas Fleming (30) was a confectioner here and lived with his wife Annie (32) 
and son John (1). His sister Ellen (13) lived with them and worked in the shop as 
Thomas’ assistant. Also living here was Lucy Millington (20) shop assistant and 
Maggie McClintock (23) domestic cook.

145: FABRIC SHOP
Philip Marsh was a draper here and lived with his two sisters and two nephews. 
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149: CHEMIST
Albert Bennett (33) was the chemist and lived with his wife Mary (42) and had a 
general domestic servant Ellen Gallagher (27).
 
151: PRINTING AND EMBROIDERY
George Smith (42) a letterpress printer lived here with his wife Harriet (39), son 
George (17) also a letterpress printer, daughter Alice (14), and son Thomas 
(10).

151A: GROCERY STORE
Nathaniel Swails (55) was a shopkeeper and lived here with his wife Ann (59) 
and daughter Jane Ann (29) who did dressmaking from home, daughter Emily 
(26) who was a domestic housemaid and son Augustus (24) who was a clerk at 
the Colliery.

155: BUTCHERS
James Hodkinson (28) was a butcher and lived with wife Annie (31) and her 
brother Asa Martin (20) who worked as an assistant in the shop.

157A: JEWELERS
Robert Ormerod (44) was a gold jeweller and lived here with his wife Grace 
(41), son Harold (19) who was an assistant schoolmaster, son James (15) who 
was a railway goods clerk and daughter Agnes (17) who was a pupil.

159: CONFECTIONERS
Edward Sandford (79) was a confectioner and lived with his wife Martha (71), 
daughter Clara (32) who was an assistant confectioner and Selina Taylor (28) 
who was a domestic servant.

167: SHOE SHOP
Frederick Jagger (42) was a boot and shoe salesman and lived here with wife 
Margaret (37), daughters Louie (16) ,Olive (1), sons George (13), Frederick (7) 
and John (3).

169-171 – 7 STANLEY STREET: CLOTHING OUTFITTERS
Isaac Ward (34) was a clothing outfitter here and lived with wife Phoebe (36).

 
Ward Bros Clothiers on the corner of Elliott Street and Stanley Street, 1902

Post card pre 1923 (Public domain image)

175: SURGERY
John Hammer (59) was a retired chemist who lived here with his wife Emma 
(59) and two sons Edward (35) and Harry (29) who both worked as surgeons 
from this address. Also living here was their daughter Mary (24), Jane Sedgley 
(28) domestic cook and Ada Gordon (19) who was a housemaid.

177–181: IRONMONGERY
Herbert Taylor (28) was an ironmonger and lived with his wife Ellen (29) and 
their daughter Sarah (1).

185: HOTEL
John Bleakley (40) was the licensed victualler (inn keeper) and lived with wife 
Ellen (35), sons Ethan (10), Ernest (6), Herbert (2) and daughters Alice (8) and 
Ellen (4). They also had staff living here; Annie Bromilow (19) barmaid, Alice 
Hindley (18) assistant barmaid, Florence Gregson (23) general servant, Mary 
Hindley (19) domestic servant and Mary Guest (15) who was a domestic nurse.

189: BUTCHERS
Ann Tyldesley (65) a butcher lived here with her son Frederick (27) who was 
also a butcher, grandson John (14) who was an apprentice butcher and Ellie 
Hilliarnes (16) who was a domestic servant.

191–193: TOBACCONISTS
George Rogers (36) was a tobacconist and lived with his wife Mary (32) their 
daughters Elizabeth (11), Maggie (9), sons James (7) and George (5). Daisy 
Pomfret also lived here as a domestic servant.

195: CLOTHES SHOP
Benjamin Morris (34) worked here as a clothier and lived with his wife Nelly (37) 
and sons Arthur (7) and Kenneth (5).
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197: GROCERS
Hannah Shuttleworth (66) lived with her son Joseph (27) who worked as the 
grocer here, daughter Margaret (40) and boarder Hellian Bridge (26) who 
worked at the cotton mill.

205: GROCERS
Alice Clarsden (34) was a grocer and lived with her son John (14) who worked 
as her assistant and three boarders, one of whom was David Carlisle (36) who 
worked as the shop manager.

207–209: GROCERS
Richard Dixon (58) was a grocer and lived with his wife Hannah (55) and their 
daughter Margaret (24) who worked as a dressmaker from home. Also living 
here was Hannah’s mother, Mary Smith (79).

211: BAKERY
Oliver King (39) was a confectioner and lived with wife Rebecca (39), son 
Stanley (13) and daughters Alice (11), Dorothy (6) and Olive (3).

213: PAWNBROKERS
James Baxter (53) who worked at the colliery lived here with his wife Alice (53) 
and three sons. Herbert (24) was manager at the pawnbrokers, son James (16) 
and George (14) both worked as pawnbrokers assistants.

215: HAIRDRESSER AND TOBACCONIST
Robert Coyne (28) was a hairdresser and tobacconist here and lived with wife 
Mary (26), daughter Doris (3), son Herbert (1) and housemaid Mary Jones (16).

217: DRESSMAKERS
James Clark (49) was a joiner and lived with his wife Elizabeth (49) who was a 
draper and milliner working here. They had five daughters, two of whom also 
worked here, Mary (25) was a dressmaker and Anne (22) was a milliner, Lizzie 
(16), Edna (13) and Gertrude (6).

219: BUTCHERS
Edward Hulme was a butcher and lived with wife Sarah (33), son Fred (6) and 
daughter Olive (4).

221: GROCERS
Mary Hindley (67) was a shopkeeper and lived with her granddaughter Clara 
Quassiby (16) who was a domestic servant.

223: FISH AND CHIP SHOP
Mary Ann Smith (43) was a shopkeeper here and lived with her son Joseph 
Riley (23) who was a cotton spinner at the mill and his sons Fred Smith (5), 
Victor Smith (3) and boarder John Richardson (25).

225: PRINTERS AND STATIONERS
Thomas Bradshaw was a printer here and lived with his wife Christina (29), 
daughter Agnes (15), son Richard (1) and Martha Staning (21) who was a 
general servant.

Elliott Street, looking West - prepared especially for TT Bradshaw Stationers, photo 
by Partington-Atherton

227: CLOTHES SHOP
John Sherwood (62) was a shopkeeper and clothier and lived with his wife 
Margaret (62) and their daughter Alice (20) who was a dressmaker.

231: BLACK HORSE PUBLIC HOUSE
Henry Hilton (61) was the licensed beer seller here and lived with his son 
Thomas (26) who was barman. Also living here was his daughter Matilda 
Hampson (23) and her husband Joshua (24) and Henry’s grandson William 
Unsworth (16) who both worked at the cotton mills.
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BUILT NOVEMBER 1825 
FOR WILLIAM ECKSERSLEY MANLEY 
The Rate Book of 1841 reveals the house and garden was worth £30/14s/17d 
in rates (£2568 in modern terms) and there was an attached shippon stable 
and gig house (coach house) worth £3/17s (£321). The Ordnance Survey Map 
of 1849 reveals there was large garden to the side of Manley House. By 1890 
the garden was still visible, although number 136 Elliott Street had been built 
adjoining 138. All traces of the garden had disappeared by 1908.

WHO WAS WILLIAM ECKERSLEY MANLEY?
William Eckersley Manley was born on 25 October 1802 in Atherton and 
baptised almost three weeks later at Chowbent Chapel. His parents were 
Edmund Manley (1780-1833) and Jane Fildes (1780-1859) who had married on 
28th January 1802 at St. Peter’s in Bolton. At the time of his marriage Edmund 
Manley gave his occupation as a cabinet maker, however later trade directories 
for Chowbent reveal he was a machine maker, as well as the licensed victualler 
of the Kings Head Inn, located at Market Place in Atherton. The public house 
had been in his wife’s family for some fifteen years and in 1807 the pub passed 
from Jane’s mother Ann Fildes and her step-father William Eckersley to her 
husband. The pub, which was rebuilt during Manley’s tenure, still stands today 
(although it is now named ‘Weavers Rest’).

The Manley family were clearly prosperous in their business ventures as they 
sent their eldest son, William Eckersley Manley to London to train as a surgeon 
and general practitioner. He was granted his license in 1824 by the Society 
of Apothecary and the following year he was granted membership into the 
Royal College of Surgeons. Upon completing his education William returned to 
Atherton, where he trained under Dr. Cleworth. In June 1826 William married 
Mary Ann Jepson (1803-1874) at St. Mary’s, Leigh.

By the time their first child, Edmund was born in August 1827, William and 
Mary Ann were already living on Elliott Street in Tyldesley. The couple had 
eight children together; Robert (1829-1889), Eliza (1831-61), William (1833-34), 
Mary Ann (1836), William (1838-46), Hugh (1841-46) and Herbert (1842-43). As 
the dates show, infant mortality was rife in the early 19th Century especially 
in growing industrial towns such as Tyldesley, in which affected all classes of 
society.

LIFE IN TYLDESLEY
When William Manley first went to Tyldesley in 1825 he described it as 
a “straggling, rude village, possessing few attractions and little promise 
of success for a professional beginner”. However, Tydesley was slowly 
establishing itself as a town and St. George’s Church (1825) and School (1829) 
were subsequently built. William quickly grew fond of his adopted hometown 
and strove to implement social improvement schemes. He was a member 
of Tyldesley Local Board since its foundation in October 1863 and he took a 
great interest in improving sanitary conditions in the town; in 1867 the Local 
Board was successful in securing piped water from Manchester. He was also 
the oldest trustee of the Tyldesley Church Schools and his name appeared 
regularly in the local newspapers donating sums to charity and philanthropic 
projects.

The Manley family were prominent members of society, as Tyldesley 
progressed into industrial hub. His daughters attended Miss Gretton’s 
Ladies School at Chaddock Hall, Boothstown. Moreover, as the only medical 
professional for a number of decades, Manley was well known by all members 
of society and his obituary records: “No man more thoroughly knew the place – 
its wants, peculiarities, and character of its inhabitants. He was thoroughly at home 
with everyone – knew their history and position.”

On the evening of Monday 27th April 1868, William had attended a Local 
Board meeting, upon his return home he went to bed, saying he felt unwell. 
At midnight he was woken by a messenger asking him to call on a sick patient, 
whilst he was preparing himself he told his wife he felt unwell. Mary Ann 
Manley sent the housekeeper to fetch Mr. Hoyle, a surgeon but before he 
could arrived, William suffered from a ‘fit of apoplexy’ (a nineteenth century term 
for a stroke) and he sadly died aged only 65. He was buried in the family plot in 
the grave yard adjoining St. George’s Church, the flat stone marker has since 
been completely covered by grass.

THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY
By early 1870, Mary Ann Manley and her children left Tyldesley and moved 
to Wilmslow (both she and her son, Edmund would both later be buried in the 
family grave in Tyldesley). The house was advertised for rent and in July 1870, 
the Tarbuck family moved into the property. John Tarbuck (1826) and his wife 
Margaret (1834) had previously lived in Abram with their children: Harold 
(1865), Edith (1866), Bertha (1868), Rhoda (1870). By 1871 the family were 
living at Manley House, along with Margaret’s mother Jane Jackson. During the 
1870s the family was completed by the following children: Ludovic and Herbert 
(1874 -twins) and Margaret (1876) and the household was extended by the 
employment of a domestic maid in 1881, 21 year old Elizabeth Horrocks.

Source: https://ifthosewallscouldtalk.wordpress.com/2017/05/18/hidden-histories-138-elliott-street-tyldesley/
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John Tarbuck was a mining engineer and land surveyor and he would have 
found plenty of work in and around Tyldesley in the 1870s. Among the 
collieries in Tyldesley at this time were: Cleworth Hall, Combermere, Gin Pit, 
Great Boys, New Lester, Nook, Pear Tree, Shakerley, St. George’s and Yew Tree. 
However, these collieries needed men and women to work in them and as a 
result the population of Tyldesley doubled in a twenty year period; rising from 
6,408 in 1871 to 12,891 in 1891.

22 Oct 1870: Advertisement placed by John Tarbuck in the Leigh Chronicle, 1870. 
(Source: Leigh Chronicle, 22 October 1870, p.1)

This population increase impacted on Manley House and the topography of 
the town changed rapidly. By the 1880s the property was now surrounded by 
shops, pubs, terraced houses and mills, it would have been unrecognisable 
to the scene in 1825 when William Manley first arrived there. Among the 
Tarbuck’s immediate neighbours were a confectioner, a painter, a gunpowder 
agent and an ironmonger.

THE BENNETT FAMILY
In 1882 John Tarbuck died and his widow and family moved to Moss Side, 
Manchester (in the late nineteenth century the area was home to the up-and-
coming working and middle classes). By 1885 the Bennett family have moved 
into Manley House. Head of the family was widow Eliza Bennett (1844-1914). 
Eliza was born in Northamptonshire and married John Bennett (1840-1878), 
they came to Tyldesley around 1864 where they commenced their grocery 
business, a few doors away from Manley House on Elliott Street.

Eliza lived at Manley House with her children; Arthur (1864), Annie (1870-1885), 
Eleanor (1873) and Kate (1865). She successfully ran the grocery business, 
which continued to expand. By 1901 the family owned the adjoining property 
at 140 Elliott Street which they used as the retail premises. Eliza was assisted 
in the business by her son and a lodger, Fred Lees who works as an assistant. 
Her daughter Eleanor worked as a teacher in a private school.

Eliza had retired from her grocery business later that year and the family had 
left Manley House. Eliza retired to Lytham and she was greatly missed by the 
community in Tyldesley, especially the Wesleyan Church in which she was 
heavily involved in other institutions such as the Nursing Association and Leigh 
Local Board. She died in September 1914.

12 Aug 1892: (Source: Leigh Chronicle, 12 August, 1892, p.4)

MANLEY HOUSE: THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 
George Smith, his wife Harriet and their three adult children George, Alice 
and Thomas are recorded as living at Manley House from 1902. George and 
his sons are letterpress printers and he owns the family business. The Smith 
family and their stationary business are still recorded at the property as late as 
1924.

Elliott Street, Tyldesley, c.1910s (Manley House is on the right of the photograph, 
located opposite the small building with columns which was a bank). (Source: https://
fineartamerica.com/featured/elliott-street-tyldesley-england-the-keasbury-gordon-photograph-
archive.html)

A NEW USE
In the post-war period, Manley House (or simply 138 Elliott Street as it was 
more commonly known) was no longer a desirable family home as it had been 
a century earlier. From 1902 tracks were laid on Elliott Street outside Manley 
House and trolley buses were a common feature. The building stood at the 
heart of Tyldesley’s main shopping street, which was also one of the main 
roads connecting Tyldesley with neighbouring Atherton and Astley. Therefore, 
the role of the building changed from private residential use to public use, 
for example as an office. It was later used as a dentist’s surgery, first by Derek 
Thompson and after by Catherine Robinson until the 1990s. Needless to say 
there are many people still in the locality who have less than fond memories of 
visiting 138 Elliott Street as children in the 1960s and 1970s.

During this time Number 138 Elliott Street was altered internally to suit its role 
as a dental surgery. Fortunately the building was protected from any further 
changes when it was granted listed building status in 1991 and subsequently 
incorporated into Tyldesley’s Conservation Zone. The property was the 
purchased by Michael Daggett, who spent the next decade or so painstakingly 
preserving and restoring the original features of Manley House and returning 
the property to its original early nineteenth century glory.

Manley House was listed for sale in 2014 for around £249,950 which shows 
that despite being located on Tyldesley’s main road this is still a desirable 
property which the previous owner had worked very hard to create. 

When it was first built in 1825 Manley House stood out from other buildings 
in Tyldesley and over 190 years later it still stands out today, fortunately for 
all the right reasons. Tied within the bricks and mortar of this building are the 
lives of some of Tyldesley’s most influential former residents and indeed the 
history of the town itself.
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141 ELLIOTT STREET 

THE SPINNERS ARMS 1825
The great rise of the cotton industry was the cause of the creation of this 
old inn with its distinctive name. In 1825 it stood in Elliott Street next to high 
street, and Thomas Manley was tenant. In 1838 the inn had a bowling green 
and its gross rateable value was £44. Charles Willott was owner and John 
Pendlebury, tenant. Two years later Francis Atkin had bought the inn and 
Thomas Guest was living at it to 1843, when he died. Ann Guest passed the 
Spinners Arms to William Hilton, who was here in 1845 and 1853. 

Then it changed its name to the Queens. William Lewis was landlord in 1881.

ELLIOTT/CHAPEL STREET 

FORMER NATIONAL WESTMINSTER BANK BUILDING ON THE 
CORNER OF CHAPEL STREET AND ELLIOTT STREET
This is now a veterinary surgery with little left to remind you of its former use. 
Banks first came to Tyldesley in the 1870s. This particular edifice was originally 
a branch of the Bank of Bolton, National Provincial Bank in 1962, and then they 
merged with the Westminster Bank in 1972 to form ‘Natwest’ which eventually 
became part of the Royal Bank of Scotland Group. 

The ‘listed building’ closest to the bank is an example of a George Gilbert Scott 
designed, K6 (kiosk number six) telephone kiosk planned to commemorate the 
silver jubilee of King George V in 1935. It was consequently sometimes known 
as the “Jubilee” kiosk. It went into production in 1936. 

 John Grundy was a grocer whose shop was originally on the Veterinary 
site, before it became a bank. His early installation of ‘central heating’ using 
originally dry heat from a stove in the schoolroom below and a series of flues 
and vents, and later hot water powered ‘radiators’ was one of the first in any 
ecclesiastical edifice ... and which led to his very successful iron foundry in 
Lower Elliott Street, his central heating apparatus being installed in many more 
churches up and down the country, (including St. George’s) and his general 
iron foundry providing many of the cast iron grids found in gutters worldwide!

Source: https://ifthosewallscouldtalk.wordpress.com/2017/05/18/hidden-histories-138-elliott-street-tyldesley/
http://tyldesleyheritagetrail.weebly.com/the-trail.html
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